BOTHELL CITY COUNCIL
***VIRTUAL MEETING***

AGENDA

March 16, 2021 – 6:00 PM
BOTHELL CITY HALL - 18415 101st AVE NE BOTHELL, WA 98011
Public Notice: Pursuant to Governor Inslee’s Stay Home, Stay Healthy Proclamation 20-25 extension and
the extension of Proclamation 20-28 regarding open public meetings, and in an effort to curtail the spread
of the COVID-19 virus, this City Council meeting will be conducted remotely through Zoom. We encourage
members of the public to attend and participate in the meeting remotely, as described in more detail
below:
Public testimony during public hearings and visitor comments will be accommodated through Zoom, but
the public is requested to sign up for such testimony by submitting a form HERE. Forms must be submitted
no later than 3:00pm the day of the meeting.
For those wishing to attend by Zoom, please:
(1) click this link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86536744292 (or copy the URL and paste into a web browser)
(2) call-in to the Zoom meeting by dialing 253-215-8782 and entering 865 3674 4292
The proceedings will also be available to view live or on the following day on the City of Bothell YouTube
Channel, or live on *BCTV Cable Access Channels 21/26 (must have Frontier/Comcast Cable).
MEMBERS OF THE CITY COUNCIL
Mayor Liam Olsen
Deputy Mayor Jeanne Zornes
Councilmember Tom Agnew
Councilmember Davina Duerr
Councilmember Rosemary McAuliffe
Councilmember James McNeal
Councilmember Mason Thompson

REGULAR SESSION
Call to Order & Roll Call
Meeting Agenda Approval
During this item, the City Council may identify agenda items to be continued, withdrawn, or added.
1. Presentations, Reports, & Briefings
A. Public Engagement Opportunities
Pgs. 5-6

B. Proclamations/Recognitions
- Safe Place Week – Bryan Thompson, Friends of Youth/Safe Place Coordinator

C. Special Presentations
- Snohomish Health District Update – Bruce Straughn, Environmental Health Assistant
Director
D. Staff Briefings
-

Conservation District Services in Bothell – Christi Cox, Surface Water Program Coordinator

E. City Manager Reports
- Legislative Update – Kellye Mazzoli, Assistant City Manager
F. Council Committee Reports
2. Visitor Comment
Those testifying or providing visitor comment will be limited to 3 minutes. Attendees will be muted and
not audible to the Council except during times they are designated to speak.
If you wish to comment (either in writing or verbally) please submit a form HERE prior to 3:00PM (day
of meeting). All comments will be made part of the record.
3. Consent Agenda
All items under this section will be passed with a single motion and vote. These items are of a routine
nature. Prior to approval, City Council may request items be withdrawn from the consent agenda for
separate discussion. Approval of the consent agenda authorizes the City Manager to implement each
item in accordance with the staff recommendation.
,718,165

A. AB # 21-033 – Approve February 2021 Vouchers
Recommended Action: Approve vouchers for February 2021 totaling $3,311,108.42.

Pgs. 7-8

3,7165.98

4. Public Hearings

Pgs. 9-102

A. AB # 21-034 – Public Hearing and Consideration of an Ordinance Granting a Street Vacation to
Harbor Homes LLC for a portion of the Northwest Corner of NE 185th Street and Ross Road
Recommended Action: Approve an Ordinance Granting a Street Vacation to Harbor Homes LLC for
a portion of the Northwest Corner of NE 185th Street and Ross Road.

Pgs. 103-112

B. AB # 21-035 – Public Hearing and Consideration of Extending Interim Ordinance (Ordinance
2326) Temporarily Suspending Development Application and Permit Timelines Recommended
Action: Approve an Ordinance extending Interim Ordinance No. 2326 to continue
temporary suspension of development application and permit timelines.

Pgs. 113-118

C. AB # 21-036 – Public Hearing for proposed Amendments to Bothell Municipal Code Title 20:
Building and Construction Code
Recommended Action: Approve the proposed ordinance amending BMC 20.04.050

5.
Pgs. 119-130

Ordinances & Resolutions
A. AB # 21-037 - Consideration of a Resolution expressing support for State Transportation
Funding including the Adoption of a new Transportation Revenue Package
Recommended Action: Approve a Resolution expressing support for State Transportation
Funding including the Adoption of a new Transportation Revenue Package
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Pgs. 131-178

6.
Pgs. 179-206

7.
Pgs. 207-212

Pgs. 213-214

B. AB # 21-038 – Consideration of Plan and Code amendments to the Capital Facilities Element in
Imagine Bothell…Comprehensive Plan, and establishing minimum density and intensity within
the North Creek / NE 195 ST Activity Center
Recommended Action: Adopt the proposed Ordinance (Attachment 1) amending the Imagine
Bothell... Comprehensive Plan, Land Use and Capital Facilities Elements and the North Creek /
NE 195 ST Subarea Plan; and amending BMC Title 11, Administration of Development
Regulations; and BMC Title 12 Zoning including regulations for minimum densities and
intensities within activity centers.
Contracts and Agreements
A. AB # 21-039 – Consideration of Approval of a Pop-Up Retail Incubator Program
Recommended Action: Approve the Pop-Up Retail Incubator program and authorize the
Interim City Manager to sign the Port of Seattle Economic Development Partnership Grant in
the amount of $29,730.00 and the Mercy Corp Northwest PSA in the amount of $15,000.
Other Items
A. AB # 21-040 – Fourth Quarter 2020 Financial Update
Recommended Action: Presentation Only
B. AB # 21-041 – Consideration of Board and Commission Appointments
Recommended Action: After appointments have been made, move to ratify those
appointments

8. Executive Session/Closed Session
A. Closed Session regarding Labor Negotiations pursuant to RCW 42.30.140(4)(a)
9. Study Session/Update/Discussion Items
- None at this time.
10. Council Conversations
During this item, Council members have the opportunity to informally discuss topics of city interest.
11. Adjourn
CERTIFICATE:
I hereby certify that the above agenda was posted on 3/11/2021 by 6:00 P.M., on the official website and
bulletin board at Bothell City Hall, 18415 101st Avenue NE, Bothell, WA, 98011, in accordance with RCW
42.30.077, at least 24 hours in advance of the published start time of the meeting.
/s/ Laura Hathaway, City Clerk
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SPECIAL ACCOMODATIONS: The City of Bothell strives to provide accessible meetings for people with
disabilities. If special accommodations are required, please contact the ADA Coordinator at (425) 8066151 at least one day prior to the meeting.
Copies of agenda bills and attachments listed in this agenda may be obtained from the City Clerk's Office
the Friday before the meeting.
*Bothell City Council meetings are aired live on Bothell Community Television (BCTV) Channel 21/26
(Comcast/Frontier) (available to Comcast and Frontier Cable customers within Bothell City limits).
Meetings are generally replayed according to the following schedule (subject to change): Wednesday
following the meeting at 10 a.m.; Friday, Saturday and Sunday following the meeting at 10 a.m. and 7 PM.
City Council and Planning Commission meetings and the BCTV schedule are viewable online at
www.bothellwa.gov
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Safe Place Week
WHEREAS, Safe Place is a program that quickly connects runaway and homeless youth ages 12-17 to
services, either by reuniting them with their family or providing them with emergency shelter, with nearly
140 programs nationally, including King County; and
WHEREAS, more than 379,000 youth have been helped at a Safe Place location or received counseling as a
result of Safe Place information received at school; and
WHEREAS, since the program’s inception in 1983, more than 15 million youth have been educated through
the National Safe Place network’s outreach efforts, familiarizing them with the Safe Place sign, and
providing them with information about how to seek help; and
WHEREAS, Safe Place maintains a 24-hour hotline, 1-800-422-TEEN (8336), where youth can directly
connect with Safe Place staff and within one hour, meet with a Safe Place coordinator who works with the
youth to place them at a shelter or reunite them with family; and
WHEREAS, Metro buses, local businesses, and non-profit organizations are among the over 2,100 places in
King County that have volunteered to serve as locations where youth can request assistance and staff
members are trained to respond and immediately contact Safe Place; and
WHEREAS, Friends of Youth and YouthCare have run in partnership since 2012 to provide Safe Place services
for youth in crisis across King County; and
WHEREAS, the success of Safe Place is based on public and private collaborations and increased awareness
will encourage more communities to establish Safe Place locations where youth can readily access the help
they need;
NOW THEREFORE, I, Liam Olsen, Mayor of Bothell do hereby declare the week of March 21st-27th, 2021 as
SAFE PLACE WEEK in the City of Bothell.
Signed this 16th day of March, 2021

_____________________________
Liam Olsen, Mayor
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City Council
Agenda Bill
AB # 21-033

TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Chris Bothwell, Finance Director
Maureen Schols, Deputy Finance Director (Presenter)
DATE: March 16, 2021
SUBJECT: Approve February 2021 Vouchers
POLICY This item asks the City Council to consider approval of vouchers for the period of
CONSIDERATION: February 1 – 28, 2021 totaling $3,311,108.42 that were approved and paid for by
the City Auditor.
 Check transactions #216518-2010247
 Wire transactions #523, 524, 527, 529, & 5280
HISTORY:

DATE ACTION
JUNE 5, 2000 Ordinance 1810 appointed Finance Director/City
Treasurer as City Auditor
In accordance with state statues, vouchers approved by the City Auditor are
required to be ratified by the City Council and notated in the minutes.

DISCUSSION: None.
FISCAL Expenditure funding included in the Adopted 2021-2022 Budget.
IMPACTS:
ATTACHMENTS: Att-1. February 2021 Voucher Listing.
RECOMMENDED Approve vouchers for February 2021 totaling $3,311,108.42.
ACTION: 3,718,165.98
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City Council
Agenda Bill
AB # 21-034

TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Eddie Low, Interim Public Works Director
Peter Pearson, Public Works, Development Review Engineer (Presenter)
DATE: March 16, 2021
SUBJECT: Public Hearing - Consideration of an Ordinance Granting a Street Vacation to
Harbor Homes LLC for a portion of the Northwest Corner of NE 185th Street
and Ross Road
POLICY This item asks the City Council to consider an ordinance granting a street vacation
CONSIDERATION: to Harbor Homes LLC for a portion of the northwest corner of the intersection of
NE 185th Street and Ross Road.
The proposed street vacation area consists of 167 square feet of unimproved
right-of-way, not required for future road improvements. If approved after the
public hearing, no negative impact to the City or any other parties is anticipated.
HISTORY:

DATE ACTION
MARCH 25, 2020
SEPTEMBER 28, 2020
JANUARY 12, 2021
FEBRUARY 16, 2021

Grouparchitect applied for a Site Plan Review to build
an apartment building on the north side of NE 185th
Street between 103rd Ave NE and Ross Road.
An application was submitted and fee paid for the
street vacation through the petition method by
Harbor Homes LLC.
City Council approved a resolution establishing a
hearing date of March 2, 2021 for the street vacation
petition.
City Council approved a resolution setting a new
hearing date of March 16, 2021 for the street vacation
petition.

DISCUSSION: A street vacation is the termination of the public interest in a right-of-way
(opened or unopened). The petition method of vacating property requires that
the abutting property owners initiate the street vacation and the petition must
be signed by owners of more than two-thirds of the property abutting the street
to be vacated. Vacation of city street rights-of-way is governed by chapter 35.79
of the Revised Code of Washington (RCW) and chapter 17.12 of the Bothell
Municipal Code (BMC).
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City Council
Agenda Bill
AB # 20-XXX

The property owner at the northwest corner of the Ross Road and NE 185th
Street intersection is requesting a street vacation. A vicinity map of the subject
property is shown on Attachment 1. A portion of the right-of-way line on the
north side of NE 185th Street between 104th Avenue NE and Ross Road does not
follow the existing, or future, NE 185th Street roadway alignment. The property
owner is asking for a street vacation of this unused portion right-of-way adjacent
to their property so they can fully develop their property consistent with the
City’s zoning regulations.
City staff have reviewed the street vacation requested and determined that
there is adequate right-of-way remaining after the vacation to accommodate
upcoming NE 185th Street improvements proposed by the City. The property
owner for both properties abutting the property has signed the petition, which
exceeds the two-thirds petition requirement required by code. Public notice of
the hearing has been provided according to BMC 17.12.080.
The application and associated documents (Attachment 2), have been reviewed
and staff confirmed the area proposed is accurate. The January 12, 2021 Agenda
Bill stated that compensation for the property would be equal to half of the
appraised value. However, BMC 17.12.130(D) requires compensation in full for
right-of-way, such as this, that has been in City possession for over 25 years. The
appropriate cost for street vacation is the full appraised land value of $17,109.
FISCAL If the street vacation is ultimately approved by the City Council, the City will
IMPACTS: receive $17,109 to be deposited in the General Fund and could be used for any
lawful purpose of government.
ATTACHMENTS:

Att-1.
Att-2.
Att-3.

Proposed Ordinance
Vicinity Map
Application and Associated Documents

RECOMMENDED Approve an Ordinance Granting a Street Vacation to Harbor Homes LLC for a
ACTION: portion of the Northwest Corner of NE 185th Street and Ross Road.
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Att-1
ORDINANCE NO. ____ (2021)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, W ASHINGTON,
VACATING A PORTION OF NORTHEAST 185TH STREET, AN AREA OF
UNDEVELOPED RIGHT-OF-WAY, LOCATED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF
THE NORTHEAST 185 TH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY, BETWEEN 104RD
AVENUE NORTHEAST AND ROSS ROAD.

WHEREAS, the sole property owner of the adjacent properties has requested that
the City vacate a portion of NE 185th Street, described and depicted in Exhibit A and
Exhibit B attached hereto, which exhibits are incorporated herein by this reference; and
WHEREAS, the City Council previously provided by Resolution No. 1408 (2021),
for a public hearing to be held to receive public comments regarding the vacation; and
WHEREAS, proper public notice was provided pursuant to the requirements of
RCW 35.79.020 and Chapter 17.12 of the Bothell Municipal Code; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing on the proposed location was held before the Bothell
City Council on the date fixed by the resolution, March 2, 2021; and
WHEREAS, the Bothell City Council has determined that that the portion of NE
185th Street described and depicted in Exhibit A and Exhibit B is not required for existing
or future public roadway, utility, or right-of-way improvements; and
WHEREAS, the Bothell City Council has determined that it is in the public
interest to vacate that portion of NE 185th Street, described and depicted in Exhibit A
and Exhibit B;
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL,
WASHINGTON, DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section1. VACATION. That portion of Northeast 185th Street located on the north
side of the Northeast 185th Street right-of-way between 104th Avenue Northeast and
Ross Road, in the area more particularly described and depicted in Exhibit A and Exhibit
B attached hereto, and incorporated herein by this reference as if set forth in full, is
hereby vacated, subject to the provisions in Section 2 below.
Section 2. RESERVATION OF EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS. The City of
Bothell reserves to the City the easement(s) and the right to exercise and grant
easements in respect to the vacated street for the construction, repair and maintenanc e
of public utilities and services as they currently exist as of the date of this Ordinance.
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Section 3. RECORDING. A certified copy of this ordinance shall be recorded
by the City Clerk with the King County Recorder’s Office.
Section 4. SEVERABILITY. If any section, sentence, clause or phrase of this
ordinance should be held to be invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity
or unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or constitutionality of any other section,
sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance.
Section 5. EFFECTIVE DATE. This ordinance, being an exercise of a power
specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and shall
take effect five (5) days after passage and publication of an approved summary thereof
consisting of the title.
Section 6. CORRECTIONS. The City Clerk and the codifiers of this ordinance are
authorized to make necessary corrections to this ordinance including, but not limited to,
the correction of scrivener’s/clerical errors, references, ordinance numbering,
section/subsection numbers and any references thereto.
APPROVED:

______________________________________
LIAM OLSEN
MAYOR
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

PAUL BYRNE
CITY ATTORNEY

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK: __________
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL: _________
PUBLISHED: __________
EFFECTIVE DATE: ___________
ORDINANCE NO.: _________
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SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE NO. 2222 (2021)
City of Bothell, Washington

On the _____ day of March, 2021, the City Council of the City of Bothell
passed Ordinance No. _____-(2021). A summary of the contents of said Ordinance,
consisting of the title, is provided as follows:
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL,
WASHINGTON, VACATING A PORTION OF NORTHEAST
185TH
STREET, AN UNDEVELOPED RIGHT-OF-WAY,
LOCATED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE NORTHEAST
185TH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY, BETWEEN 104TH AVENUE
NORTHEAST AND ROSS ROAD.
The full text of this Ordinance will be mailed upon request.

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK: _________
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL: ________
PUBLISHED: _________
EFFECTIVE DATE: ________
ORDINANCE NO.: ________
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EXHIBIT A
RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION

D.R. STRONG
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
KIRKLAND WA 98033
DRS Project No. 19047
01/11/21
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF GRANTEE’S PROPERTY
LOT 7, BLOCK 3, KEENEY ADDITION, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF
RECORDED IN VOLUME 55 OF PLATS, PAGE 59, RECORDS OF KING COUNTY,
WASHINGTON.
SITUATE IN THE CITY OF BOTHELL, COUNTY OF KING, STATE OF
WASHINGTON.
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID LOT 7, BLOCK 3, SAID
POINT ALSO BEING ON THE EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN
OF NE 185TH STREET;
THENCE ALONG SAID EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN OF NE
185TH STREET, NORTH 88º14’13” EAST A DISTANCE OF 11.36 FEET TO A POINT
OF NON-TANGENT CURVATURE;
THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY LEAVING SAID EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OFWAY MARGIN OF NE 185TH STREET ON THE ARC OF A 20.00 FOOT RADIUS
NON-TANGENT CURVE TO THE RIGHT WHOSE RADIUS POINT BEARS NORTH
37º01’58” WEST, WITH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 35º15’59”, A DISTANCE OF 12.31
FEET TO A POINT ON THE SOUTHERLY EXTENSION OF THE WESTERLY LINE
OF SAID LOT 7, BLOCK 3, FROM WHICH THE RADIUS POINT OF SAID CURVE
TO THE RIGHT BEARS NORTH 01º45’59” WEST;
THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY EXTENSION OF THE WESTERLY LINE OF
SAID LOT 7, BLOCK 3, NORTH 01º11’33” EAST A DISTANCE OF 3.68 FEET TO
THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
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SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION CONTAINS 29 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR
LESS.
SITUATE IN THE COUNTY OF KING, STATE OF WASHINGTON.
BEING A PORTION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST
QUARTER OF SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 26 NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST, W.M.
TAX PARCEL NUMBER 3798000165.

01/11/21

R:\2019\0\19047\2\Documents\Legals\ROW Vacation\Exhibit A_Lot 7 ROW Vacation_19047.doc
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EXHIBIT A
RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION

D.R. STRONG
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
KIRKLAND WA 98033
DRS Project No. 19047
01/11/21
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF GRANTEE’S PROPERTY
LOT 8, BLOCK 3, KEENEY ADDITION, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT RECORDED
IN VOLUME 55 OF PLATS, PAGE 59, RECORDS OF KING COUNTY,
WASHINGTON.
SITUATE IN THE COUNTY OF KING, STATE OF WASHINGTON.
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID LOT 8, BLOCK 3, SAID
POINT ALSO BEING ON THE EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN
OF NE 185TH STREET;
THENCE ALONG THE SOUTHERLY EXTENSION OF THE EASTERLY LINE OF
SAID LOT 8, BLOCK 3, SOUTH 01º11’33” WEST A DISTANCE OF 3.68 FEET TO A
POINT OF NON-TANGENT CURVATURE;
THENCE WESTERLY ON THE ARC OF A 20.00 FOOT RADIUS NON-TANGENT
CURVE TO THE RIGHT WHOSE RADIUS POINT BEARS NORTH 01º45’59” WEST,
WITH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 02º50’13”, A DISTANCE OF 0.99 FEET TO A POINT
OF TANGENCY;
THENCE NORTH 88º55’46” WEST A DISTANCE OF 73.77 FEET TO THE EXISTING
NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN OF NE 185TH STREET;
THENCE ALONG SAID EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN OF NE
185TH STREET, NORTH 88º14’13” EAST A DISTANCE OF 74.86 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING.
SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION CONTAINS 138 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR
LESS.
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SITUATE IN THE COUNTY OF KING, STATE OF WASHINGTON.
BEING A PORTION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST
QUARTER OF SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 26 NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST, W.M.
TAX PARCEL NUMBER 3798000170.

01/11/21

R:\2019\0\19047\2\Documents\Legals\ROW Vacation\Exhibit A_Lot 8 ROW Vacation_19047.doc
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Attachment
2- Vicinity
City
of Bothell
Map Map
Address
Active Address
Assigned Address
Utility Address

Parcel
Bothell
Outside Bothell

Bothell City Limits
2018-Mar Ortho (Bothell)
2015-Mar Ortho (Bothell)
World Topo Map (ESRI)
World Street Map (ESRI)

Location of proposed
street vacation.

60.0

1,439

Created:
12/23/2020 4:06 PM

1: 967
0

Feet

81

161

Notes:

The City of Bothell delivers this data (map) in
an AS-IS condition. GIS data (maps) are
produced by the City of Bothell for internal
purposes. No representation or guarantee is
made concerning the accuracy, currency, or
March 16, 2021 Agenda
Packet Page 21 of 214
completeness of the information provided.
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Att-3

Petition for Vacation of a City Road
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF

Ross Road 97 Investment Partners LLC

(name)

400 N 34th ST Suite 400

___________________________

(mailing address)

_____206.315.8130____________________________tchurchill@harbourhomes.com_____________________________
(day phone)
(email address)
and others for the Vacation of
NE 185th ST_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(Road Name or Number)

TO THE CITY COUNCIL OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON
We, the undersigned property owners within City of Bothell, State of Washington do petition that the following described City
Road be vacated:
(FILL IN EXACT LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PORTION OF ROAD TO BE VACATED)
Lot 7: Beginning At The Southwest Corner of said Lot 7, Block 3, said point also being on the existing northerly right of way margin
of NE 185th Street; thence along said existing northerly right of way margin of NE 185th Street, North 88°14’13” East a distance of
11.36 feet to a point of non-tangent curvature; Thence southwesterly leaving said existing northerly right of way margin of NE 185th
Street on the arc of a 20.00 foot radius non-tangent curve to the right whose radius point bears north 37°01’58” west, with a central
angle of 35°15’59”, a distance of 12.31 feet to a point on the southerly extension of the westerly line of said lot 7, block 3, from which
the radius point of said curve to the right bears north 01°45’59” west; thence along said southerly extension of the westerly line of said
Lot 7, Block 3, North 01°11’33” east a distance of 3.68 feet to the point of beginning. Said Right of Way Vacation contains 29 square
feet, more or less.
Lot 8: Beginning at the southwest corner of Lot 8, Block 3, said point also being on the existing northerly right of way margin of NE
185th Street; thence along the southerly extension of the easterly line of said lot 8, block 3, south 01°11’33” west a distance of 3.68
feet to a point of non-tangent curvature; thence westerly on the arc of a 20.00 foot radius non-tangent curve to the right whose radius
point bears north 01°45’59” west with a central angle of 02°50’13”, a distance of 0.99 feet to a point of tangency; thence north
88°55’46” west a distance of 73.77 feet to the existing northerly right of way margin of NE 185th Street; thence along said existing
northerly right of way margin of NE 185th Street, north 88°14’13” east a distance of 74.86 feet to the point of beginning. Said right of
way vacation contains 138 square feet, more or less.
____________________________________________, the whole distance being about ____.0165__________ miles.

Your petitioners respectfully represent and allege that the road is useless as a part of the general road system
and the public will be benefited by its vacation, and that all of your petitioners are property owners abutting said
road; wherefore your petitioners pray for the vacation of said road, as provided by law.
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EXHIBIT A
RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION

D.R. STRONG
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
KIRKLAND WA 98033
DRS Project No. 19047
01/11/21
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF GRANTEE’S PROPERTY
LOT 7, BLOCK 3, KEENEY ADDITION, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF
RECORDED IN VOLUME 55 OF PLATS, PAGE 59, RECORDS OF KING COUNTY,
WASHINGTON.
SITUATE IN THE CITY OF BOTHELL, COUNTY OF KING, STATE OF
WASHINGTON.
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID LOT 7, BLOCK 3, SAID
POINT ALSO BEING ON THE EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN
OF NE 185TH STREET;
THENCE ALONG SAID EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN OF NE
185TH STREET, NORTH 88º14’13” EAST A DISTANCE OF 11.36 FEET TO A POINT
OF NON-TANGENT CURVATURE;
THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY LEAVING SAID EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OFWAY MARGIN OF NE 185TH STREET ON THE ARC OF A 20.00 FOOT RADIUS
NON-TANGENT CURVE TO THE RIGHT WHOSE RADIUS POINT BEARS NORTH
37º01’58” WEST, WITH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 35º15’59”, A DISTANCE OF 12.31
FEET TO A POINT ON THE SOUTHERLY EXTENSION OF THE WESTERLY LINE
OF SAID LOT 7, BLOCK 3, FROM WHICH THE RADIUS POINT OF SAID CURVE
TO THE RIGHT BEARS NORTH 01º45’59” WEST;
THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY EXTENSION OF THE WESTERLY LINE OF
SAID LOT 7, BLOCK 3, NORTH 01º11’33” EAST A DISTANCE OF 3.68 FEET TO
THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
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SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION CONTAINS 29 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR
LESS.
SITUATE IN THE COUNTY OF KING, STATE OF WASHINGTON.
BEING A PORTION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST
QUARTER OF SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 26 NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST, W.M.
TAX PARCEL NUMBER 3798000165.

01/11/21

R:\2019\0\19047\2\Documents\Legals\ROW Vacation\Exhibit A_Lot 7 ROW Vacation_19047.doc
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EXHIBIT A
RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION

D.R. STRONG
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
KIRKLAND WA 98033
DRS Project No. 19047
01/11/21
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF GRANTEE’S PROPERTY
LOT 8, BLOCK 3, KEENEY ADDITION, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT RECORDED
IN VOLUME 55 OF PLATS, PAGE 59, RECORDS OF KING COUNTY,
WASHINGTON.
SITUATE IN THE COUNTY OF KING, STATE OF WASHINGTON.
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID LOT 8, BLOCK 3, SAID
POINT ALSO BEING ON THE EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN
OF NE 185TH STREET;
THENCE ALONG THE SOUTHERLY EXTENSION OF THE EASTERLY LINE OF
SAID LOT 8, BLOCK 3, SOUTH 01º11’33” WEST A DISTANCE OF 3.68 FEET TO A
POINT OF NON-TANGENT CURVATURE;
THENCE WESTERLY ON THE ARC OF A 20.00 FOOT RADIUS NON-TANGENT
CURVE TO THE RIGHT WHOSE RADIUS POINT BEARS NORTH 01º45’59” WEST,
WITH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 02º50’13”, A DISTANCE OF 0.99 FEET TO A POINT
OF TANGENCY;
THENCE NORTH 88º55’46” WEST A DISTANCE OF 73.77 FEET TO THE EXISTING
NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN OF NE 185TH STREET;
THENCE ALONG SAID EXISTING NORTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY MARGIN OF NE
185TH STREET, NORTH 88º14’13” EAST A DISTANCE OF 74.86 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING.
SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION CONTAINS 138 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR
LESS.
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SITUATE IN THE COUNTY OF KING, STATE OF WASHINGTON.
BEING A PORTION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST
QUARTER OF SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 26 NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST, W.M.
TAX PARCEL NUMBER 3798000170.

01/11/21

R:\2019\0\19047\2\Documents\Legals\ROW Vacation\Exhibit A_Lot 8 ROW Vacation_19047.doc
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2.16.2021
Erin Leonhart Public Works Director
City of Bothell
18415 101st Ave NE
Bothell, WA 98011

RE: Street Vacation Application

Ms. Leonhart:
Please consider this application to purchase the following City of Bothell property: 167 square
feet located along the frontage of NE 185th ST, as documented in the attached exhibits. We would like to
purchase this property for $17,109, 100% of the value of the property as documented in the attached
appraisal. This application has been prepared per guidance from our contacts at the City of Bothell,
including Peter Pearson Development Review Engineer. We understand that the applicable municipal
and state codes include BMC 17.12 and RCW 35.79. The proposed vacation will benefit the City through
collection of revenue and meaningfully contributing to the public streetscape without negatively
impacting future ROW improvements along NE 185th Street. The project site itself will benefit only
through a minor addition of rentable building area, with no new or additional dwelling units being
created. As such, we are proposing to purchase the area in question for 100% of the appraised value.

Please refer to the attached documents pertaining to the vacation area in question:
-

Survey
Legal Description
Appraisal

An application fee of $1360 is included as part of the submission. Please confirm if any additional
documentation is required. We hope to complete the project in a timely matter and would appreciate
keeping in contact as you review this application.

Sincerely,

Tyler Churchill
Ross Road Apartments
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Appraisal Report

Ross Road Street ROW | Bothell, WA
as of April 15, 2020

Prepared for

Prepared by

Harbour Homes, LLC

Andrew T. Robinson, MAI

Tyler Churchill, Multi-Family Sr. Production
Manager

KM Job A20-0425

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
601 Union Street, Suite 4720
Seattle, WA 98101
206.205.0200 l Fax 206.205.0220
andy.robinson@kidder.com
kidder.com
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February 16, 2021
Harbour Homes, LLC
400 N 34th Street, Suite 300
Seattle, WA 98103
Attention: Mr. Tyler Churchill, Multi-Family Sr. Production Manager
RE:

Ross Road Street ROW
10504 NE 185th Street
Bothell, WA 98011

Dear Mr. Churchill:
At your request, I prepared an appraisal of the above-referenced property, which is described in
the attached report. As requested, I provide an opinion of the market value of the fee simple
interest in the subject real estate. I inspected the subject and obtained data regarding other
similar real estate in the area.
My services comply with and are subject to the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of
Professional Practice of the Appraisal Institute. This report has been prepared in conformance
with the current Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). The intended
users of the appraisal are Harbour Homes LLC, Geonerco and City of Bothell. The intended use
of the appraisal is for acquisition of the street right-of-way from the City of Bothell, and may not be
suitable for other uses.
As a result of my investigation and analysis, my opinion of the market value of the fee simple
interest, subject to the limiting conditions and extraordinary assumptions contained herein, is:
As-Is as of April 15, 2020 ................................................................................................. $17,109
Respectfully submitted,

Andrew T. Robinson, MAI
State-Certified General Real Estate
Appraiser #1100592
ATR/ds
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Certification
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
1)

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2)

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions
and limiting conditions, and is my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional analyses,
opinions, and conclusions.

3)

I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and no
personal interest with respect to the parties involved.

4)

I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.

5)

My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.

6)

My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or
reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the
amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent
event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

7)

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

8)

I made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.

9)

I have not provided professional appraisal or consulting services concerning the subject property
within the past three years.

10)

No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person signing this
certification.

11)

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute and the reporting requirements of the
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989.

12)

The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review by
its duly authorized representatives.

13)

As of the date of this report I, Andrew T. Robinson, MAI, have completed the continuing education
program for Designated Members of the Appraisal Institute.

Andrew T. Robinson, MAI
State-Certified General Real Estate
Appraiser #1100592

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Limiting Conditions
Limiting conditions specific to this appraisal are:
1)

The appraiser has made no survey of the property and assumes no responsibility in
connection with such matters. Any sketch or identified survey of the property included in
this report is only for the purpose of assisting the reader to visualize the property.

2)

I assume that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or
structures (including asbestos, soil contamination, or unknown environmental factors) that
render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions or for
arranging the studies that may be required to discover them.

3)

No responsibility is assumed for the legal description or for matters including legal or title
considerations.

4)

The information identified in this report as being furnished by others is believed to be
reliable, but no warranty is given for its accuracy.

5)

The appraiser is not required to give testimony or attendance in court by reason of this
appraisal unless arrangements have previously been made.

6)

The allocation of total value to land, buildings, or any fractional part or interest as shown in
this report, is invalidated if used separately in conjunction with any other appraisal.

7)

Valuation Advisory Services is a subsidiary of Kidder Mathews, a full service commercial
real estate brokerage firm. On occasion, employees or agents of the firm have interests in
the property being appraised. When present, interests have been disclosed, and the report
has been made absent of any influence from these parties.

RESTRICTION UPON DISCLOSURE & USE:
Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value, the
identity of the appraiser or the firm with which he is connected, or any reference to the Appraisal
Institute or to the MAI designation) shall be disseminated to the public through advertising media,
public relations media, news media, sales media or any other public means of communication
without the prior written consent and approval of the appraiser. No part of this report or any of the
conclusions may be included in any offering statement, memorandum, prospectus, or registration
without the prior written consent of the appraiser.

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Summary of Appraisal
Identity of Property

Ross Road Street ROW
10504 NE 185th Street
Bothell, WA 98011

Property
Description

The subject is a portion of the NE 185th Street right-of-way (ROW), which is
proposed to be vacated and added to a larger development site that contains
40,021 sq ft. The ROW contains 167 sq ft. In the after condition, the
larger site will contain 40,188 sq ft. The property is zoned DT, Downtown
Transition, which allows multifamily uses.

Highest & Best Use

Multifamily development

Scope

Narrative appraisal with sales comparison approach to value – the ROW in
and of itself is not large enough to be independently developed. As a
portion of this corridor, the appropriate technique is to value the larger
development site before and after inclusion of the ROW.

Intended User/Use
of Appraisal

The intended users of the appraisal are Harbour Homes LLC, Geonerco
and City of Bothell / The intended use of the appraisal is for acquisition of
the street right-of-way from the City of Bothell

Property Rights
Appraised

Fee Simple Interest

Extraordinary
Assumptions

None

Hypothetical
Conditions

None

Existing Lease
Encumbrances

None

Approach to Value & Value Opinion

Approach to Value
Land Value Before
Land Value After
Value Opinion - ROW

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services

Value
$4,100,000
$4,117,109
$17,109

Comments
$102.45/sq ft
$102.45/sq ft
$102.45/sq ft

Summary of Appraisal
Page 2
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Date of Report

February 16, 2021

Date of Inspection

April 15, 2020

Effective Date of
Appraisal

April 15, 2020

Exposure Time

3 to 6 months

Marketing Time

3 to 6 months

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Subject

Parcel map with aerial overlay

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Subject

Proposed ROW Vacation – Lot 8

Kidder Mathews
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Subject

Proposed ROW Vacation – Lot 7

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Subject Photographs

View of larger site looking
northwest across intersection of
NE 185th Street and Ross Road

Looking northeast along Ross
Road from NE 185th Street with
larger site to left

View of subject from
intersection of 104th Avenue NE
and NE 185th Street

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Subject Photographs

Looking southeast on Ross
Road toward NE 185th Street
with larger site to the right

Corner Lot 7

Lot 8, adjacent to west of
corner

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Introduction
Identity of Property
ADDRESS

ASSESSOR’S TAX
PARCEL NUMBERS

10504 NE 185th Street
Bothell, WA 98011

The larger site is identified by King County with five parcel numbers
arrayed east to west in the following table. The aerial photo above
shows the parcels with the current owner names identified. The ROW
itself is not identified with a parcel number.

1
2
3
4
5
LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services

Parcel
379800-0165
379800-0170
379800-0175
379800-0180
379800-0185

Use
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

Address
10504 Ross Road
10426 NE 185th Street
10418 NE 185th Street
10412 NE 185th Street
18504 104th Avenue NE

Per the title commitments prepared by Chicago Title Insurance
Company, dated March 16, 2020, the legal descriptions for the five lots
are as follows:

Introduction
Page 10
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As prepared by D.R. Strong Consulting Engineers (Project # 19047,
dated January 11, 2021), the legal descriptions of the ROW adjoining
Lots 7 and 8 that are to be vacated are:

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Ownership History

The larger site is owned by five different property owners. It was listed
for sale in early 2019 as an assemblage at $4,500,000. The total was
based on individual lot prices of $800,000 for the east lot fronting Ross
Road and $925,000 for the other four lots. After about four months on
the market, Harbour Homes negotiated purchase and sale agreements
(PSAs) with each property owner ranging from $700,000 to $925,000 for
a total of $4,025,000. This purchase meets all the criterial of a market
value transaction.
Seller
Morgan/Boudrissa
Mangialardi
Sortomme
Turner
Johnson/Knutsen

Purchase
$700,000
$925,000
$700,000
$925,000
$775,000
$4,025,000

Outside of this activity, there have been no other sales regarding these
lots in the last three years. The most recent sale of any of the five lots
was for the Johnson property at the west end, the northeast corner of
104th and 185th, which sold for $550,000 in June 2016.
Property Rights
Appraised

This is an appraisal of the fee simple estate. The definition of “fee
simple estate” is:
Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or
estate, subject only to the limitations imposed by the
governmental powers of taxation, eminent domain, police power,
and escheat..
Source: The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Edition. Chicago: Appraisal
Institute, 2015.

Purpose of Appraisal

The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate market value of the subject
property. The term “Market Value” is defined as:
The most probable price which a property should bring in a
competitive and open market under all conditions requisite to a
fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue
stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale
as of a specified date, and the passing of title from seller to the
buyer under conditions whereby:
a. the buyer and seller are typically motivated;
b. both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in
what they consider their own best interests;
c. a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
d. payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and
e. the price represents the normal consideration for the property
sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales
concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.
Source: Code of Federal Regulations, Title 12, Part 34C, Section 34.42 [g].

Scope of Appraisal

The subject is appraised based on the following scope of work.


Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services

The subject is a 167 sq ft portion of NE 185th Street that is to be
vacated and added to a larger 40,021 sq ft site. After the ROW
vacation, the larger site will contain 40,188 sq ft.


The subject was inspected April 15, 2020.



This property type (development site) is typically purchased by a
developer. I apply the sales comparison approach.



The research of data included both general and specific data.
Sources of general data that are included in the market trends and
neighborhood description were obtained from various private and
governmental sources.



Specific data concerning the subject was obtained from various
sources including the owner (survey, title report, phase I), City of
Bothell (zoning) and King County (assessed values and real estate
taxes).



Data compiled in the analysis of the land sales was obtained from
CBA (Commercial Broker Association), Costar, public records, as
well as KM in-house data files.

Introduction
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The sales comparison approach is based on an analysis of land
value per sq ft. The area of research of comparable property sales
was Pierce County. The sales data was confirmed with a party
involved in the transaction and/or through public records and each
was inspected.

Intended Use &
Intended Users

The intended users of the appraisal are Harbour Homes LLC, Geonerco
and City of Bothell. The intended use of the appraisal is for acquisition of
the street right-of-way from the City of Bothell.

Extraordinary
Assumptions

None

Hypothetical
Conditions

None

Date of Report

February 16, 2021

Date of Inspection

April 15, 2020

Effective Date of
Appraisal

April 15, 2020

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Market Overview
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Subject

Regional Map
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Regional Overview
Introduction

The Puget Sound region is comprised of King, Kitsap, Pierce,
Snohomish and Thurston counties. King County has the largest
population and employment base with growth in technology driven by
Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook and Google. King County also has the
region’s largest airport, largest university and the second largest port.
Snohomish County includes Boeing’s largest manufacturing facility and
a Navy Homeport in Everett. Pierce County includes the region’s
largest port and largest military base. Kitsap County has significant
military bases. Thurston County has significant government
employment driven by the State Capitol in Olympia.

Regional Overview

The Puget Sound region has been one of the best performing areas in
the nation. Employment growth was almost 300,000 jobs in the last five
years, an average of 2.7% per year, outpacing population growth.
Forecast

Regional and National Economic Indicators
Annual Change

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Puget Sound Region
Employment
Personal Income

2.8%
6.2%

3.0%
4.4%

3.2%
4.7%

2.4%
5.5%

2.4%
6.3%

2.4%
5.4%

2.0%
3.9%

0.8%
3.9%

Consumer Price Index

1.8%

1.4%

2.2%

3.0%

3.2%

2.6%

1.6%

2.1%

Housing Permits

16.9%

22.5%

-4.3%

7.0%

-5.1%

3.0%

-15.0%

-2.7%

Population

1.4%

1.7%

1.7%

1.5%

1.4%

1.3%

1.2%

1.2%

United States
Employment

1.9%

2.1%

1.8%

1.6%

1.7%

1.6%

1.1%

1.1%

Personal Income

4.4%

4.4%

2.6%

4.7%

5.6%

4.3%

3.6%

3.6%

Consumer Price Index

1.6%

0.1%

1.3%

2.1%

2.4%

1.8%

2.1%

2.1%

2.8%

3.4%

1.4%

0.3%

0.3%

Housing Starts
7.8%
10.7%
6.1%
Source: The Puget Sound Economic Forecaster, March 2020

Growth has been driven by technology, and by Amazon in particular,
which now employs over 55,000 in the region. From 2012 through
early 2020, the region enjoyed a strong economy. The world, national
and regional economies are now facing the unprecedented challenge of
the Covid-19 pandemic. Regional Stay at Home, Stay Safe orders
have closed schools and non-essential businesses. While many
businesses are able to continue under a work from home system, other
businesses are facing massive disruption caused by a massive decline
in demand. Lodging, travel, leisure and retail sectors are seeing
massive employment reduction until the economy restarts. The
impacts of the pandemic are leading to much more pessimistic changes
to forecasts.
Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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The Puget Sound Economic Forecaster is the longest running and
primary source of regional data in the market. It is now produced by
Western Washington University. They have provided an additional
publication this quarter that includes their best estimate of the effect of
current issues on that projection, include in the table below.
Notable in the forecast is the rather strong 2021 in terms of
employment, which indicates the anticipation that the recession may be
V-shaped, deep but quick to recover. Within the projection, the
damage and duration will likely be widely different on different sectors.
Forecast

Regional and National Economic Indicators
Annual % Change

2014

2015

2016

Puget Sound Region
Employment
2.8
3.0
3.2
Coronavirus Scenario
Personal Income
6.2
4.4
4.7
Coronavirus Scenario
Consumer Price Index
1.8
1.4
2.2
Coronavirus Scenario
Housing Permits
16.9
22.5
-4.3
Coronavirus Scenario
Population
1.4
1.7
1.7
Coronavirus Scenario
United States
Employment
1.9
2.1
1.8
Coronavirus Scenario
Personal Income
4.4
4.4
2.6
Coronavirus Scenario
Consumer Price Index
1.6
0.1
1.3
Coronavirus Scenario
Housing Starts
7.8
10.7
6.1
Coronavirus Scenario
Source: The Puget Sound Economic Forecaster, March 2020

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2.4

2.4

2.4

5.5

6.3

5.4

3.0

3.2

2.6

7.0

-4.9

3.0

1.5

1.4

1.3

2.0
0.5
3.9
1.2
1.6
0.7
-15.0
-12.2
1.2
1.2

0.8
1.7
3.9
4.0
2.1
2.3
-2.7
-3.2
1.0
1.2

1.6

1.7

1.6

4.7

5.6

4.3

2.1

2.4

1.8

2.8

3.4

1.4

1.1
0.2
3.6
1.5
2.1
1.3
0.3
6.2

1.1
0.4
3.6
3.1
2.1
2.2
0.3
-2.2

Significant financial market turmoil is being experienced triggered by
the spread and effects of the COVID-19 coronavirus. There has been
increasing uncertainty in the global markets as supply chains have
been negatively affected, consumer demand is in decline, and
international equities and bond markets are fluctuating strongly in the
face of these uncertainties.
There is a high probability of a recession; numerous experts indicate
that it has already started. On April 15, 2020, the International
Monetary Fund projected that the global economy would contract 3% in
2020, the worst downturn since the Great Depression. The stimulus
packages passed to date are significantly smaller than the losses to
date and the government is already planning additional stimulus
packages.

Kidder Mathews
Valuation Advisory Services
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Value and marketing times of all types of real estate may be affected.
The ultimate impact of economic events on the property markets is not
yet known, and it is too early to assess whether there will be any
substantive impacts on property values or marketability.
Population

During the past 40 years, the population of Washington has grown by
an average of approximately 20% per decade, according to the Puget
Sound Regional Council (PSRC). The five counties that comprise the
Central Puget Sound Region account for 59% of Washington's 2019
population of 7,546,410. The region's population growth rate has
gradually slowed from a 2015/2016 peak at 1.7% to 1.4% in 2018 and
1.3% in 2019. The major change has been declining in-migration. That
is tied directly to the slowing job growth and cost of living increases.

Region Population Distribution
6.4%
18.2%
49.6%
19.8%

6.0%
King

Employment

Kitsap

Pierce

Snohomish

Thurston

At the start of 2020, regional employment was at an all-time high.
Employment had grown 20.3% from the trough of the recession,
outpacing the 13.7% increase in the workforce and driving
unemployment down from 9.6% to 3.5%.
Over the past ten years, Amazon has been the biggest single
contributor to employment growth with over 55,000 employees in the
state and about 50,000 in the Seattle CBD. Amazon continues to hire
and fill office space with a total of about 11.4 million sq ft of space
(owned and leased) currently occupied. The company is currently
building another 2.3 million sq ft of office space, which equates to
space for about 15,000 more employees. The total of just over 13
million sq ft may complete the company’s stated plans for the Seattle
CBD. Amazon is expanding its presence in downtown Bellevue by way
of ownership and leasing up to 2.5 million sq ft. Amazon supercharged

Kidder Mathews
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the Seattle tech hub that now includes significant local expansions by
Facebook, Google, Tableau, Zillow, Apple, eBay and Alibaba, both in
Seattle and the Eastside.

Puget Sound Employment
12.0%
10.0%
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‐2.0%
‐4.0%

Unemployment

Employment Growth

Microsoft had about 51,854 local employees as of June 2019 and their
growth rate is positive, but slower than Amazon. The 500-acre
Microsoft Headquarters campus is in Redmond and includes more than
ten million sq ft in 80 buildings. Microsoft is overhauling and expanding
its main campus in a multi-year project that broke ground in January
2019. Over a period of five to seven years, the company will construct
18 new buildings on the campus. The expansion will add about 1.3
million sq ft, room for an additional 8,000 employees.
The region’s largest employer is Boeing with about 69,800 jobs in
Washington in January 2019. Most of these employees are in King,
Snohomish and Pierce counties. Boeing employment was 6.3% of the
region in 1997. This has declined to 2.9%. There is less hope of future
growth as Boeing continues to diversify in other states like South
Carolina. Boeing is now facing significant hurdles. In 2019, the 737
MAX was grounded until problems with its flight control system could be
solved and the plane re-certified. Now with the Covid-19 pandemic,
demand is falling precipitously. Airlines are in a survival mode and are
preparing for a lower demand future. Airplane orders are declining,
airplane production is slowing, and employment is likely to decline.
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Regional Housing
Market

The housing market has shown varying levels of recovery, based on
location and price point. Sales started to recover in 2012 with a 20%
increase in King and Snohomish Counties. Pierce County remained
soft, increasing only 3.5%, reflecting a lack of job growth. Values also
first started to recover in 2012. These trends continued through most of
2018, faltering in the last quarter and then regaining some momentum
in the last half of 2019. Other counties continue to benefit from high
prices in King County and the stronger job growth rates seen there over
the past year. This is also an effect of those outlying areas’ economic
recoveries peaking later than King County.
Until July 2018, Standard & Poor's Case-Shiller Index had improved in
each month since January 2015. From July 2018 through January
2019 the price index declined each month ending 6.3% below the June
2018 peak. Some ground was gained between February and July 2019
and then falling in August through October (the most recent month
reported). Even with these bumps and dips, the October 2019 prices
were up 2.5% year over year, and have recovered back to the postrecession high in June 2018. This compares with the Case-Shiller 20City Composite which is up 2.2% over the past year. The index does
not address longer times on the market, but it is not necessarily a bad
thing that the market has moved to more stable dynamics. The superhot market was discouraging some from moving to the area. Inventory
of houses for sale is still low, especially in close-in neighborhoods
around Seattle and Bellevue CBDs.

Case‐Shiller Home Price Index
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Housing-permit activity increased by 22.5% in 2015, and then dropped
by 4.3% in 2016. Activity picked back up in 2017, increasing by 7.0%,
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but dropped again by -5.1% in 2018 and was basically flat in 2019. A
dramatic decrease of -17.2% is expected in 2020, coinciding with
forecasts of a recession in the next 18 months. That may even be
optimistic considering the initial effect of the pandemic. Overall in this
cycle, single-family developers have been disciplined in the number of
houses in the pipeline. Also slowing starts are the forecasts of
decreasing job growth and fluctuating interest rates.
Commercial Real
Estate Markets

With strong employment growth, the region has been a top national
investment market. Class A core apartments, office, industrial and
retail properties are all high on the institutional buyers' list. Demand
continues although pricing has become more cautious. Vacancy rates
in the region are as follows:

Vacancy Rates - Q1 2020
Segment
Office

Region
5.1%

King
5.3%

Kitsap
4.9%

Pierce
5.2%

Snohomish Thurston
5.0%
2.6%

Industrial

4.3%

4.0%

1.7%

6.1%

2.5%

2.9%

Apartment

5.5%

5.8%

5.5%

4.7%

5.5%

3.9%

Retail

2.5%

2.5%

3.1%

2.5%

2.5%

2.6%

Source: CoStar

Most of these rates are up slightly from the 4th quarter 2019, as the
markets are stabilizing. We expect 2nd quarter 2020 vacancy to
increase with the Covid-19 impact,
Apartment Market Vacancy
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Apartment rent growth moderated over the past year. Buyers remain
active with values continuing to increase as cap rates remain very low,
tied to low interest rates and low perceived risk. This will be tested as
new construction deliveries peak in 2020/2021. The region has seen a
27% increase in inventory in the last ten years. While all counties have
seen apartment development, King County saw a 36% increase in
supply in the last ten years and captured 78% of the region’s new
supply. King County now has 63% of the inventory. Apartment
development has followed job growth and most of this has been in the
Seattle and Bellevue CBDs. Significant apartment development has
been drawn to Sound Transit light rail lines.

Apartment Inventory

King

Kitsap

Pierce

Snohomish

Thurston

The office market has seen most demand in and around the Seattle
and Bellevue CBDs. Amazon is continuing to build for itself and
remains a top regional lessee, now expanding into Bellevue.
Developers are also building for Facebook, Google and Tableau, with
recent and pending projects in Seattle, Bellevue and Kirkland.
All counties see a stabilized vacancy rate for office. Thurston County,
which is driven by State government, has the lowest vacancy rate but
limited new development. King County has 76% of the region’s office
market and 91% of the new supply added over the last ten years.
Major new office development has been driven by Amazon, which has
built space for itself, preleased buildings under construction and leased
many more buildings where development started on spec or which
were vacated by other tenants. Microsoft owns more space but still has
a presence in the leased space market. Facebook and Tableau lease
space. Google was leasing most of its space but in 2019 it purchased
Kirkland Urban for expansion.
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Office Market Vacancy
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Industrial demand has been strong, leading to significant development,
particularly between Seattle and Olympia close to the Port of Tacoma.
Industrial inventory has grown 12% in the last ten years. Industrial
demand has been driven third party logistics and e-commerce. King
County has the largest base with 57% of inventory but grew by only 5%
in the last ten years (due in large part to a lack of available industrial
land). Pierce County supply increased 30% and captured 54% of new
development. Thurston County supply increased 34% and 11% of new
development.
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Industrial Market Vacancy
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Industrial leasing remains strong but has felt some of the effects of the
trade war and portents of slowing economic growth. Rent growth was
extremely strong over the last ten years; but has moderated recently.
Additional slowing is anticipated through 2020, with lower demand
foreshadowed by global container pricing dropping more than 50%
since the end of 2019.
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While retail has the lowest vacancy rates among the four sectors, it has
not seen the same type of demand for new development nor the same
type of rent growth. Retail inventory has grown by just 5% in the last
ten years. Retail has tended to consolidate and evolve. Facing stiff
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economic pressure, retailers are being more efficient with their physical
stores. Retail sales are being captured by e-commerce, leading to less
demand for store inventory. The depth of demand varies greatly by
trade area.
Retail Market Vacancy
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The lodging market saw strong growth over the last ten years, reflecting
the tourist draw and strong conference business in the region.
Developers met demand with new supply and in 2019 occupancy rates
began to decline in areas with rapid hotel development. The Covid-19
pandemic is a devastating impact on the lodging industry. By mid-April,
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25 of the 44 hotels in Downtown Seattle suspended operation. Those
that remained open were reporting very low rates of occupancy and
operating with skeleton crews. Suburban markets saw fewer closures,
but revenue fell sharply there as well. The drop in performance was
mirrored by declines in room occupancy and room revenue. In 2019,
the market occupancy rates were 71% to 85%. Among four markets
studied subsequent to the outbreak, hotel revenue was projected to
decline by 40% to 50% from pre-virus levels. Our projections for 2020
range from 38% to 42%. Once the virus recedes and a vaccine
becomes widely available, we expect that lodging demand will recover
quickly. Business travel will lead the way, followed by tourism and
group events. Most markets should fully recover by 2023.
Long term, each sector’s expansion is limited by available land.
Geographic barriers to entry are a major reason investors rank the
region highly.
Area Market
Summary
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The long-term outlook for the region continues to be better than most
markets nationwide. The region enjoyed a strong economic cycle into
early 2020 until the Covid-19 pandemic. The region has diversified
away from its over-reliance on Boeing and has a strong employment
base whose growth has been driven by technology. The Covid-19
pandemic will challenge all economies. The retail and lodging sectors
are particularly vulnerable to the Covid-19 impacts. Going forward, the
region’s job growth is expected to continue to outperform most of the
nation, based on the diversified core of the economy anchored by
Microsoft, Amazon and Boeing. Even though Boeing employment is
static, that is more than covered by the growth of Amazon and other
tech companies. The impact of Amazon’s expansions in other cities
nationwide may moderate growth somewhat.
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Neighborhood Description
Introduction

The subject is in the City of Bothell, in the north part of King County with
portions of the city also in Snohomish County. This is a growing
community that is predominantly residential and has good regional and
local access. Bothell is flanked by Kenmore to the west, Mill Creek to the
north, Kirkland to the south and Woodinville to the east. These cities are
bedroom communities for a variety of employment centers.

Subject

UW
Bothell

Access
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The Bothell CBD is connected to other areas by way of SR 522 and SR
527, which intersect at the south end of the CBD. SR-522 connects I-405
to the east and with I-5 to the west via Lake City Way and Ballinger Way
NE (SR-104). SR 527 connects with I-405 to the north. Beardslee
Boulevard connects the CBD with the UW Bothell campus and then further
northeast to an interchange with I-405.
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Immediate Vicinity

The subject is at the northeast corner of the commercial core of downtown
Bothell. This area is a part of the City of Bothell's revitalization plan Bothell Landing. The revitalization plan was created to incorporate better
transit and connectivity to the city and to reestablish the city’s roots as a
riverfront community. Commercial service and retail related uses front
Main Street, SR-522 and SR-527. Main Street is the main east/west street
through the historical district of downtown Bothell that consists of
approximately seven blocks. The downtown area extends from the
historical district from the east from Bothell Way NE to about 96th Avenue
NE. The neighborhood provides an attractive location for apartment or
condominiums over ground floor retail with walkable access to retail,
commercial services and recreation.

Subject

The City of Bothell revitalization plan launched in 2006. The goal of the
project is to capitalize on the historic charm of the City's 100-year Main
Street and roots as a river front community. The City has sold nearly one
million sq ft of land for development and has planned over $150 million in
public investments. Ultimately, the project and public investments will
create a pedestrian-friendly downtown area. Portions of the area are now
referred to as Bothell Landing. Retail, entertainment, and restaurant
development are targeted land uses to locate around historic Main Street
and its intersection with SR-527. This area is referred to as The
Kidder Mathews
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Boulevard. It includes several blocks north of Main Street along SR-527.
New development along Main Street and The Boulevard will require
ground floor retail and office or residential above.
The recently completed $7.5 million Main Street Enhancement project
greatly improved the streetscape of downtown Bothell. The streetscape is
streamlined and curbless to increase storefront visibility and improve
pedestrian mobility. New outdoor dining areas, removable billboards, and
irrigated landscaping enhance the pedestrian-friendly design.
The revitalization plan also involves the Crossroads Project Phase III, a
realignment of SR-522 to eliminate heavy traffic congestion at the
intersection of the three major arterial roadways; SR-522, SR-527, and
Main Street. This project moved SR-522 from Hall Road to 102nd Avenue
NE, one block south of its previous location.
Commercial service and retail related uses front Main Street, SR-522 and
SR-527. Main Street is the primary east/west street through the historical
district of downtown Bothell that consists of approximately seven blocks.
The downtown area extends from the historical district from the east to
about 96th Avenue NE to the west. This area of Bothell is improved with
older and underdeveloped sites that are now considered redevelopment
plays. According to the City of Bothell, in the next 20 years proposed
downtown public projects using existing resources and grants are
projected to catalyze $650 million in private mixed-use investment, 1,600
new permanent jobs, more than 2,000 residential units and commercial
space for new business in Bothell’s downtown 200-acre area.
The downtown area has been very busy over the past ten years. The core
of this downtown revitalization program was the City’s acquisition of an 18acre school district site in 2010. The City then dedicated a portion of this
site to expansion of SR-527. Other parts were sold to developers of The
Boulevard mixed-use project and the McMenamins hotel and brewery,
which incorporated some of the older school buildings. Civic projects in
this plan included the new City Hall, completed in 2016. This $46 million
project includes a new three-story city center with free underground
parking. Of specific importance to the subject was the recent
infrastructure work on Main Street.
The majority of private development activity has been in apartment based
mixed-use projects. This includes several sizable mixed-use projects
have been completed in the past seven years:
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Boulevard Place, 2019 with 291 senior living units
The Merc Apartments, 2018 with 122 units
The Junction, 2018 with 130 units
Edition Apartments, 2018 with 135 units
Emerald Crest, 2017 with 53 units
Six Oaks, 2014 mixed-use development that contains 203
residential units with ground level retail and office space.
The 104, 2013 with 115 units

Planned projects include The Signature, a 39-unit project on Main Street
and a 79-unit project at the intersection of 98th Avenue NE and NE 183rd
Street.
The demographics are outlined in the following table.

Demographics

Demographic Summary

Population
2019 Total Population
2024 Total Population
Annual Growth (2019-2024)
Median Age
Households/Housing
Number of Households
Average Household Size
Number of Housing Units
% Owner Occupied
% Tenant Occupied
% Vacant
Median Housing Value
Income/Employment
Per Capita Income
Median Household Income

Radius From Subject
1 Mile
3 Mile
5 Mile

Bothell

King
County

13,188
14,906
2.48%
39.5

250,455
250,455
1.66%
39.5

48,420
116,841
1.83%
39.2

2,236,075
2,409,428
1.50%
38.4

5,445
41,979
97,279
2.36
2.54
2.56
5,903
44,102 101,455
54.80
65.20
66.30
37.90
28.30
28.00
7.30
6.40
5.70
$581,849 $536,858 $538,120

97,279
2.56
101,455
66.60
29.30
4.10
$515,113

979,764
2.42
971,856
52.90
40.70
6.40
$568,482

$48,282 $51,353 $52,919
$89,081 $106,507 $107,143

$51,154
$104,652

$52,952
$95,063

107,584
116,841
1.66%
39.5

Source: STDB April 2020

The best description for the subject is the one-mile ring. The immediate
neighborhood has a higher projected population growth because of the
higher density promoted by the Bothell Downtown subarea plan. This
same area has a higher percentage of apartments, which leads to lower
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owner occupancy. The immediate area has lower incomes relative to King
County, but higher median housing value.
Market Analysis

The zoning promotes multifamily and the neighborhood is transitioning
from single family and low density commercial to higher density
multifamily.

Apartment Market – Bothell, 1 Mile Ring

The micromarket is the one-mile radius. Within this area, there are 2,627
units in 55 buildings. The current vacancy rate is 10.2% vacancy. The
five-year average vacancy is 7.7%, with a minimum of 4.0% and a
maximum of 12.5%. This sector is soft due to the amount of new product
developed in the last five years. 64% of the inventory has been developed
since 2000 and this newer inventory, with three new buildings still in leaseup, have a current vacancy rate of 13.4% and a five-year average vacancy
of 3.4%. This indicates that apart from the absorption period, this newer
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product has a better than average occupancy. The following chart shows
how vacancy increases with the development of new projects, which are
then absorbed.

Apartment Market – Bothell, 1 Mile Ring

The new and better-quality apartment development has also pushed
market rents upward. The average asking rent for all apartments in the
one-mile ring is $2,042 per month or $2.62/sq ft. The average asking rent
for the post 2000 construction product is $2,299 or $2.96/sq ft. Over the
last year, effective market rent grew 5.4% for all product and 6.2% for
newer product.
Summary
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The subject’s Bothell location is good, with proximity to the walkable
downtown to the southwest and the UW Bothell campus to the east. The
projected population growth is above average due to housing the growth.
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Property Description
Site Description

The subject is a portion of the NE 185th Street right-of-way (ROW), which is
proposed to be vacated and added to a larger development site that contains
40,021 sq ft. The ROW contains 167 sq ft.

ADDRESS

10504 NE 185th Street
Bothell, WA 98011

SITE DIMENSIONS &
LAND AREA

Before the addition of the vacated ROW, the site contains 40,021 sq ft or
0.92 acres per the survey prepared by D.R. Strong Consulting Engineers.
This is slightly larger than the 39,830 sq ft indicated by King County. The
site has 320’ of frontage on the north side of NE 185th Street, 92’ of
frontage on 104th Avenue NE and 139’ of frontage on Ross Road. With
the addition of the ROW, the site area is 40,188 sq ft or 0.92 acres.
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STREETS, ACCESS
& EXPOSURE

The larger site’s primary street frontage is on the north side of NE 185th
Street, between 104th Avenue NE on the west and Ross Road on the east.
All three of these streets are one lane in each direction. The intersections
are controlled by stop signs. NE 185th Street links with Bothell Way (SR
527) to the west and Beardslee Boulevard to the east.
The existing street grid was built for residential use and is sufficient for
that.

TOPOGRAPHY &
SOIL CONDITIONS

The site has a gentle upward slope from the street frontage to the north
with an elevation gain of five to ten feet across the depth of the site. The
proposed redevelopment with apartments will require a slight cut into the
slope as the ground floor will be at street grade.

FLOOD ZONE

The site is in Flood Insurance Rate Map No. 53033C0064G, dated
November 8, 1999, in Zone X, an area of minimal flood risk.

EARTHQUAKE
ZONE

The International Building Code (IBC) is the adopted building code in
Washington State. The IBC uses a parameter called the Seismic Design
Category rather than seismic zones used in previous building codes. The
Seismic Design Category is a function of three parameters: ground
motion, soil type, and building occupancy. The typical Seismic Design
Category in the Puget Sound is category “D” or greater, but because these
parameters interact, this category can vary. The higher the category (A is
lowest, F is highest), the more stringent the structural requirements. As
the appraiser does not possess the expertise in seismic, structural &
geotechnical engineering, further analysis is required to determine the
subject’s degree of risk.

UTILITIES

All public utilities available to the larger site.

ZONING

The site is zoned DT, Downtown Transition by the City of Bothell. The
City has a series of Downtown Subareas that range from Downtown Core
(DC – six stories 76’) as the most intense to Downtown Neighborhood (DN
– five stories 65’) in the middle to Downtown Transition (DT – three floors
35’) as the least intense in terms of height and housing density. As its
name implies, DT is the transition from the DN zone to single family
residential zones around the downtown area. Just north of the subject is
the R-9,600 zone, with lot sizes of 9,600 sq ft. The existing homes are
legally conforming uses. The prospective purchaser is planning a three
story apartment building with 97 units and 97 parking stalls. The proposed
project appears to be legally conforming.
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Zoning Map

Subject

ZONING
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Development standards are follows:
Maximum Site Perimeter
1,500 ft
Minimum Building Height
2 stories and 20 ft
Maximum Building Height:
3 stories and 35 ft
Setbacks
Front Yard:
10 ft
Rear and Side Yard:
0 ft
Landscaping
8-10’ buffers along perimeter and
10% of parking areas for parking
areas over 20,000 sq ft.
Parking Min and Max
Retail
2.5 to 4.0 stalls per 1,000 sq ft
Office
2.0 to 3.3 stalls per 1,000 sq ft
Apartment
0.75 to 1.0 stalls per bedroom
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EASEMENTS,
ENCROACHMENTS
& RESTRICTIONS

Title commitments for each lot were prepared by Chicago Title Insurance
Company, dated March 16, 2020. There do not appear to be any
easements or restrictions that limit the utility of the larger site.

ASSESSOR’S
INFORMATION

The assessed value and real estate taxes for 2018 through 2020 are as
follows.

Real Estate Tax Analysis
Levy Area:

0859

Parcel No.
379800-0165
379800-0170
379800-0175
379800-0180
379800-0185
2020 Total

Assessed Values
Total
Land
$557,000
$231,000
$458,000
$245,000
$537,000
$245,000
$531,000
$245,000
$490,000
$245,000
$2,573,000 $1,211,000

Taxes & Fees
Building
Taxes
$326,000
$6,210.09
$213,000
$5,106.32
$292,000
$5,987.11
$286,000
$5,920.21
$245,000
$5,463.10
$1,362,000 $28,686.83
Levy Rate: $11.149176

SWM
$190.83
$190.83
$190.83
$190.83
$190.83
$954.15

Weed
$5.39
$5.39
$5.39
$5.39
$5.39
$26.95

Cons
$11.63
$11.63
$11.63
$11.63
$11.63
$58.15

Total
$6,417.94
$5,314.17
$6,194.96
$6,128.06
$5,670.95
$29,726.08

Parcel No.
379800-0165
379800-0170
379800-0175
379800-0180
379800-0185
2019 Total

Assessed Values
Total
Land
$537,000
$225,000
$442,000
$239,000
$518,000
$239,000
$512,000
$239,000
$472,000
$239,000
$2,481,000 $1,181,000

Taxes & Fees
Building
Taxes
$312,000
$5,672.66
$203,000
$4,669.11
$279,000
$5,471.95
$273,000
$5,408.57
$233,000
$4,986.02
$1,300,000 $26,208.31
Levy Rate: $10.563607

SWM
$185.28
$185.28
$185.28
$185.28
$185.28
$926.40

Weed
$5.39
$5.39
$5.39
$5.39
$5.39
$26.95

Cons
$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$47.25

Total
$5,872.78
$4,869.23
$5,672.07
$5,608.69
$5,186.14
$27,208.91

Parcel No.
379800-0165
379800-0170
379800-0175
379800-0180
379800-0185
2018 Total

Assessed Values
Total
Land
$460,000
$193,000
$379,000
$205,000
$444,000
$205,000
$439,000
$205,000
$405,000
$205,000
$2,127,000 $1,013,000

Taxes & Fees
Building
Taxes
$267,000
$5,060.87
$174,000
$4,169.72
$239,000
$4,884.84
$234,000
$4,829.83
$200,000
$4,455.76
$1,114,000 $23,401.02
Levy Rate: $11.001890

SWM
$179.88
$179.88
$179.88
$179.88
$179.88
$899.40

Weed
$3.21
$3.21
$3.21
$3.21
$3.21
$16.05

Cons
$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$47.25

Total
$5,253.41
$4,362.26
$5,077.38
$5,022.37
$4,648.30
$24,363.72

The tax liability includes the real estate taxes and other fees. The 2020
tax rate is $11.149176 per $1,000 of assessed value. The 2020 assessed
value is 63% of market, which is likely due to lack of DT zone sales.
LIDS

I am not aware of any local improvement districts (LIDs) or other
assessments encumbering the subject.

RECOGNIZED
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

A Phase I environmental survey was not available. Consequently, I
assume there are no impacts from Recognized Environmental Conditions
(RECs) to the site. The lots that make up the site have been developed
with homes for over six decades and there are no obvious generators of
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RECs. The Washington State Department of Ecology indicates that the
closest cleanup site to the subject is the Bothell 185 apartments two
blocks west at 10201 NE 185th Street. This site is identified as Cleanup
Site 14411 and a leaking underground storage tank (LUST) was reported
in July 2017 and remediated with a No Further Action (NFA) determination
in December 2017.
SITE
IMPROVEMENTS

The lots are improved with homes of average to good quality and
condition.
Address
10504 Ross
10426 185th
10418 185th
10412 185th
18504 104th
Total

Sq Ft
1,760
1,390
1,820
2,510
2,060
9,540

Bed
3
3
3
4
4

Bath
2.00
2.50
2.25
1.50
1.75

Year
1962
1956
1962
1960
1959

10504 Ross Road

10426 NE 185th Street

10418 NE 185th Street

10412 NE 185th Street
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18504 104th Avenue NE
Conclusion
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As an assemblage of five lots, the site has good frontage to depth and is
within walking distance to retail services in Bothell’s CBD to the west as
well as the UW Bothell campus to the east. Although the five homes are
functional as single family residences, land value for the larger site
exceeds the value as homes and the site is a candidate for redevelopment
with apartments, as planned by the prospective purchaser.
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Highest & Best Use
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Highest & Best Use
“Highest & Best Use” is defined by the Appraisal Institute as:
The reasonably probable use of property that results in the highest value.
The four criteria that the highest and best use must meet are legal
permissibility, physical possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum
productivity.
Source: The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Edition. Chicago:
Appraisal Institute, 2015.
The four criteria the highest and best use must meet are legal permissibility,
physical possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum productivity.

As If Vacant
LEGALLY
PERMISSIBLE

The legal factors influencing the highest and best use of the subject
property involve local land use guidelines, including comprehensive plans,
zoning, and building codes. The subject’s zoning allows for commercial
uses like office and retail but it promotes multifamily. It does not require
ground floor commercial in mixed use buildings. The zoning limits the
scale of development through height restrictions, setbacks and parking
requirements. The height restrictions allow for three stories or 35’ height,
with building scale also limited by setback and parking requirements. The
development guidelines allow for any logical development scale.

PHYSICALLY
POSSIBLE

The larger site is at street grade with a gentle slope up to the north. It has
a high frontage to depth ratio. Due to the shape, apartments or
townhomes are most logical.

FINANCIALLY
FEASIBLE

Financial feasibility is tied to what level of density development can be
accommodated here. The zoning promotes multifamily. Based on market
activity for the subject site and numerous other comparable sites in the
neighborhood, multifamily development appears to be feasible.

MAXIMALLY
PRODUCTIVE –
CONCLUSION

Multifamily development, consistent with that planned by the owner, is the
highest and best use of the site.

As Improved
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Land value now exceeds the value as improved as single-family homes.
The highest and best use as improved is redevelopment consistent with
the highest and best use as if vacant.
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Sales Comparison Photos

Land Sale 1

Land Sale 2

Land Sale 3
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Sales Comparison Photos

Land Sale 4

Land Sale 5
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Sale 4

Subject

Sale 3
Sale 1

Sale 2

UW
Bothell
Sale 5

Land Sale Comparison Map
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LAND SALE COMPARISONS
Sq Ft

Sale
Date

1. Edition Apartments Site
Bothell 185 LLC
DN
18420 102nd Avenue NE
Golden Echelon Investment LLC
Bothell
Dick Paylor, NAI, 425-586-5624
APN: 096700-0370, -0385, -0390, -0395

43,213

Jul-16

$4,250,000

$98

135
Half-block site with alley access, 1 block
west of the subject. 135-unit Edition
136
$31,481 apartments developed.

2. Apartment Site
Fortune Gate LLC
DN
10222 NE 183rd Street
Quarry Investments et al (4 sellers)
Bothell
Peter Hiatt, Westlake, 206-505-9408
APN: 096700-0405, -0410, -0415, -0420

28,800

Jun-17

$2,980,000

$103

90
Mid-block parcels, 4 of 5 assembled at
NWC NE 183rd St. and 102nd Ave. NE.
136
$33,111 Buyer plans apartment project. Sales
closed between Feb and Oct 2017.

3. Echelon 185 Site
10304 NE 185th Street
Bothell
APN: 956780-0030

15,560
Jul-18
Entitlements:

$2,649,800
-$500,000
$2,149,800

$170

13
1 block west at NEC of 185th and 103rd
Ave. Seller acquired in Jan-2017 for
36
$203,831 $1.0M. Planned for 13 townhomes.

$1,750,000
-$200,000
$1,550,000

$128

List

$1,450,000

$115

Apr-20

$4,002,000

$100

$4,202,000

$105

$4,100,000
$17,109
$4,117,109

$102
$102
$102

No. Property

Buyer/Seller/Source

Zone

103rd Project LLC
DT
Echelon 185 Apartments LLP
Joyce Liu, seller, 206-383-3135

4. Townhome Site
18507 104TH Ave NE LLC DT
18507-18513 104th Ave NE MSPT XVII LLC
Bothell
Dave Watkins, WRE, 206-972-5486
APN: 956780-0010, -0005
5. Apartment Site
10137 Main Street
Bothell
APN: 096700-0036, -0040
Subject

Active Listing
DC/DN 12,633
MSPT VI, LLC
Tyler Jones, Liebsohn, 425-586-4647
DT

Reconciled Before:
Right of Way:
Reconciled After:
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13,676 Dec-19
Entitlements:

40,021

40,021
167
40,188

Sale Price $/Sq Ft

$138

$113

Units/Ac
$/Unit Comments

11
Across street from subject at NWC of
185th & 104th. 11 townhomes. Listed at
35
$159,091 $2.42M. Seller acquired in Jul-2017 for
$1.15M.
39
Seller acquired in 2017 for $79/sq ft. Site
134
is split by alley. 7,200 sq ft north parcel
$37,179 zoned DC. 5,388 sq ft south parcel zoned
DN.
97
106

Assemblage of 5 contiguous lots under
contract at $4,025,000 per PSAs
negotiated in Q2 2019. Listed at
$4,500,000. 4 months on market.

$42,268
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Sales Comparison Approach
Introduction

The sales comparison approach is based on the premise that the market
value of a property is directly related to the prices of comparable,
competitive properties. This approach suggests that the value of a
property in the market is set by the availability of substitute properties of
similar utility and desirability. The sale comparison approach is
particularly applicable when there are sufficient data on recent market
transactions to indicate value patterns.

Comparable Data

I searched the subject’s neighborhood for comparable properties, looking
for similar zoning. The most common unit of measure in valuing property
such as this is the price per sq ft of usable site area. A secondary
indicator is the $/unit planned for development.

LAND SALE 1

The Edition apartment site is on the south side of NE 185th Street
between 102nd and 103rd Avenues NE. It is an assemblage of four
parcels that were combined into one parcel after the sale closed. The
east portion of the site at the southwest corner of 185th and 103rd was
listed at $800,000 for 14,400 sq ft. When the developer became
interested in a larger site, they included the other parcels extending to
the west to create the 42,313 sq ft half block development site with an
alley on the south side. The site is zoned DN, which allows six stories
and does not require ground floor commercial. The sale closed in July
2016 for $98/sq ft. The site was reduced to 41,004 sq ft with the
dedication of some street right-of-way to the City and it was developed
with a six-story apartment building with 135 units. The buyer secured all
entitlements.

LAND SALE 2

Sale 2 is an apartment site is on the north side of NE 183rd Street
extending west from 103rd Avenue NE. The site is across an alley to the
south from the new 135-unit Edition Apartments. It is an assemblage of
four parcels that were acquired from different sellers in purchases that
closed in February, June and October 2017. The sales were $730,000 to
$750,000 for a total of $2,980,000 or $103/sq ft. The site is zoned DN,
which allows six stories and does not require ground floor commercial. It
should allow for a similar density as the Edition apartments, which would
be about 90 units or 136 units per acre.

LAND SALE 3

The Echelon 185 apartment site is at the northeast corner of NE 185th
and 103rd Avenue NE. The site has additional access via an alley on the
north side. It is zoned DT, which allows three stories and does not
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require ground floor commercial. The 14,388 sq ft site was acquired by
Echelon 185 LLP for $1,000,000 in January 2017. They subsequently
purchased 1,172 sq ft of unused right-of-way on NE 185th Street, secured
entitlements for a 13-unit townhome project and resold the entitled
property in July 2018 for $2,649,800 or $170/sq ft. The broker described
the entitlement as 90% complete and the buyer was willing to take on the
time and expense to finish it. The expectation was that the balance of
work could be completed and the project would get underway soon.
However, as of this writing the project has not started and the developer
inadvertently let some of the existing permits lapse. Relative to Sale 5,
which is nearly a matched pair property in terms of size, zoning and
location, it may be that this buyer over-paid to some degree, perhaps
over-estimating the value of the entitlement.
LAND SALE 4

Sale 4 is a townhome site at the northwest corner of NE 185th and 104th
Avenue NE. The site has additional access via an alley on the north
side. It is zoned DT, which allows three stories and does not require
ground floor commercial. The 14,388 sq ft site was acquired by Main
Street Properties for $1,150,000 in July 2017. They subsequently
secured entitlements for an 11-unit townhome project and listed the
property for $2,420,000. After about six months on the market, the
entitled property sold in December 2019 for $1,750,000 or $128/sq ft.
Construction on the project commenced in March 2020.

LAND SALE 5

Sale 5 is an apartment site at the southwest corner of Main Street and
102nd Avenue NE. The site is comprised of two parcels on the north and
south sides of an alley. 102nd Avenue NE crosses SR 522 just south of
the south parcel and the Bothell Park N Ride lot is one block southeast.
The new Merc Apartments are across the street to the east. The site is
zoned DN, which allows six stories and does not require ground floor
commercial. The site was acquired by Main Street Properties in August
2017 for $995,000 or $79/sq ft. Main Street is planning a project for 39
apartments, which is 134 units per acre. The site is listed for $1,450,000
or $115/sq ft.

SUBJECT SALE

The larger site is owned by five different property owners. It was listed
for sale in early 2019 as an assemblage at $4,500,000. The total was
based on individual lot prices of $800,000 for the east lot fronting Ross
Road and $925,000 for the other four lots. After about four months on
the market, Harbour Homes negotiated purchase and sale agreements
(PSAs) with each property owner ranging from $700,000 to $925,000 for
a total of $4,025,000 or $101/sq ft. This purchase meets all the criterial
of a market value transaction.
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Seller
Morgan/Boudrissa
Mangialardi
Sortomme
Turner
Johnson/Knutsen

Purchase
$700,000
$925,000
$700,000
$925,000
$775,000
$4,025,000

Outside of this activity, there have been no other sales regarding these
lots in the last three years. The most recent sale of any of the five lots
was for the Johnson property at the west end, the northeast corner of
104th and 185th, which sold for $550,000 or $66/sq ft in June 2016.
Comparative
Analysis

ADJUSTMENTS TO
COMPARABLE DATA

The sale comparisons indicate a wide range of value indicators from $98
to $138/sq ft, which excludes the entitlement values for Sales 3 and 4.
The high end of the range is Sale 3, which may include some level of
atypical motivation as it is significantly higher than the matched pair Sale
4. The comparisons are all in the same neighborhood. The range is
indicative of differences in terms of sale timing, size and zoning. There
are some differences in size and shape and some properties have
additional access via alleys.
When applying the Sale Comparison Approach, data is considered to
establish the prices, real property rights conveyed, transaction dates,
financing terms, motivations, locations, physical and functional
conditions, and income-producing characteristics of the properties under
consideration.
Units of comparison, components into which properties may be divided
for purposes of comparison, can be derived from the data. Generally,
both physical units of comparison and economic units of comparison are
considered.
In a physical comparison, adjustments are necessary to the comparables
to reflect advantages and disadvantages to the subject property. In an
economic comparison, each is also considered for similarities and
differences between the subject and the comparables to determine the
cause of the variation in order to select a proper economic unit
appropriate for the subject.

ADJUSTMENTS
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There is a motivation adjustment for Sale 5 to account for typical listing
optimism. I do not make a motivation adjustment for Sale 3, although
that is the likely explanation between the pricing for Sale 3 versus Sale 4.
The sales are adjusted at an annual rate of 3.0%. Location adjustments
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consider surrounding land uses, access and exposure. This is a
downward adjustment for Sale 5, which is in a more commercial area and
closer to public transportation. Downward adjustments are made for size
to the two smaller comparisons. An upward adjustment is made to Sale
5, to account for less functional due to the alley splitting the two small
parcels. Downward adjustments are made to the three comparisons with
higher density DN zoning.
LAND SALES ADJUSTMENT GRID
Name
No.
$/Sq Ft
Edition Apartments Site
1.
$98
Apartment Site
2.

Sale
Motivation Financing Date
0.0%
0.0%
11.4%
$0.00
$0.00
$11.19

Current
Indicator
11.4%
$109.54

Location
0.0%
$0.00

Shape
Size
0.0%
$0.00

Utilities
Condition
0.0%
$0.00

Zoning
-10.0%
($10.95)

Final
Indicators
-10%
$99

$103

0.0%
$0.00

0.0%
$0.00

8.6%
$8.92

8.6%
$112.39

0.0%
$0.00

0.0%
$0.00

0.0%
$0.00

-10.0%
($11.24)

-10%
$101

Echelon 185 Site
3.
$138

0.0%
$0.00

0.0%
$0.00

5.1%
$7.10

5.1%
$145.26

0.0%
$0.00

-10.0%
($14.53)

0.0%
$0.00

0.0%
$0.00

-10%
$131

Townhome Site
4.
$113

0.0%
$0.00

0.0%
$0.00

1.0%
$1.16

1.0%
$114.50

0.0%
$0.00

-10.0%
($11.45)

0.0%
$0.00

0.0%
$0.00

-10%
$103

Apartment Site
5.

$115

-10.0%
($11)

0.0%
$0

0.0%
$0

-10.0%
$103

-5.0%
($5)

5.0%
$5

0.0%
$0

-10.0%
($10)

-10%
$93

$101

0.0%
$0

0.0%
$0

0.0%
$0

0.0%
$101

0.0%
$0

0.0%
$0

0.0%
$0

0.0%
$0

0%
$101

Average
Conclusion

$105
$102

Subject

Conclusion

After adjustment the comparables indicate a range from $93 to $131/sq
ft, averaging $105/sq ft. The median is $101/sq ft. Given current market
conditions and after considering all factors, the evidence best supports a
unit value between $100 and $105/sq ft for the subject. For the larger
site, these indicate a range of value between $4,002,000 and
$4,202,000. Within this range, I reconcile to $4,100,000 or $102/sq ft.
The addition of the to be vacated ROW only impacts the site area. There
is no change to site utility, access, exposure, etc. Consequently, the
value of the site including the ROW is calculated at the same unit value
of $102/sq ft for a total value of $4,117,109. The value of the ROW is the
difference between the before and after value, or $17,109.

Marketing Time

The definition of “marketing time” is as follows:
An opinion of the amount of time it might take to sell a real or
personal property interest at the concluded market value level during
the period immediately after the effective date of an appraisal.
Source: The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Edition. Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2015.
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It is estimated that marketing time would be three to six months, based
on the comparisons.
Exposure Time

The definition of “exposure time” is as follows:
The estimated length of time the property interest being appraised
would have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical
consummation of a sale at market value on the effective date of the
appraisal; a retrospective opinion based on an analysis of past
events assuming a competitive and open market.
Source: The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Edition. Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2015.

Based on demand for this property type, the estimated exposure time is
three to six months.
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Letter of Engagement
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April 8, 2020
Harbour Homes, LLC
C/O Tyler Churchill, Multi-Family Sr. Production Manager
Geonerco Management LLC
400 N 34th Street, Suite 300
Seattle, WA 98103
Via email - TChurchill@geonerco.com
RE:

Engagement of Services – Appraisal Report

Dear Mr. Churchill:
We are pleased to have the opportunity to furnish appraisal services involving a proposed
street vacation for property located at the northwest corner of NE185th Street and Ross
Road in Bothell, Washington. The purpose of this letter is to confirm the scope of our
services for this engagement, our office practices and policies.
We will prepare an appraisal using processes and standards in accordance with the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) of the Appraisal
Foundation. The appraisal will be transmitted in a narrative report format as agreed in this
engagement. The appraisal will contain the descriptions, comparative data, analyses,
conclusions and exhibits generally considered essential to a documented appraisal report.
In addition, our services will comply with and be subject to the Code of Professional Ethics
and Standards of Professional Practice of the Appraisal Institute. The intended users of
the appraisal are Harbour Homes LLC, Geonerco and City of Bothell. The intended use of
the appraisal is for acquisition of street right-of-way (i.e. a street vacation) from the City of
Bothell. You agree and represent that you will not share the appraisal with any party other
than the intended users described above and will only rely on the appraisal for its intended
use (the “Representations”).
The scope of the assignment will be to:
•
•
•

Inspect subject property and comparable properties
Sales comparison approach to value
Narrative appraisal report

The cost of the appraisal will be $3,500. This fee is based on the scope and timing of our
analysis as outlined in this letter. If the scope of analysis changes during the appraisal
process, the change could alter the cost. At the stated fee you will receive an electronic
copy of the report in PDF format. You may request up to two optional hard copies without
additional charge by checking the box by the signature block. Additional hard copies will
be available at nominal expense (billed at $75/hour for administrative staff’s time), but it is
helpful if we know of your copy requirements at the time we begin work on the project. It is
our custom to accept a 50 percent retainer at the time we are authorized to proceed.
Valuation Advisory Services
601 Union Street, Suite 4720

T 206.205.0200

Seattle, WA 98101
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Tyler Churchill
April 8, 2020
Page 2
Payment for our services is due no later than 30 days following delivery of the completed
reports. Any past-due accounts bear interest at the rate of 1% per month.
Because of the nature of our business, it is difficult to quote a precise delivery date for the
completed report. However, we anticipate delivery of the report will be made within three
weeks from the date we receive from you a signed copy of this engagement letter
authorizing us to proceed.
You agree to hold harmless, defend and indemnify Kidder Mathews and its agents and
employees from any and all claims that arise out of or relate to your breach of either or both
of the Representations and/or to claims arising from information provided by you for our
reliance in preparing the report, including the information sought in the attached Request
for Information.
Either party may terminate this engagement for any reason upon written notification
delivered any time prior to completion of the project. Upon such termination, you remain
obligated to pay us promptly for all charges for services rendered to date, as well as for all
charges incurred as a result of termination.
We do not anticipate that any disputes will arise out of our relationship with you. However,
all disputes arising out of, relating to or concerning this engagement shall be resolved by
binding arbitration in Seattle under the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”)
Commercial Arbitration Rules with Expedited Procedures in effect on the date hereof. The
arbitrator shall award attorneys’ fees and costs to the prevailing party.
If you agree with these terms of engagement and wish us to proceed, please sign where
indicated below and return the letter together with your check for $1,750 representing the
retainer to my attention at Kidder Mathews, 601 Union St., Suite 4720, Seattle, WA 98101.
Very truly yours,
KIDDER MATHEWS

Andrew T. Robinson, MAI
Managing Director, Shareholder
Check if two hard copy reports are required: 

April

9
ACCEPTED & AGREED this _____
day of _______________, 2020
________________________
040820 Harbour Homes, LLC/em
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Request for Information
In order to complete the proposed appraisal, we will require the following information.
Please send the information to me at andy.robinson@kidder.com. Please feel free to call
if you have any questions.
1.

Legal description

2.

ALTA survey

3.

Phase I

4.

Property contact for inspection

5.

Any additional information you consider pertinent

Andy Robinson, MAI
Kidder Mathews
601 Union St., Suite 4720
Seattle, WA 98101
andy.robinson@kidder.com
206.205.0204
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ANDREW T. ROBINSON, MAI

SELECT CLIENT LIST

Managing Director, Shareholder
Valuation Advisory Services

CORPORATE

1987 – Graduated from the University of Washington with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in business administration – finance

American Stores
Properties, Inc.

1990 – Began his appraisal career with Shorett & Riely under the tutelage of
Keith Riely, MAI and Larry Shorett, MAI

Associated Petroleum
Products

A. America Furniture

Bellevue Athletic Club

1994 – Founded the Valuation and Appraisal Services division for Kidder
Mathews with Peter Shorett, MAI

BIG Shopping Centers
Boeing Realty Corp.

1996 – Awarded the MAI designation of the Appraisal Institute

Bunge Foods

1997 – Founded Terra Property Analytics

Costco

2006 – Returned to Kidder Mathews

DD Aerospace
LICENSES

Franciscan Health Services

State of Washington Certified General Real Estate Appraiser (No. 1100592)

Genetic Systems

State of Oregon Certified General Real Estate Appraiser (No. C000566)

Health Science Properties

State of Idaho General Real Estate Appraiser (No. CGA-2143)

Holmes Freight Lines

APPRAISAL INSTITUTE

JCR Development
Company

Has been active with the Seattle Chapter of the Appraisal Institute as education
chair, programs chair, board of directors, regional representative and point
person for the retail segment of the annual fall conference.

KCTS Channel Nine

EXPERIENCE

Appraisals have been prepared on a number of property types including retail
properties of all types, apartments, condominiums, offices, medical offices,
industrial, health science laboratories, hotels, golf courses, marinas, athletic clubs,
ground leases, piers, masterplanned developments and vacant land. Experience
with partial interests, air rights, conservation and land use agreements and
condemnation. Recognized as expert witness for appraisals in Washington with
retail properties and development land in conjunction with bankruptcy, contract
disputes, and tax appeals. Experienced arbitrator for market rent establishment.
Appraisal experience in Washington, Oregon, California, Alaska, Idaho, Nevada
and British Columbia, Canada.
206.205.0204
F 206.205.0220
andy.robinson@kidder.com
T

601 Union St
Suite 4720
Seattle, WA 98101
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ADDITIONAL CLIENTS
FINANCIAL

Aid Association for
Lutherans
AIG Mortgage Finance

Kimco

Manufacturers Life
Insurance Co.
Merrill Lynch
Mortgage Capital

Washington Federal

Kohl’s

Washington First
International Bank

Lineage Logistics
Lonestar Industries, Inc.

Washington Trust

Lowes Home Improvement

Allstate Insurance

Morgan Stanley
Mortgage Capital

Wells Fargo

Olympic Property Group

American Express
Financial Corp.

MUFG Union Bank

Zions Bank

Retail Properties of
America

American National
Bank

Nationwide Insurance
Co.

LEGAL

Ritchie Brothers
Auctioneers

Bank of America

New York Common
Retirement Fund

Bank of Nova Scotia

Barokas Martin Ahlers
& Tomlinson
Beresford Booth
Demaray & Trompeter

Banner Bank

Pacific Continental
Bank

BECU

Peoples Bank

Culp, Guterson &
Grader

CIBC World Markets

PNC National Bancorp

Garvey Schubert Barer

Prudential Insurance
Company

Hacker & Willig, Inc.,
P.S.

Safeco Insurance

Jamin, Ebell, Bolger &
Gentry

Citicorp Real Estate
Commerce Bank of
Washington
First Alexander
Hamilton Life Insurance

Security Mutual Life
Insurance Co.

GE Financial
Assurance

Skagit Bank

GMAC Commercial
Mortgage
Guardian Life
Insurance Company
Heritage Bank
HomeStreet Bank
Insignia Financial Corp.
JPMorgan Chase Bank
Key Bank

Lane Powell Spears
Lubersky

Sound Credit Union

Ogden, Murphy
Wallace

Standard Mortgage
Investors

Slinde Nelson
Stanford

Teachers Insurance &
Annuity Assoc.

Socius Law Group
PLLC

Transamerica Realty
Services

MUNICIPAL

United Presidential
Life Insurance
US Bank

Rottler Manufacturing
Sabey Company
Seattle Times
Target
Union Pacific Realty Corp.
Universal Avionics
Walgreens
Western Power &
Equipment
Vulcan

City of Burien
City of Maple Valley

206.205.0204
F 206.205.0220
andy.robinson@kidder.com
T

City of Seattle

601 Union St
Suite 4720
Seattle, WA 98101
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City of Yakima
Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
Kent Public School
District
King County Rural
Library System
Port of Seattle
University of
Washington
Washington State
University

REALTY ADVISOR

AEW Realty Advisors
AMB Realty Advisors

PM Realty Advisors
SSR Realty Advisors

American Life

Times Square Realty
Investors

Bentall Kennedy

Washington Capital

Institutional Property
Resources

Weingarten Realty
Investors

Los Angeles County
Employees
Retirement System
Murphy Favre
Properties

206.205.0204
F 206.205.0220
andy.robinson@kidder.com
T

601 Union St
Suite 4720
Seattle, WA 98101
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City Council
Agenda Bill
AB # 21-035

TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Michael Kattermann, Community Development Director
Robbie Sepler, Deputy City Attorney
DATE: March 16, 2021
SUBJECT: Public Hearing and Consideration of Extending Interim Ordinance (Ordinance
2326) Temporarily Suspending Development Application and Permit Timelines
POLICY The Council is being asked to consider whether to extend the Interim Ordinance
CONSIDERATION: originally adopted April 7, 2020 (Interim Ordinance #2312) and extended on

September 15, 2020 (Interim Ordinance #2326). The current and proposed
Interim Ordinances suspend timelines related to development applications and
permits as currently specified in several titles of the Bothell Municipal Code
(BMC). The Interim Ordinance expires on March 15, 2021, unless Council holds
a public hearing and acts to extend the ordinance for another six months.

HISTORY:

DATE ACTION
Mayor declared state of emergency due to COVID-19
MARCH 5, 2020
Virus outbreak.
City Manager directed as many city staff as possible to
MARCH 16, 2020
work remotely.
Governor issued stay-at-home order, causing some
MARCH 23, 2020
development projects to stop operations.
Council adopted emergency Interim Ordinance #2312
APRIL 7, 2020
suspending permit timelines for six months.
Council conducted public hearing on Interim Ordinance
# 2312, adopted April 7, 2020, allowing ordinance to
JUNE 2, 2020
remain in effect.
Council conducted a public hearing and adopted
SEPTEMBER 15,
Interim Ordinance #2326, extending the previous
2020
Interim Ordinance for six months to March 15, 2021.
At the time the Interim Ordinance was adopted the effects of the pandemic on
development were not known. After one year since the adoption of the initial
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Interim Ordinance, the impacts of the pandemic are still relevant and creating
uncertainty for some projects. The Interim Ordinances have allowed some
projects to remain active during the pandemic. The temporary suspension of
expiration of applications and permits has not created any issues for applicants
or staff.
DISCUSSION:

Development activity has mostly returned to pre-pandemic levels in terms of
overall applications received and permits issued. This has been driven primarily
by the robust residential market. However, even at these levels of development
activity, there are projects that continue to face potential and actual delays due
to the impacts of COVID-19. The suspension of these timelines is beneficial for
applicants by removing any concern that an application or permit may expire due
to inactivity as a result of the pandemic. The City benefits from the economic
impact of projects that might otherwise be deferred or cancelled and by reducing
staff time for processing renewal and extension requests.
Under the provisions of state law (RCW 36.70A.390), cities may enact interim
ordinances for a period of six months and may extend the interim ordinance for
an additional six months, subject to another public hearing. Further extensions
require a public hearing and a work plan. Section 4 of the proposed Interim
Ordinance describes the work plan:
“For the duration of this Ordinance, the City shall continue
to monitor the COVID-19 public health emergency and associated
impacts within the City of Bothell including, but not limited to, the
impact on development activity, and periodically assess the
continued need for the interim official control based on such
impacts.”
Council can repeal the interim ordinance at any time by a simple motion and
affirmative vote. If adopted by Council, the provisions of the Interim Ordinance
will continue to be in effect until September 15, 2021.
Staff recommends adoption of the proposed Interim Ordinance (Attachment 1)
extending the temporary suspension of the expiration of applications and
permits and permit processing time periods to provide additional time for
application processing by the City. These provisions will continue to apply to all
applications deemed complete and active as of January 1, 2020 or later.

FISCAL
IMPACTS:

None
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ATTACHMENTS:

RECOMMENDED
ACTION:

Att-1.

Proposed Ordinance extending Interim Ordinance No. 2326

Approve an Ordinance extending Interim Ordinance No. 2326 to continue
temporary suspension of development application and permit timelines.
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Att-1

ORDINANCE NO.

(2021)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON,
CONCERNING DEVELOPMENT REVIEW; EXTENDING FOR AN
ADDITIONAL SIX MONTHS THE INTERIM OFFICIAL CONTROL
ORIGINALLY ADOPTED UNDER ORDINANCE NO. 2312, AND
PREVIOUSLY EXTENDED BY ORDINANCE NO. 2326, TEMPORARILY
POSTPONING EXPIRATION OF DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS AND
PERMITS AND TOLLING PROCEDURAL DEADLINES.
WHEREAS, in response to the COVID-19 public health emergency and related
emergency declarations and proclamation, the City Council passed Ordinance No. 2312, adopting
an interim official control temporarily, for six months, tolling procedural deadlines as well as
postponing the expiration of development applications, approved land use actions, and
construction permits; and
WHEREAS, the interim official control adopted under Ordinance No. 2312 assists sectors
of the local economy, Bothell residents, and City staff by encouraging projects to resume as soon
as possible and by minimizing the number of individual extension requests; and
WHEREAS, the COVID-19 public health emergency, and related emergency orders and
economic impacts, continue to impact or delay the construction, inspection, and review of
development projects with an active application or permit with the City of Bothell and may cause
delays with any project or permit applications filed during the declared state of emergency; and
WHEREAS, the City Council wishes to encourage a continuation of construction activity
delayed by the continuing emergency restrictions and by the economic impacts of the pandemic
through further postponement of the deadlines and expiration dates for applications and permits;
and
WHEREAS, RCW 36.70A.390 authorizes the City Council to renew interim official
controls for one or more six-month periods if a subsequent public hearing is held and findings of
fact are made prior to each renewal; and
WHEREAS, on September 15, 2020, the City Council held a public hearing to receive
public testimony on an extension of the interim official control through March 15, 2021; and
WHEREAS, on September 15, 2020, following the public hearing, the City Council
adopted Ordinance No. 2326, extending the interim official control imposed by Ordinance No.
2312 through March 15, 2021
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WHEREAS, on March 16, 2021, the City Council held a public hearing to receive public
testimony on an additional extension of the interim official control for an additional six-month
period through September 16, 2021; and
WHEREAS, the City Council finds that the COVID-19 public health emergency, and
related emergency orders and economic impacts, continue to impact or delay the construction,
inspection, and review of development projects with an active application or permit with the City
of Bothell and may cause delays with any project or permit applications filed during the declared
state of emergency; and
WHEREAS, the City Council finds that it is in the public interest to further extend the
interim official control original adopted under Ordinance No. 2312 for an addition six-month
period; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance is exempt from the requirements of a threshold determination
under the State Environmental Policy Act pursuant to WAC 197-11-800(19) as the provisions of
this Ordinance are procedural in nature, in that they only modify the amount of time an application
or an issued permit remains viable; and
WHEREAS, RCW 36.70A.106 does not require transmittal of this Ordinance to the
Washington State Department of Commerce for comment because this Ordinance does not adopt
a permanent change to any development regulation or to the City’s comprehensive plan and is
instead temporary and will remain in effect until September 15, 2021, unless terminated earlier or
further extended by action of the City Council in accordance with state law.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL,
WASHINGTON, DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this ordinance is to extend the interim official
control adopted by Ordinance No. 2312, and subsequently extended by Ordinance No. 2326, for
an additional six-month period, unless terminated earlier by the City Council, and to adopt a
work plan to the extent required under RCW 36.70A.390.
Section 2. FINDINGS OF FACT. The recitals set forth above and the recitals
previously set forth in Ordinance No. 2312 and Ordinance No. 2326 are hereby adopted as
findings of fact required pursuant to RCW 36.70A.390 in support of extending the interim
official control originally adopted under Ordinance No. 2312.
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Section 3. DURATION OF INTERIM OFFICIAL CONTROL EXTENDED. This
Ordinance shall serve to extend the expiration date of Ordinance No. 2312, as previously
extended by Ordinance No. 2326, through September 15, 2021, six months beyond the current
expiration date set by Ordinance No. 2326, which, without this extension, was March 15, 2021.
As a result, all provisions of Ordinance No. 2312 shall remain in effect through September 15,
2021.
Section 4. WORK PLAN. To the extent that a work plan is required under RCW
36.70A.390, a work plan is hereby adopted as follows: For the duration of this Ordinance, the
City shall continue to monitor the COVID-19 public health emergency and associated impacts
within the City of Bothell including, but not limited to, the impact on development activity, and
periodically assess the continued need for the interim official control based on such impacts.
Section 5. COMPLIANCE WITH RCW 36.70A.390 In accordance with RCW
36.70A.390, the interim official control is extended as described herein based on the work plan
described in Section 4 of this Ordinance, the public hearing that was held on March 16, 2021,
related to this Ordinance, and the findings of fact related to this interim official control adopted
under this Ordinance, Ordinance No. 2312, and Ordinance No. 2326.
Section 6. EFFECTIVE DATE. This ordinance, being an exercise of a power
specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and shall take
effect immediately upon its adoption, as provided in RCW 35A.13.190, as a public emergency
ordinance necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, property, or
safety and for the immediate support of City government and its existing public institutions.
Section 7. SEVERABILITY. If any section, sentence, clause, or phrase of this
Ordinance should be held to be invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity or
unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or constitutionality of any other section, sentence,
clause, or phrase of this Ordinance.
Section 8. CORRECTIONS AND CODIFICATION. The City Clerk is authorized to
make necessary corrections to this Ordinance including, but not limited to, the correction of
scrivener’s/clerical errors, references, ordinance numbering, section/subsection numbers and any
references thereto. This Ordinance is temporary and therefore shall not be codified.
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APPROVED:

LIAM OLSEN
MAYOR
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
PAUL BYRNE
CITY ATTORNEY
FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.:

(2021)
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SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE NO.

(2021)

City of Bothell, Washington

On the 16 day of March, 2021, the City Council of the City of Bothell passed
Ordinance No. XX (2021). A summary of the content of said Ordinance, consisting of the title, is
provided as follows:
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON,
CONCERNING DEVELOPMENT REVIEW; EXTENDING FOR AN
ADDITIONAL SIX MONTHS THE INTERIM OFFICIAL CONTROL
ORIGINALLY ADOPTED UNDER ORDINANCE NO. 2312, AND
PREVIOUSLY EXTENDED BY ORDINANCE NO. 2326, TEMPORARILY
POSTPONING EXPIRATION OF DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS AND
PERMITS AND TOLLING PROCEDURAL DEADLINES.
The full text of this Ordinance will be mailed upon request.

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.:

(2021)
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TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Michael Kattermann, Community Development Director
David Swasey, Building Division – Building Official (Presenter)
Butch Noble, Community Risk Reduction – Fire Marshal (Presenter)
DATE: March 16, 2021
SUBJECT: Public Hearing for proposed Amendments to Bothell Municipal Code Title 20:
Building and Construction Code
POLICY The Council is being asked to conduct a public hearing and decide whether to
CONSIDERATION adopt the proposed amendments to BMC 20.04.050 that will address an error
: in recent adoption of BMC amendments on January 19, 2021.
HISTORY:

DATE ACTION
Council opened a Public hearing on proposed BMC Title
JANUARY 12, 2021
20 amendments
Council continued a Public Hearing and approved
JANUARY 19, 2021
proposed BMC Title 20 amendments

DISCUSSION: In the BMC amendments adopted on January 19, 2021, staff inadvertently
included an incorrect reference regarding sizing of elevators to accommodate
stretchers. The current section of the BMC references language from the 2015
International Building Code which requires a minimum of one elevator to be
sized to accommodate a stretcher in buildings four or more stories above or four
or more stories below grade, and in any Residential or Institutional Occupancy
buildings, regardless of the number of stories.
The proposed correction to this section will remove the requirement for
stretcher-sized elevators in Residential or Institutional occupancy buildings,
regardless of stories; which reflects the language in the newly adopted 2018
International Building Code. This correction is recommended by the Building
Official and the Fire Marshal.
FISCAL None
IMPACTS:
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ATTACHMENTS:

Att-1.

Ordinance Amending BMC 20.04.050

RECOMMENDED Approve the proposed ordinance amending BMC 20.04.050
ACTION:
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Att-1

ORDINANCE NO.

(2021)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON,
RELATING TO THE STATE BUILDING CODE AND LOCAL
AMENDMENTS THERETO; AMENDING BMC 20.04.050; PROVIDING
FOR SEVERABILITY, AN EFFECTIVE DATE, AND CORRECTIONS.
W HEREAS, the City of Bothell Community Development Department and Fire
Department previously recommended to the City Council amendments to Title 20 of the
Bothell Municipal Code (BMC) to adopt the 2018 State Building Code and Local
Amendments thereto; and
W HEREAS, on January 12, 2021, the City Council opened a public hearing on
the proposed amendments to Title 20 BMC; and
W HEREAS, on January 19, 2021, the City Council passed Ordinance No. 2344,
adopting the proposed amendments to Title 20 BMC; and
W HEREAS, Ordinance No. 2344, as adopted, included an error regarding sizing
of elevators to accommodate stretchers; and
W HEREAS, the City Council has determined that it is in the best interest of the
public health, safety, and welfare to correct the reference regarding sizing of elevators to
accommodate stretchers.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL,
W ASHINGTON, DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Sec tion 1. Section 20.04.050 of the Bothell Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows, with new text shown by underline and with deletions shown by
strikethrough.
20.04.050

Section 3002.4 of the International Building Code amended.

Section 3002.4 of the International Building Code is amended to read as follows:
3002.4 Elevator car to accommodate ambulance stretcher. Where elevators are
provided in buildings four or more stories above, or four or more stories below,
grade plane, or in any R or I occupancy building provided with an elevator
regardless of the number of stories, at least one elevator shall be provided for
fire department emergency access to all floors. The elevator car shall be of such
Page 1 of 4
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a size and arrangement to accommodate a 26-inch by 86-inch (661 mm by 2185
mm) ambulance stretcher in the horizontal, open position and shall be identified
by the international symbol for emergency medical services (star of life). The
symbol shall not be less than 3 inches (76 mm) high and shall be placed inside
on both sides of the hoistway door frame.
3002.4 Where elevators are provided in buildings four or more stories above, or
four or more stories below, grade plane, not fewer than one elevator shall be
provided for fire department emergency access to all floors. The elevator car
shall be of such a size and arrangement to accommodate an ambulance
stretcher 26 inches by 86 inches (610 mm by 2134 mm) with not less than 5inch (127 mm) radius corners, in the horizontal, open position and shall be
identified by the international symbol for emergency medical services (star of
life). The symbol shall be not less than 3 inches (76 mm) in height and shall be
placed inside on both sides of the hoistway door frame.
Sec tion 2. SEVERABILITY. If any section, sentence, clause or phrase of this
ordinance should be held to be invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such
invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or constitutionality of any other
section, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance.
Sec tion 3. EFFECTIVE DATE. This ordinance, being an exercise of a power
specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and shall
take effect five (5) days after passage and publication of an approved summary thereof
consisting of the title.
Sec tion 4. CORRECTIONS. The City Clerk and the codifiers of this ordinance
are authorized to make necessary corrections to this ordinance including, but not limited
to, the correction of scrivener’s/clerical errors, references, ordinance numbering,
section/subsection numbers and any references thereto.
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APPROVED:

LIAM OLSEN
MAYOR

ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
PAUL BYRNE
CITY ATTORNEY

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.:

(2021)
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SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE NO.

(2021)

City of Bothell, Washington

On the XX day of XX, 2021, the City Council of the City of Bothell passed
Ordinance No. XX (2021). A summary of the content of said Ordinance, consisting of the
title, is provided as follows:
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON,
RELATING TO THE STATE BUILDING CODE AND LOCAL
AMENDMENTS THERETO; AMENDING BMC 20.04.050; PROVIDING
FOR SEVERABILITY, AN EFFECTIVE DATE, AND CORRECTIONS.
The full text of this Ordinance will be mailed upon request.

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.:

(2021)
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TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Erin Leonhart, Interim City Manager
Kellye Mazzoli, Assistant City Manager (Presenter)
DATE: March 16, 2021
SUBJECT: Consideration of a Resolution expressing support for State Transportation
Funding including the Adoption of a new Transportation Revenue Package
POLICY This item asks the City Council to consider adopting a resolution that expresses
CONSIDERATION: support for State transportation funding to honor past commitments, specifically
$600 million of approved improvements to the north end of I-405, and additional
current priorities for Bothell, specifically $7 million of requested improvements
for the widening of Bothell Way NE/Bothell-Everett Highway.
If approved, this resolution will be shared with the Legislature as a way to urge
them to adopt a new Statewide transportation revenue package and to fund
those transportation projects which affect the residents, businesses, and
commuters traveling through Bothell and Puget Sound region on a daily basis.
HISTORY:

DATE ACTION
MAY 21, 2019 City Council received the 2019 Legislative Report
City Council approved the 2021-2022 Legislative
NOVEMBER 11, 2020
Agenda and Policy Manual
MARCH 2, 2021 City Council received Legislative Update No. 4
During the previous 2019 Washington State Legislative session, the City’s top
transportation request was to secure $20 million for right of way acquisition and
$450 million for construction of I‐405 north end improvements, either through
direct state funding or bonding against toll revenue. Work on this priority began
in the fall of 2018 by meeting with WA State Department of Transportation
(WSDOT) staff members to gain a better understanding of the project scope and
estimated timeline. Our lobbyist, Gordon Thomas Honeywell (GTH), then
convened a group of government affairs consultants representing entities with a
vested interested in the corridor to develop a coordinated strategy. GTH also
worked with city staff and elected officials to convene the North End Stakeholder
group and educate them on the importance of working as a united coalition all
along the I-405 corridor. With broad support from stakeholders along the
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corridor and tireless efforts by our Council, including then Deputy Mayor Duerr,
Council Member Olsen, Council Member Agnew, as well as former Mayor
Rheaume, the improvements were funded successfully through securing funding
by bonding I-405 toll revenues.
It took significant effort to pass this legislation as the WA State Constitution
requires a 60% majority from both chambers when passing bonds/going into
debt. This meant passage required bipartisan support in the House and Senate.
When the bill made it to the Senate floor, Senator Hans Zeiger (R-Puyallup) and
Senator Guy Palumbo offered an amendment to bond the toll revenue to pay for
specific improvements. This amended version of the bill passed out of the Senate
with the required 60% support on April 25th, 2019, 3 days prior to the end of
session. On the House side, the bill was voted out of the House Transportation
committee, pulled from the Rules committee, and voted out of the House as well
with the mandatory 60% support.
In the middle of the legislative session, WSDOT released new information
indicating the estimated cost of the construction had increased from $450
million to roughly $575 million, mostly due to the discovery of additional fish
barriers. The final version of the bill reflected this change and authorized up to
$600 million in bonds generated from toll revenue along I-405 to be used toward
the improvements on I-405 from State Route 522 to State Route 527. The specific
language states:
It is the intent of the legislature to first use the bond proceeds for the
following projects: Up to six hundred million dollars to design and
construct capacity improvements on Interstate 405 between state route
number 522 and state route number 527. This project would widen
Interstate 405 through the state route number 522 interchange, build
direct access ramps to the express toll lanes at state route number 522,
build one new lane in each direction to be used as a second express toll
lane, and build a partial direct access ramp at state route number 527
to the east, north, and south, to provide connections to the Canyon Park
and ride.
At the November 11, 2020 meeting, Council adopted the 2021-2022 Legislative
Agenda and Policy Manual. The current Legislative Session began on January 11,
2021 and the Council has received regular updates on progress at Council
meetings.
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DISCUSSION: Currently, the City’s 2021-2022 Legislative Agenda includes a priority request for
$7 million in construction funds to complete the Bothell Way NE/Bothell-Everett
Highway widening project (see Att-2, Att-3). GTH has informed Council that in
order to receive funding for this priority, the State will need to adopt a new
transportation revenue package and identify it as a project.
Also during this Legislative session, Council has been made aware of and testified
in opposition of legislation proposed to remove bonding authority of toll
revenues that were specifically identified in 2019 to fund the slated I-405 north
end improvements. Facing the realities of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the
State now projects a transportation budget shortfall of $758 million for the next
three years translating into potential delays of I-405 improvements by several
years.
Delays in funding transportation projects, specifically the previously committed
I-405 north end improvements and requested Bothell Way NE/Bothell-Everett
Highway widening, could negatively impact the Bothell community. The
significance of these delays increase as Bothell becomes a major connecting
point between three (3) transit agencies, Sound Transit, Community Transit
(Snohomish County), and King County Metro.
The Resolution (see Att-1) being considered urges the State Legislature to pass a
comprehensive transportation funding package in 2021 and work collaboratively
to honor commitments made on past projects which in turn will support the full
reopening of our economy, spur economic activity, and support local job creation
while also providing better public transit options to help alleviate congestion
occurring in and around Bothell.
FISCAL This item does not directly impact the City’s Adopted 2021-2022 Budget.
IMPACTS: However, if the Legislature does not approve a new transportation revenue
package and identify Bothell priority transportation projects for funding, the City
will not realize $7 million toward the construction of the Bothell Way Widening
project and Bothell will not realize the benefits of a $600 million investment in I405 north end improvements.
ATTACHMENTS:

Att-1.
Att-2.
Att-3.

Resolution Supporting New Transportation Funding by the State
Bothell’s 2021-2022 Legislative Agenda
2021 Bothell Way Widening Project Information Sheet

RECOMMENDED Approve a Resolution expressing support for State Transportation Funding
ACTION: including the Adoption of a new Transportation Revenue Package
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Att-1
RESOLUTION NO.

(2021)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL,
WASHINGTON,
EXPRESSING
SUPPORT
FOR
STATE
TRANSPORTATION FUNDING INCLUDING THE ADOPTION OF A NEW
TRANSPORTATION REVENUE PACKAGE.

WHEREAS, an accessible, complete, multimodal, and well-maintained
transportation system is foundational to Bothell’s economy and quality of life; and; and
WHEREAS, the impacts of COVID-19 are still being felt throughout our
communities and the long-term economic impacts of the pandemic remain uncertain; and
WHEREAS, our state faced transportation funding gaps prior to the pandemic, and
those challenges have only been exacerbated in the wake of the pandemic; and
WHEREAS, Washington has a significant backlog of deferred maintenanc e
projects that threaten the reliability and safety of our transportation system; and
WHEREAS, the state now projects a transportation budget shortfall of $758 million
for the next three years, and the state’s transportation revenue streams – including gas
tax, tolling, and fees for transit agencies and the ferry system – have eroded in response
to the pandemic, but the needs of Washington state families and our economy cannot
wait; and
WHEREAS, a comprehensive statewide infrastructure package will support job
creation and recovery; put people to work; move people and goods more efficiently;
ensure mobility for all workers; enhance mobility and multimodal options, and improve
our state’s economy and quality of life; and
WHEREAS, every $1 spent in new construction generates $1.97 in economic
activity; increases earning by 54 cents for all households, not just those employed in
construction; supports nearly 11 additional jobs across the economy; and every $1
invested in public transportation generates approximately $4 in economic returns; and
WHEREAS, the City has prioritized an important project for state investment that
will support the widening of Bothell Way NE/Bothell-Everett Highway, which connects
State Route 522 to Interstate 405 and runs through Bothell’s downtown; and
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WHEREAS, downtown Bothell is becoming a major connection point between
three transit agencies, Sound Transit, Community Transit, and King County Metro; and
WHEREAS, this investment is necessary to provide sufficient facilities for
Community Transit to extend the Swift Green Line to downtown Bothell and the UW
Bothell/Cascadia College campus; and
WHEREAS, Interstate 405 has historically been one of the most congested
portions of the state’s transportation network. In addition to a comprehensive statewide
infrastructure package, the state should not pause projects on this key corridor or fail to
invest in the future; and,
WHEREAS, a delay in action will mean stifling the progress begun through the
2015 Connecting Washington package and resulting in less economic activity, more job
losses, and a further deteriorating of our transportation system.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL,
WASHINGTON, DOES RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. In order to address all these issues, support the full reopening of our
economy, spur economic activity, and support local job creation, we urge the Legislature
to work collaboratively to honor commitments made on past projects and to pass a
comprehensive transportation funding package in 2021.
Section 2. The City Clerk is authorized to make necessary corrections to this
resolution including, but not limited to, the correction of scrivener’s/clerical errors,
references, resolution numbering, section/subsection numbers, and any references
thereto.
PASSED this ___________ day of ______________________, 2021.

APPROVED:

LIAM OLSEN
MAYOR
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:
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LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
RESOLUTION NO.:
(2021)
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2021-2022 State Legislative Agenda
Widening of Bothell Way NE/Bothell-Everett Highway
As the Legislature considers a new transportation revenue package, the City requests inclusion
of $7 million toward construction of the widening of Bothell Way NE between Reder and 240th
St. SE. The City has already secured design funds and some acquisition funds, including federal
grants. Design will begin in 2021 and construction is planned for the 2025-27 biennium. This
highway carries 17,800 average daily trips and connects State Route 522 to I-405. This project is
key to bringing Community Transit’s Rapid Ride to Downtown Bothell and the UW
Bothell/Cascadia College Campus and will improve connection between Downtown Bothell and
the Canyon Park Regional Growth Center.
North Creek Regional Trail Section 4
The North Creek Regional Trail links the cities of Bothell, Mill Creek and Everett, as well as the
communities in between. However, there is a missing segment of the trail within the City of
Bothell along SR 524 between Filbert/9th and roughly SR 527. The City has funded the design
and acquisition phases with help from federal grants and is requesting $600,000 toward
construction costs. Completion of the North Creek Trail system will improve safety for
pedestrians and bicyclists as well as encourage non-motorized travel between business centers,
transit stops, parks, and employment centers, including the Canyon Park Regional Growth
Center. The North Creek Regional Trail connects the Interurban Trail at McCollum Park/ I-5 in
Everett to the King County Regional Sammamish/Burke Gilman Trail in Bothell.
Transportation Demand Management at Canyon Park
Canyon Park is the City’s regional growth center and a major employment hub. The City is
preparing to adopt the Canyon Park Subarea Plan and is beginning to plan for a transportation
demand management (TDM) program. Establishing a TDM is expected to cost between
$150,000 and $250,000 per year for the first three years. The City supports a robust investment
in the state’s Regional Mobility Grant Program which helps local jurisdictions fund
establishment of TDM programs.
Downtown Revitalization
With the state’s support, the City is making significant progress on the cleanup of several highly
developable properties near Bothell’s downtown core – a key component of Bothell’s
Downtown Revitalization Plan. To date, 4 sites have completed environmental remediation
activities and are undergoing groundwater monitoring. An additional 2 sites are currently
undergoing remediation and the final 2 are in the investigative phase. Continuation and/or
expansion of the Department of Ecology’s Remedial Action Grant (RAG) program and adequate
support for Ecology staff are key in the city’s ability to complete these cleanups.

Adopted by City Council on: November 10, 2020
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Widening of Bothell Way NE/Bothell-Everett Highway
Request: As the legislature considers development of a transportation revenue package, the City requests $7
million beginning in the 2025-27 biennium toward the widening of Bothell Way NE between Reder Way and
240th Street SE (see map below).
Project Need: Bothell Way NE/Bothell-Everett Highway connects State Route 522 to Interstate 405 and runs
through Bothell’s downtown. There are 17,800 average daily trips that take place along this route currently
and 31,400 are anticipated in 2035. The widening of this road is necessary to providing sufficient facilities for
Community Transit to extend the Swift Green Line to downtown Bothell and the UW Bothell/Cascadia
College campus. This line would serve both the Canyon Park Regional Growth Center as well as
UWB/CC. Further, downtown Bothell is becoming a major connection point between the three transit
agencies (Sound Transit, Community Transit, and King County Metro).
Project Details: This project will widen Bothell Way NE from Reder Way to 240th Street NE from 2 lanes to 4 or
5 lanes: 2 through-lanes in each direction and a two-way left turn where needed. Also included are
intersection improvements, protected bicycle lanes, landscaping strips, sidewalks, street lighting, retaining
walls, removing and replacing three city-owned fish barrier culverts, storm drain system improvements,
water/sewer improvements, and wetland mitigation.
Funding & Schedule: The total project cost is approximately $55.2 million. The current cost breakdown is:

DESIGN
COMPLETE DSN

TOTAL
$3.5M
$3.5M

ROW
PHASE 1 & 3

$14.8M
$8.65M

PHASE 2
CONSTRUCTION
PHASE 1 & 3

PHASE 2

$6.15M
$36.9M
$21.4M

$15.5M

SECURED

NEEDED

SCHEDULE

$3.0M (Fed grant)
$0.5M (City)
$4.9 M (Fed grant)
$2.1 M (City)

2019-2023

$1.65M (Fed grant)

2024-2025

$4.9M (Fed grant)
$1.25M (City)

2027-2028

$6.5M (Fed grant)
$8.0M (State grant)
$5.2M (Current legislative request)
$1.7M (City)
$4.7M (Fed grant)
$7.5M (State grant)
$1.8M (Current legislative request)
$1.5M (City)

2026-2027

2029-2030
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Agenda Bill
AB # 21-038

TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Michael Kattermann, Director, Community Development
Nathen Lamb, Senior Planner, Community Development (Presenter)
DATE: March 16, 2021
SUBJECT: Consideration of Plan and Code amendments to the Capital Facilities Element in
Imagine Bothell…Comprehensive Plan, and establishing minimum density and
intensity within the North Creek / NE 195 ST Activity Center
POLICY This item asks the City Council to:
CONSIDERATION:
• Amend the Capital Facilities Element to reflect voter approved bonds to
rebuild fire stations 42 and 45; and
• Establish minimum residential densities and non-residential floor area
ratios within the North Creek/NE 195 ST Subarea activity center (0 to
0.50).
City Council previously provided policy direction on these matters through the
Imagine Bothell…Comprehensive Plan, adopting and designating R-AC zoning,
and submitting the fire station rebuilds to voters. If this item is approved, staff
is implementing the direction given by the City Council.
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HISTORY

DATE
JUNE 2002
MARCH 2019
November 2019

ACTION
Council establishes Residential - Activity Centers (R-AC)
zone.
Council approves 2019 Planning Docket including Capital
Facilities Element amendments and minimum densities and
intensities in R-AC.
Recommendation made by Planning Commission to City
Council.

December 2, 2019

Canyon Park Business Center Owner’s Association (CPBCOA)
appeals the SEPA determination suspending consideration
of these amendments.

December 3, 2019

Council continues public hearing to December 17, 2019
pending resolution of SEPA appeal.

December 17, 2019
February 18, 2020
February 2021

Council continues public hearing to January 21, 2020
pending resolution of SEPA appeal.
Council closed the Public Hearing to defer the proposed
2019 Plan and Code amendments until the SEPA appeal has
been resolved.
SEPA appeal withdrawn.

The proposed amendments to Imagine Bothell…Comprehensive Plan and the
associated code amendments were processed in 2019 according to the city’s
annual amendment cycle and scheduled for adoption in December 2019.
However, due to an appeal of the environmental review conducted under the
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), Council could not act on the proposed
amendments until the appeal had been resolved. Now that the SEPA appeal has
been withdrawn, Council may act on the proposed amendments.
The proposed policy and code amendments regarding the R-AC zone originally
applied to those designations in the Canyon Park subarea as well as the North
Creek/195th ST subarea. However, with Council adoption of the Canyon Park
Subarea Plan and related development regulations in December 2020, the
minimum density/intensity issue for Canyon Park has been addressed. Language
specific to Canyon Park has been removed from the proposed amendments.
DISCUSSION: Capital Facilities Element
In November 2018, voters approved bonds to rebuild fire station 42 (Downtown)
and 45 (Canyon Park), including safety upgrades, technical modernization and
energy efficiency to accommodate current and future growth. This action
amends the Capital Facilities Element of the Comprehensive Plan to reflect the
two fire station rebuild projects in the Council-adopted Capital Facilities Plan.
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Under the Growth Management Act requirements these documents must align.
The Planning Commission recommendation is limited to updating the
descriptions and staffing levels of the rebuilt fire stations and contains no
changes to the policies and goals of the Capital Facilities Element.
Minimum Density and Intensity
The City relies on the R-AC zone to accommodate substantial amounts of the
City’s population growth target. The proposed amendments are timely because
recent residential and non-residential developments within R-AC zones have
proposed densities and development intensities substantially below planned
capacities. One of the purposes of the R-AC zone was to avoid the need to
increase population growth within the City’s established residential
neighborhoods consistent with Comprehensive Plan Policy LU-P6, which states:
“Preserve the character of established neighborhoods and protect such
neighborhoods from intrusion by incompatible uses.”
R-AC is described in Land Use Element Policy LU-P4 as:
“This designation shall provide for multi-family residential development
in designated activity centers, and is intended to promote a variety of
housing types in sufficient numbers to support a range of shopping,
dining and entertainment opportunities within those centers. No
specific density is prescribed: the number of units which may be
constructed on an individual property or within the center shall be
controlled by site and building regulations concerning height, parking,
landscaping, setbacks and other aspects of development.” (emphasis
added)
The Planning Commission Recommendation proposes the implementation of a
floor area ratio (FAR) standard to establish minimum non-residential intensities
(essentially constructing capacity for future employees). FARs are used
throughout the Puget Sound region and establish that the building floor area be
a percentage of the parcel of land area upon which the building is located. For
example, if a minimum FAR of 0.5 were applied to a parcel of 10,000 square feet
in area, the square footage of the building would be required to be at least 5,000
square feet.
The Planning Commission recommendation consists of the following for the
North Creek / NE 195 ST activity area only (Canyon Park recommendations
omitted) (Attachment 2):
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1. Apply the minimum density and intensity provisions to North Creek / NE 195
ST activity areas.
2. Establish a minimum density of 35 dwelling units per acre for exclusively
residential developments.
3. Establish a minimum FAR of 0.50 for exclusively non-residential
developments.
4. Establish two approaches for mixed use development within North Creek /NE
195 ST:
a. Apply a minimum FAR of 1.0; or
b. Provide discretion to mixed use development applicants to achieve either
the minimum residential density or the minimum non-residential floor area
ratio and then ‘fill-in’ the balance of the development with a reduced
density or FARs.
FISCAL The item is included in the Adopted 2021-2022 Budget. The amendment to the
IMPACTS: Capital Facilities Element is necessary to implement the increase in Fire Impact
Fees scheduled to go into effect on April 1, 2021.
ATTACHMENTS:

Att-1.
Att-2.

Revised, Proposed Ordinance and Plan policy amendments
Planning Commission findings, conclusion, and recommendation

RECOMMENDED Adopt the proposed Ordinance (Attachment 1) amending the Imagine Bothell...
ACTION: Comprehensive Plan, Land Use and Capital Facilities Elements and the North
Creek / NE 195 ST Subarea Plan; and amending BMC Title 11, Administration of
Development Regulations; and BMC Title 12 Zoning including regulations for
minimum densities and intensities within activity centers.
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Att-1
ORDINANCE NO. _________ (2021)
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON, ADOPTING
THE 2019 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, AND RELATED CITY CODE,
AMENDMENTS REGARDING THE 2018 PUBLIC SAFETY BOND AND
MINIMUM DENSITIES AND INTENSITIES; AMENDING THE IMAGINE
BOTHELL… COMPREHENSIVE PLAN CAPITAL FACILIITES ELEMENT,
LAND USE ELEMENT, NORTH CREEK / NE 195 ST SUBAREA PLAN;
AMENDING TITLES 11, ADMINISTRATION OF DEVELOPMENT
REGULATIONS, AND TITLE 12, ZONING.

WHEREAS, the City of Bothell (“City”) is a non-charter optional municipal code city as
provided in Title 35A RCW, incorporated under the laws of the State of Washington, and
planning pursuant to the Growth Management Act (the “Act”), Chapter 36.70A RCW; and
WHEREAS, the Act requires that cities subject to the Act adopt comprehensive plans
and implementing development regulations consistent with the Act; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with the Act, the Bothell City Council, in 1994, adopted the
Imagine Bothell… Comprehensive Plan and, in 1996, adopted implementing development
regulations via amendments to the Bothell Municipal Code (BMC); and
WHEREAS, the Act provides that each jurisdiction’s comprehensive land use plan and
development regulations shall be subject to continuing review and evaluation; and
WHEREAS, on July 7, 2015, the City Council completed the periodic update to
the Imagine Bothell Comprehensive Plan (the “Comprehensive Plan”) required under RCW 36.70A.130;
and
WHEREAS, in November 2018, voters approved bonds to rebuild fire stations 42 (Canyon Park)
and 45 (Downtown), including safety upgrades, technical modernization, and energy efficiency to
accommodate current and future growth; and
WHEREAS, on February 19, 2019, the City Council approved the 2019 Planning Docket, which
included, as Item No. 4, the development of amendments to the Comprehensive Plan to the Capital
Facilities Element (CFE) to include the planned reconstruction of Fire Stations 42 and 45; and
WHEREAS, on June 18, 2019, the City Council amended the 2019 Planning Docket to
initiate development of amendments to the Comprehensive Plan relating to minimum density and
intensity levels for certain areas of the City; and
WHEREAS, on October 2, 2019, the Planning Commission opened a public hearing on
the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan amending the CFE to include the planned
reconstruction of the two fire stations, and the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan
and BMC relating to minimum density and intensity levels; and
Page 1 of 29
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WHEREAS, on October 2, 2019, the Planning Commission recommended approval of
the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan amending the CFE to include the planned
reconstruction of the two fire stations, but continued the public hearing to November 6, 2019, to
further consider the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and BMC relating to
minimum density and intensity levels; and
WHEREAS, on November 6, 2019, the Planning Commission concluded the public
hearing on the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and BMC relating to minimum
density and intensity levels and forwarded a recommendation to the City Council; and
WHEREAS, on November 8, 2019, the City, as lead agency for the purposes of the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and Chapter 14.02 BMC, issued a mitigated determination of
non-significance (MDNS) regarding the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and
BMC; and
WHEREAS, on December 2, 2019, the Canyon Park Business Center Owners’
Association (CPBCOA) filed a timely appeal of the MDNS with the City’s Hearing Examiner;
and
WHEREAS, on December 3, 2019, the City Council opened a public hearing on the
proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and BMC, took public testimony, and
continued the public hearing to the December 17, 2019 Council meeting; and
WHEREAS, on December 17, 2019, the City Council took additional public testimony
during the continued public hearing on the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and
BMC and again continued the public hearing to the January 21, 2020 Council Meeting; and
WHEREAS, on December 31, 2019, the Hearing Examiner, at the request of the parties
involved, stayed proceedings until 5:00 PM on January 4, 2021, to allow time for settlement
negotiations; and
WHEREAS, on January 21, 2020, the City Council again continued the public hearing to
the February 18, 2020 Council Meeting; and
WHEREAS, on February 18, 2020, the City Council closed the public hearing and voted
to defer Council action on the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan until such time
that the appeal filed by the CPBCOA is resolved; and
WHEREAS, on February 5, 2021, the CPBCOA formally withdrew its appeal of the
MDNS; and
WHEREAS, the City Council considered the cumulative effects of the proposed
amendments to the Comprehensive Plan in 2019; and
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WHEREAS, upon due consideration, the City Council finds that adoption of the 2019
amendments to the Capital Facilities Element and the 2019 amendments relating to minimum
density and intensity are in the public interest and welfare.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL,
WASHINGTON, DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The Imagine Bothell… Comprehensive Plan Capital Facilities Element is
hereby amended as follows with new text shown by underline and deleted text and graphics
shown in strikethrough; all other provisions of this Element shall remain unchanged and in full
force, including those portions that are omitted in the text below as indicated by three asterisks (*
* *).

Capital Facilities Element
Purpose and Relationship to GMA
*

*

*

City Fire and Emergency Medical Services Facilities
Inventory
Three firehouses are located within the city’s Planning Area: the Downtown Firehouse, the
Queensborough Firehouse, and the Canyon Park Firehouse (see map, Figure CF-1). All are
within the city limits. The Queensborough Firehouse is owned by Fire District 10.
Fire Department facilities, with floor areas and current equipment and staffing levels in
each as of 2019, 2014 and the planned new capital improvements authorized under the
2018 Public Safety Bond, are described in the following table as follows (see Figure CF1):
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T able CF-3
Fire and emergency medical services facilities inventory
Facility, location,
and land area
Dow ntow n
Firehouse
(Station 42)
10726 Beardslee
Blvd.
Land area: 68,016
sq. ft.

Canyon Park
Firehouse
(Station 45)
1608 217th Pl. SE

Available space

Current (2019) use

Emerg. Resp.
Vehicles:
2 Engines
1 Aid Unit
1 Ladder
1 Medic Unit
1 Command Unit

1 Battalion Chief

24 hr. Response
Personnel: *10
assigned
*7.5 minimum

Emerg. Resp.
Vehicles:
1 Engine
2 Aid Units

Land area: 32,000
sq. ft.

Queensborough
Firehouse
(Station 44)
330 228th St. SE
Ow ned by
Snohomish County
Fire Protection
District 10
Land area: Part of
federal FEMA
property – not on
separate parcel
Code Compliance
(portable) 9654 NE
182 Street
Land Area:
See City offices

Emergency
Response
Vehicles:
2 Engines
2 Aid Units
1 Utility Truck
1 Hazardous
Materials
Response Trailer

5 minimum
operational staffing
– 7 maximum
2 Medics
**Jump crew s
respond w ith next
available units.

Facility at capacity.
3 minimum
operational staffing
w ith 5 routinely
staffed,
Maximum. If
minimum Staffing,
al respond to call
If max. Staffing,
With 5 staff Engine
and Aid are placed
in service both
staffed
Facility at capacity.
3 minimum
operational staffing
– 4 maximum
All respond on any
call

Existing (2019)
total floor area
3,748 sq. ft. =
response crew
quarters

Proposed
Floor area
6,000 sq. ft. =
response crew
quarters

4,185 sq. ft. =
Apparatus Bay

6,000 sq. ft. =
Apparatus Bay

8,323 sq. ft. =
Administrative
Offices

10,000 sq. ft. =
Administrative
Offices

Total Square
Footage
16,256 sq. ft.

Total Square
Footage
22,000 sq. ft.

4,752 sq. ft.

7,000 sq. ft.

3,692 sq. ft.

No changes

400 sq..ft.

No changes

Existing Ffacility at
capacity.

1 Deputy Chief /Fire
Marshal
1
Lt. / Plans
Examiner
1
Firefighter
/
Inspector
.5
Administrative
Assistant
Facility at capacity.
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* Paramedic services provided through contract with Shoreline Fire Department. Two paramedics and
one medic unit housed at the Downtown Firehouse 24/7, 365.
** Response to calls are dictated by the number of staff available. Jump crews will utilize the appropriate
apparatus depending on call type, i.e., If staffing is at 3 personnel and an aid call comes in, all 3 crew
members will respond on the aid unit, leaving the fire enginer unavailable to respond.

Future needs and planned capital facilities
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 35.103 requires fire departments to establish a
response time level of service (LOS), but does not dictate what the level of service should
be. The WAC requires that the adopted standard be met 90 percent of the time.
Accordingly, in 2011 the City Council adopted the following response time levels of service
for the Fire and EMS Department:
•

Overall system-wide response within 7 minutes and 15 seconds, 90 percent of the
time.

•

Other supporting LOS measures, all to be met at least 90 percent of the time:
o First fire engine on location within 8 minutes;
o First 15 firefighters on location of a structure fire within 13 minutes;
o A responding apparatus on location of an emergency medical incident
within 7 minutes;
o First two hazardous material technicians on location of a hazardous
materials incident within 15 minutes; and
o First two technical rescue technicians on location of a technical rescue
incident within 15 minutes.

Per the Bothell Fire Department’s 2018 Annual Report, the total average response time in
2018 for fire and emergency medical incidents was 8 minutes and 11 seconds 90% of the
time, or 56 seconds above the adopted LOS. The response time of the first fire engine ata
fire incident was 8 minutes and 52 seconds 90% of the time (1 minutes and 37 seconds
above the adopted LOS), and the response time of an emergency medical technician to an
emergency medical incident was 8 minutes and 9 seconds 90% of the time (54 secondsabove
the adopted LOS).
Another common effective level of service standard is to look at fire response personnel
per 1,000 capita. This helps compare service capabilities over-time and across jurisdictions.
Fire suppression personnel are trained in emergency medical services and are all
Washington State Emergency Medical Technicians also trained in Defibrillation. There is
overlap in the number of full-time equivalents for each activity. The Bothell Fire
Department in 2019 had 65 total on staff with 58 of them serving in operations as
firefighters, or 1.1 firefighters per 1,000 residents (Based on the US Census Bureau’s July
1, 2018 population estimate of 46,657 for the City of Bothell).
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In 2018, a third-party Facilities Analysis on space needs was prepared for Bothell Fire
Stations. The study’s purpose was to define operational space needs, provide conceptual
facility and site planning at existing and potential new locations, and identify order of
magnitude budget estimates. The analysis included the rebuild of Downtown Fire Station
42 and Canyon Park Fire Station 45 at the current site locations.
The Downtown Fire Station 42 that was built in 1980 (39 years old) and the Canyon Park
Fire Station 45 was built in 1985 (33 years old) and are both outdated. The Public Safety
Capital Bonds will fund the complete rebuild of the two fire stations including safety
upgrades, technical modernization and energy efficiency to accommodate current and
future growth. The new facilities will include safety requirements, installing sprinklers;
improve the decontamination area for firefighter health and safety; provide industrystandard separate sleeping quarters for male and female firefighters; and space for on- site
training and parking and accommodates future staffing needs. Canyon Park Fire Station 45
is proposed to house a new Police satellite office at the Canyon Park fire station to better
serve North Bothell residents.
As of the writing of the 2015 Plan Update, the Fire Department reported that it was
achieving the adopted LOS for overall system-wide response.
An overall response time LOS is useful for measuring performance of a service jurisdictionwide, but by its nature can obscure deficiencies in portions of a jurisdiction. This can
particularly be the case with provision of fire and emergency medical services, where
response times can vary significantly depending on where within the jurisdiction firestations
are located.
To examine the relationship between response times and station locations in Bothell, and
thereby provide useful information to policy-makers for future fire and EMS facilities
decisions, the City in 2009 commissioned a study (Appendix CF-A-1) to provide guidance
on the following questions, as stated in the report:
•

“Where should future fire stations be located for the City of Bothell to most efficiently
serve its citizens?

•

Could the City’s coverage be improved by moving any existing stations?

•

Where might mutual aid across the border of the City and its surrounding fire
districts or departments provide the best level of service for the cost?”

The study examined a number of station-location scenarios, including keeping the current
three locations; maintaining three stations but relocating one or more of them; and
constructing a new fourth station located in the south portion of Bothell. The analysis
demonstrated that under any scenario involving only the three existing stations, even if one
or more were relocated, the south portion of the City experiences longer response times,
equating to a lower level of service. Only those scenarios that included a new south station
showed response times roughly equivalent to those elsewhere in Bothell.
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Areas adjacent to the south portion of Bothell, to the east in Woodinville, to the south in
Kirkland, and to the west in Kenmore, also exhibit longer response times for the fire and EMS
departments that serve those areas. In recognition of this shared concern, the City of Bothell
and Woodinville Fire and Rescue (WFR)(Fire District 36) entered into an interlocal agreement in
2013, in conjunction with the 2014 annexation of all of Bothell’s designated potential annexation
areas in King County, to address this issue.
The agreement called for Bothell and WFR to collaborate to determine the feasibility of reopening a closed WFR station, Station 34, located near south Bothell. The agreement
further called for WFR to direct the proceeds from any future sale of Station 34 towards
siting, design and construction of a new fire station “beneficially situated to serve both the
City and WFR”, subject to the Bothell City Council authorizing the construction of such new
fire station.
Also as of the writing of the 2015 Plan Update, the City is researching the possibility of
consolidating fire departments under the model of a Regional Fire Authority (RFA), which
would require voter approval. Departments consolidating as an RFA would include Bothell,
Northshore (Fire District 16) and WFR.
Part of the RFA research involves analyzing the effects on response times of present and
potential future locations of fire stations. Should the RFA be placed on the ballot and
approved by voters, the City’s Fire and EMS Department facilities and their locations would
become the responsibility of the RFA.

*

*

*

Section 2. The Imagine Bothell… Comprehensive Plan Land Use Element is hereby
amended as follows with new text shown by underline and deleted text and graphics shown in
strikethrough; all other provisions of this Element shall remain unchanged and in full force,
including those portions that are omitted in the text below as indicated by three asterisks (* * *).

Land Use Element
Purpose and Relationship to GMA
*

*

*

Consistency with Countywide Planning Policies
The Land Use Element has been reviewed against and is consistent with relevant King County
and Snohomish County countywide planning policies. See Appendix LU-A-1 and LU-A-2.
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Establishing Minimum Densities and Intensities
The City of Bothell relies upon its plan designations and zoning classifications to meet
the population and employment targets discussed above. For example, the 2012 King
County Buildable Lands Report estimates that the R-AC designation achieves a dwelling
unit per acre density range of 40 to 80 dwelling units per acre. Should the City not
accommodate this growth assumption, the City’s ability to achieve its assigned growth
targets is compromised.
Accordingly, it is incumbent upon the City to assign minimum dwelling unit and
employment capacity within this Land Use Element, applicable Subarea Plans, and the
City’s implementing development regulations.

Land Use
Goals, Policies, and Actions
Goals
*

*

*

Policies
*

*

LU-P4

*
The City shall maintain a Comprehensive Plan Map (see Figure LU-4 in map
pocket) for the purpose of illustrating the proposed allocation of land uses
throughout the Bothell Planning Area. Land uses shall be categorized by the
following designations. It is intended that these designations be utilized
separately where only one type of land use is determined to be appropriate,
and in combination where more than one type of land use is determined to be
appropriate. The development potential of any individual property under the
land use designations of this Comprehensive Plan shall be based on the net
buildable area of that property, and shall be further subject to land use
techniques including, but not limited to, clustering, planned unit development,
Low Impact Development, lot size averaging and lot rounding provisions,
availability of necessary utilities, critical area regulations, impact mitigation,
floor area ratios, and other applicable development policies, regulations and
standards. Net buildable area, for the purposes of this Comprehensive Plan,
shall mean the gross land area, measured in acres, minus land area in roads
and other rights of way, critical areas, critical area buffers, and land dedicated
to the City.
Comprehensive Plan Map designations shall be implemented through zoning
classifications on the City’s official Zoning Map.

*

*

*
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4. Residential – Activity Center (R-AC).
This designation shall provide for multi-family residential development in
designated activity centers, and is intended to promote a variety of housing
types in sufficient numbers to support a range of shopping, dining and
entertainment opportunities within those centers. The minimum number
of dwelling units per acre will be established within the individual
Subarea Plan containing an R-AC designation with the intended purpose
of encouraging residential uses within activity centers where transit and
multi-modal options are available. No specific density is prescribed: the
The maximum number of dwelling units which may be constructed on an
individual property or within the center shall be controlled by site and
building regulations concerning height, parking, landscaping, setbacks,
and other aspects of development.

*

*

*
13. Mixed Use (MU).

This designation does not indicate a land use by itself, but is intended
to be utilized where integrated development of more than one type of land
use within a property or area is desired. Such integrated development may
include but not be limited to coordinated building design, signage,
landscaping, minimum densities and floor area ratios, and access.

*

*

*
21. Activity Centers (R-AC in conjunction with OP, NB, CB, GC, and LI)
Within designated activity centers in conjunction with the R-AC
designation, the OP, NB, CB, GC, and LI designations may have a minimum
floor area ratio (FAR) established within the individual subarea plan. The
maximum FAR shall be controlled by site and building regulations
concerning height, parking, landscaping, setbacks, and other aspects of
development established within each subarea plan.

*

*

*

Section 3. The Imagine Bothell… Comprehensive Plan North Creek / NE 195 STSubarea
Plan is hereby amended as follows with new text shown by underline and deleted text and graphics
shown in strikethrough; all other provisions of this Subarea Plan shall remain unchanged and in
full force, including those portions that are omitted in the text below as indicated by three
asterisks (* * *):
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North Creek / NE195th Street Subarea Plan
*

*

*

North Creek Subarea Plan Elements
Land Use
Policies

Note: Many of the Land Use policies are depicted on Figure 3 entitled Land Use
Designations.
1.

Land containing a critical area or areas is subject to regulations which may reduce the
density or intensity of development allowed to less than that indicated by the plan
designation.

2.

The valley floor, located generally below the 50 foot contour line, is designated as
Subdistrict A where Office Professional, Light Industrial, Community Business and
residential dwellings at minimum residential densities and minimum floor area ratios
that accommodate projected population and employment growth and reflect the
character of the area and maximum residential densities and floor area ratios controlled
by site and building envelope regulations are appropriate (R-AC, OP, CB, LI
throughout most of the central portion of the map). Examples of allowed uses shall
include non-polluting manufacturing (clean light industrial), business-professional
offices, educational facilities, recreation facilities, non-freeway oriented public
accommodations, retail uses, hospitals, clinics, medical-professional offices and multifamily residential uses. Within that portion of this designation along 120th Ave NE, a
minor arterial, and south of the North Creek Business Park, motor vehicle sales
involving outdoor display and storage is appropriate due to the commercial nature of
other existing development in this area. Single-family and mobile homes are not
permitted in this area. This designation shall extend east of the utility corridor
approximately 500 feet in the southeast portion of the subarea. All other areas of the
Subarea is designated as Subdistrict B.

*

*

*

Section 4. Section 11.02.007 of the Bothell Municipal Code, providing definitions for
words and phrases beginning with the letter “F,” is hereby amended to include a new definition
for the phrase “Floor area ratio,” with such definition as follow; the remainder of the section is
unchanged.
“Floor area ratio” means the relationship between the total amount of gross floor area of a
building or the amount of gross square footage a building is permitted to become, and the
net or buildable area of a parcel on which the building is located. This ratio is determined
by dividing the total, or gross, floor area of the building by the net or buildable area of the
parcel.
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Section 5. Section 11.02.050 of the Bothell Municipal Code, providing definitions for
words and phrases beginning with the letter “M,” is hereby amended to include a new definition
for the phrase “Mixed-Use Development,” with such definition asfollow; the remainder of the
section is unchanged.
“Mixed- Use development” means an integrated development where more than one type
of land use (e. g. residential, retail, office, and other non-residential) is located in a single
or multiple buildings on a single or multiple parcel(s), or building(s).
Section 6. Chapter 12.04 of the Bothell Municipal Code is hereby amended as follows, with
new text shown by underline and deleted text and graphics shown in strikethrough; all other
provisions of this section shall remain unchanged and in full force, including those sections and
subsections that are omitted in the text below as indicated by three asterisks (* * *):
Chapter 12.04
ZONING CLASSIFICATIONS, SUBAREAS, MAPS, AND BOUNDARIES
Sections:
12.04.010
12.04.020
12.04.025
12.04.030
12.04.035
12.04.040
12.04.050
12.04.060
12.04.065
12.04.070
12.04.080
12.04.085
12.04.090
12.04.100
12.04.105
12.04.110
12.04.120
12.04.130
12.04.135
12.04.140
12.04.150
12.04.160

*

*

Purpose.
Zoning classifications.
Agricultural zoning classification.
Residential zoning classifications.
Specialized Senior Housing Overlay zoning classification.
Office-Professional zoning classification.
Neighborhood Business zoning classification.
Community Business zoning classification.
Motor Vehicle Sales Overlay zoning classification.
General Commercial zoning classification.
Light Industrial zoning classification.
North Creek Fish and Wildlife Critical Habitat Protection
Area.
Shoreline master program.
Mobile Home Park Overlay zoning classification.
Activity Centers
Canyon Park Annexation concomitant zoning agreements.
Subareas.
Downtown subarea regulations.
Canyon Park subarea zoning classifications
Adoption of city-wide and subarea zoning maps.
Boundaries – Administrative determination.
Boundaries – Hearing body recommendation – City council determination.

*
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12.04.020 Zoning classifications.
In order to regulate the use of land and structures, the city is divided into the following land
use zoning classifications. The development potential of any individual property under
these zoning classifications shall be based on the net buildable area of that property, and
shall be further subject to planned unit development provisions, availability of necessary
utilities, critical area regulations, impact mitigation and other applicable development
policies, regulations and standards. For the purposes of this title, “net buildable area” means
gross land area, measured in acres, minus land area in roads and other rights-of- way,
critical areas, critical area buffers, and land dedicated to the city.
Name

Symbol

Agricultural

AG

Residential, 40,000 square foot minimum lot size

R 40,000

Residential, 9,600 square foot minimum lot size, except as may be allowed
under lot size averaging regulations set forth in BMC 12.14.030(B)

R 9,600

Residential, 8,400 square foot minimum lot size

R 8,400

Residential, 7,200 square foot minimum lot size

R 7,200

Residential, 5,400 square foot minimum lot size, detached

R 5,400d

Residential, one dwelling unit per 5,400 square feet of net buildable area,
attached or detached

R 5,400a

Residential, one dwelling unit per 4,000 square feet of net buildable area

R 4,000

Residential, one dwelling unit per 2,800 square feet of net buildable area

R 2,800

Residential – Activity Center (see subarea plan for minimum no specific
density; maximum number of units controlled by site and building envelope
regulations)

R-AC

Office-Professional

OP

Neighborhood Business

NB

Community Business

CB

General Commercial

GC

Light Industrial

LI

Specialized Senior Housing Overlay

SSHO

Mobile/Manufactured Home Park Overlay

MHP

Motor Vehicle Sales Overlay

MVSO

North Creek Fish and Wildlife Critical Habitat Protection Area

NCFWCHPA
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Zoning classifications are applied separately (e.g., R 2,800) where one category of land use
is determined to be appropriate as designated by the Imagine Bothell... Comprehensive
Plan, and in combination (e.g., R 2,800, OP, CB) where more than one category of land
use is determined to be appropriate as designated by the plan. When used in combination,
the most permissive regulations of the combined zones shall apply, unless specifically
provided otherwise such as, minimum density and minimum floor arearatio requirements
which must be met.

*

*

*

12.04.105 Activity Centers
Within designated activity centers in conjunction with the R-AC zone classification, the
OP, NB, CB, GC, and LI zones may have a minimum floor area ratio (FAR) established
within the individual subarea plan regulations. The maximum FAR shall be controlled by
site and building regulations concerning height, parking, landscaping, setbacks, and other
aspects of development established within each subarea plan.

*

*

*

Section 7. Subsection 12.06.020.F of the Bothell Municipal Code is hereby amended as
follows, with new text shown by underline and deleted text and graphics shown in
strikethrough; all other provisions of this subsection shall remain unchanged and in full force:
F. Where multiple zoning classifications are combined (e.g., OP, LI), the most
permissive land use regulations of the individual zoning classifications shall apply, unless
specifically provided otherwise or as stipulated within a subarea regulation. For example,
if a use is not permitted in the OP zone but is permitted in the LI zone, the use is permitted
on land zoned OP, LI.
Section 8. Chapter 12.14 of the Bothell Municipal Code is hereby amended as follows,
with new text shown by underline and deleted text and graphics shown in strikethrough; all
other provisions of this chapter shall remain unchanged and in full force including those sections
and subsections that are omitted in the text below as indicated by three asterisks (* * *):
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Chapter 12.14
AREA, DIMENSIONS, AND DESIGN
Sections:
12.14.010
12.14.020
12.14.030
12.14.040
12.14.050
12.14.060
12.14.070
12.14.080
12.14.085
12.14.090
12.14.100
12.14.110
12.14.120
12.14.130
12.14.133
12.14.135
12.14.140
12.14.150
12.14.152
12.14.155
12.14.160
12.14.170
12.14.180
12.14.190
12.14.200
12.14.210
12.14.220
12.14.230
12.14.240
12.14.250

*

*

Purpose.
Interpretation of tables.
Residential area and dimensions.
Commercial and industrial dimensions.
Setbacks – General measurement method.
Setbacks – Adjoining alleys.
Setbacks – Applying to specific building or use.
Setbacks – Modifications.
Setbacks – Offspring lot setbacks applicable within attached residential
zones.
Setbacks – Projections and facilities allowed.
Setbacks – Panhandle lots.
Building height – General measurement method.
Building height – Exceptions to limit.
Building limitations – Accessory buildings and structures.
Floor area ratios
Accessory dwelling units.
Building and hard surface coverage.
Fences and freestanding walls.
Retaining walls, rockeries, and other retaining structures.
Storage space and collection points for recyclables and garbage.
Lot divided by zone boundary.
Site and exterior building design, generally.
Site design.
Exterior building design.
Exterior building design – Multiple-family residential.
Exterior building design – Commercial and industrial.
Exterior building design – Multifamily residential, commercial or
industrial
development abutting single-family residential zoning.
Design of developments on or adjacent to historic register or historic
inventory properties.
Exterior lighting.
Alternative energy infrastructure.

*
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12.14.020 Interpretation of tables.
A. BMC 12.14.030 and 12.14.040 contain city-wide general density and dimension
standards for the various zones. Subarea regulations may establish specific and different
density and dimensional standards and take precedent over city-wide regulations. Methods
for measuring these city-wide standards are set forth in this Chapter BMC 12.14.050
through 12.14.140.
The area and dimension standards are arranged in a table for each of two general land
use categories:
1. Residential;
2. Commercial/industrial.
B.

Development standards are listed down the left side of both tables, and the zones are
listed at the top. The matrix cells contain the area and dimensional requirements of each
zone. All dimensions are measured in lineal feet, and all areas are measured in square feet.
The parenthetical numbers in the matrix identify specific requirements or other information
which is set forth following the matrix.
C.

12.14.030 Residential area and dimensions.
A.

Development Standards Table.

Zoning Classification
Residential
Development
Standards R 40,000 R 9,600
R 8,400
(1)
Minimum lot
area per
singlefamily
40,000
dwelling
unit (square
feet)
(2)(10)(11)

9,600
avg.;
8,400
min. per
8,400
BMC
12.14.030
(B)(2)

R 7,200

R 5,400dR 5,400a R 4,000 R 2,800

R-AC (always in
combination
with OP, NB,
CB, and/or LI)

7,200

5,400

Minimum
land area
per
multifamily
dwelling
unit
(square
feet) (3)
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Zoning Classification
Residential
Development
Standards R 40,000 R 9,600
R 8,400
(1)
Maximum
lot area per
single
150% of 150% of
family
underlying underlying
zone
zone
dwelling
unit (square
feet) (2)

150% of
underlying
zone

R 7,200

R 5,400dR 5,400a R 4,000 R 2,800

150%
150% of
of
underunderlying
lying
zone
zone

Minimum
density
(3)(6)

150% of
underlying
zone

150%
of
underlying
zone

150% of As established
underfor designated
lying zone centers (6)

Minimum lot
150
circle
diameter (4)

70 – 80
per BMC
70
12.14.030
(B)(4)

60

50

None

None

None

Minimum
front yard
setback
(5)(10)

30

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

Minimum
rear yard
setback
(5)(10)

35

15

15

15

15

15

25

25

Minimum
side yard
setback:
One side
yard
Combined
side yards
(5)(10)(11)

5
15

5
15

5
15

5
15

5
15

5
15

30
35 in
certain
Situati
ons
(6)

30
35 in
certain
situati
ons
(6)

30
35 in
certain
situati
ons
(6)

30
35 in
certain
situati
ons
(6)

30
35 in
certain
situati
ons
(6)

30
35 in
certain
situati
ons
(6)

Maximum
building
height (6)

R-AC (always in
combination
with OP, NB,
CB, and/or LI)

None

See BMC
12.14.040(A)
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Zoning Classification
Residential
Development
Standards R 40,000 R 9,600
R 8,400
(1)
Maximum
building
coverage
(7)
Maximum
accessory
building
coverage
(8)

Maximum
hard
surface
coverage
(7)

B.

*

*

35%

35%

35%

R 7,200

R 5,400d R 5,400a R 4,000 R 2,800

R-AC (always in
combination
with OP, NB,
CB, and/or LI)

35%

35%

50%

See BMC
12.14.040(A)

50%

50%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

See
BMC
12.14.040(A)
(no limit except
for landscaping
requirements)

35%

45%

50%

65%

70%

70%

75%

75%

80%

The area within the front yard setback shall not
contain any hard surface except for driveways,
walkways, and structures allowed to project into the
setback in accordance with BMC 12.14.090. If critical
areas are present anywhere on the property,
impervious surface coverage is further regulated by
BMC Title 14, Environment.

If critical areas are present anywhere on the
property, impervious surface coverage is
further regulated by BMC Title 14,
Environment.

Notes.

*
3.

Multifamily Minimum and Maximum
Density.
a. In the R 5,400a through R 2,800 zones, one dwelling unit shall be allowed
for each whole number multiple of the stated minimum land area per
multifamily dwelling unit except as otherwise may be permitted under an
approved conditional use permit for specialized senior housing, in accordance
with Chapter 12.10 BMC. Only whole numbers may be credited toward unit
count. Rounding up is not permitted.
b. In order to promote efficient use of land, no multifamily development in
the R 5,400a through R 2,800 zones shall contain fewer units than would
result if the total number of units were calculated at one and one-half times
the minimum land area per multifamily dwelling unit for the zoning
classification in which the subject property is located, except as follows:
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(1) The total number of units may be fewer than as required above if
the development is proposed to be phased; provided, that at completion
of all phases, the development complies with the above requirements;
(2) These minimum density regulations do not apply to any
multifamily/commercial combination zoning classification (e.g., R
2,800, OP, CB);
(3) These minimum density regulations do not apply to any common
tracts for critical area protection, open space retention, storm water
retention/detention or other purposes as may be required by the city as a
condition of development approval.
c. In the R 5,400a through R 2,800 zones, land area in critical areas, critical
area buffers, or land dedicated to the city shall not be counted in the
calculation of number of units or offspring lots allowed, unless so stated in the
conditions of an approved planned unit development, in accordance with
Chapter 12.30 BMC.
d. Land in an access easement, utility easement, or other form of easement
which is not set aside as a separate tract shall be counted as part of the areaof
a parcel for the purpose of calculating number of units allowed.
e. In the R-AC zone, minimum residential density shall be consistent with
the applicable subarea regulations.
*

*

*
6. Specific building height, minimum residential densities, and minimum
floor area ratios shall be measured as set forth in BMC 12.14.110 through
12.14.130. Special building height regulations may apply to certain activity
centers and within certain residential zones as follows:
a. Within the following activity centers identified in the Imagine
Bothell... Comprehensive Plan and illustrated in Figure 12.14-0:
(1) Filbert/Winesap neighborhood activity center, in accordance
with Chapter 12.72 BMC 12.72.030.
(2) Juanita-Woodinville Way/I-405 neighborhood activity center,
in accordance with Chapter 12.60 BMC 12.60.040 and 12.66.035.
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(3) Maltby/York/Jewel neighborhood activity center, in
accordancewith Chapter 12.74 BMC 12.74.050.
(4) Canyon Park community activity center, in accordance with
Chapters 12.44 and 12.48 BMC 12.44.020 and 12.48.040.
(5) Downtown community activity center, in accordance with Chapter
12.64 BMC. 12.64.202 Building Height (Downtown Specific Definition)
(6) Thrasher’s Corner community activity center, in accordance
with Chapter 12.48 and 12.74 BMC. 12.48.020 and 12.74.040
(7) Canyon Park regional activity center, in accordance with
Chapter 12.48 BMC 12.48.030.
(8) North Creek regional activity center, in accordance with
Chapter 12.56 BMC 12.56.080.
(9) Country Village / Bothell-Everett Highway / Lake Pleasant /
Bothell-Everett Highway neighborhood activity center in
accordance with Chapter 12.46 BMC.
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Fig. 12.14-0

*

*

*
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9.
Within the R-AC zoning classification, minimum residential no specific
density is prescribed in the applicable subarea regulations. The maximum number
of dwelling units attainable shall be controlled by the applicable site and building
envelope design regulations.

*

*

*

12.14.040 Commercial and industrial dimensions.
A.

Development Standards Table.

Commercial and
Industrial
Development
Standards (1)

Zoning Classification
OP
NB

CB

GC

LI

Minimum front
yard setback (2)
Minimum rear
yard setback (2)

Setbacks shall be the distance required for landscaping, in accordance with Chapter
12.18 BMC, except as otherwise provided under BMC 12.14.080

Minimum side
yard setback (2)
Maximum building 35, or as
height (3)
established for
designated
centers (3)

35, or as
established for
designated
centers

35, or as
established for
designated
centers (3)

35

35, or as
established for
designated
centers (3)

Floor area ratios
(3)

As established
for designated
centers

As established
for designated
centers

As established
for designated
centers

As established
for designated
centers

As established
for designated
centers

Maximum building
coverage (4)
100%, except for any required landscaping, in accordance with Chapter 12.18 BMC,
and required critical areas and their buffers, in accordance with BMC Title 14,
Maximum hard
surface coverage Environment
(4)
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B.

Notes.
1.

General Notes.
a. Where a district combines multiple zoning classifications (e.g., R-AC, OP, CB),
the most permissive standards of the individual zoning classifications shall apply
provided, however, that within activity centers, minimum density and/or floor area
ratio requirements as established within the applicable subarea regulations shall be
met.
b. Development standards may be modified through the planned unit development
process consistent with Chapter 12.30 BMC.

2.

Setbacks shall be in accordance with BMC 12.14.050 through 12.14.100.

Specific bBuilding height, minimum residential densities, and minimum floor area
ratios shall be measured as set forth in BMC 12.14.110 through 12.14.130. Special
building height regulations may apply in the following activity centers identified in the
Imagine Bothell... Comprehensive Plan and illustrated in Figure 12.14-0:
3.

a. Canyon Park community activity center, in accordance with Chapter 12.44 and
12.48 BMC 12.44.020 and 12.48.040.
b. Thrasher’s Corner community activity center, in accordance with Chapters 12.48
and 12.74 BMC 12.48.020 and 12.74.040.
c. Canyon Park regional activity center, in accordance with Chapter 12.48 BMC
12.48.030.
d. North Creek regional activity center, in accordance with Chapter 12.56 BMC
12.56.080.
e. Downtown community activity center, in accordance with Chapter 12.64 BMC
12.64.202 Building Height (Downtown Specific Definition).
f. Juanita-Woodinville Way/I-405 neighborhood activity center, in accordance
with Chapter 12.60 and 12.66 BMC 12.60.025 and 12.66.035.
g. Filbert/Winesap neighborhood activity center, in accordance with Chapter 12.72
BMC 12.72.030.
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h. Maltby/York/Jewel neighborhood activity center, in accordance with
Chapter 12.74 BMC 12.74.050.
i. Country Village / Bothell-Everett Highway / Lake Pleasant / Bothell-Everett
Highway neighborhood activity center in accordance with Chapter 12.46 BMC.
4.

*

*

Building and hard surface coverage shall be measured as set forth in BMC 12.14.140.

*
12.14.133 Floor Area Ratios
Floor area ratio (FAR) is a mechanism for establishing a relationship between the floor
area of a building and the size of the parcel upon which the building is located.
A. FAR is calculated using the following method:
1. First, determine the net buildable area of the site pursuant to 12.14.030(B)(3).
2. Second, determine the total square footage of all enclosed and temperature-

controlled portions of the proposed, existing or any combination thereof of
building(s) located on the subject parcel. Square footage within the building(s)
dedicated for parking, parking garages, drive aisles, and interior recreation
purposes consistent with 12.20.020 are exempt from the FAR ratio.

3. Finally, divide the floor area by the net buildable site area using similar units of

measure to derive at the floor area ratio.

4. For example, a 10,000 square foot parcel within an activity center that requires a

minimum FAR of 0.5, establishes that the minimum square footage of temperature
controlled and enclosed building area must be at least 4,000 square feet.

B. Visual examples of FAR:
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Figure 12.14-133-A

Figure 12.14.133-B

C. FAR Transference. Square footage of building used to satisfy the floor area ratio may be
located anywhere within the subject property and may further be transferred across
contiguous or non-continuous parcels provided the parcels are included as part of an
overall development, the FAR transfer runs with the land in perpetuity, and transfer
documents shall be recorded with the applicable County. This provision does not relieve
an applicant from compliance with all other applicable provisions of the Code.
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D. Mixed Use Developments. Where residential and non-residential uses are combined
within one or more buildings on a single parcel or development area, the mix of minimum
residential density and non-residential floor area ratio shall be established within the
subarea regulations.

*

*

*

Section 9. Section 12.26.050 of the Bothell Municipal Code is hereby amended as
follows, with new text shown by underline and deleted text and graphics shown in
strikethrough; all other provisions of this section shall remain unchanged and in full force:
12.26.050 Nonconforming structures and other improvements.
If, at the effective date of the ordinance codified in this title or any amendment thereto, a
lawful structure or other improvement exists which is made no longer permissible under
the terms of this title or amendment thereto, such structure or other improvement may be
continued as a nonconforming structure or other improvement so long as it remains
otherwise lawful, subject to the following conditions:
A. No nonconforming structure or other improvement shall be altered or changed in a
way which increases its nonconformity.
B.
Non-conforming structures in existence on or before the effective date of the
ordinance adopting this subsection B that propose an increase in building area are exempt
from complying with the floor area ratio required within the applicable subarea plan.
CB. Upkeep, repairs, and maintenance of a nonconforming structure or other
improvement shall be permitted.
Section 10. BMC 12.30.030 is hereby amended as follows, with new text shown
by underline and deleted text and graphics shown in strikethrough; all other
provisions ofthis section shall remain unchanged and in full force:
12.30.030 Permissive modifications of regulations – Generally.
In considering a proposed planned unit development project, the approval thereof may
involve modifications in the site development regulations, requirements and standards of
this title, Zoning, and BMC Title 17 BMC, Transportation, as identified within this
chapter. In modifying such regulations, requirements and standards as they may apply to
a planned unit development project, the limitations set forth in this section shall apply
to all PUDs. In order to be granted any such modifications, the applicant shall
demonstrate that the proposed development complies with the purpose of this chapter as
stated in BMC 12.30.010. The applicant shall bear the burden of supporting any change
in requirements. The city may increase any requirement necessary to make the project
conform to the purposes of this chapter.
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Front Yard Setbacks. The requirements for minimum front yard setbacks for
the zone in which the planned unit development is located shall apply to all
exterior boundary lines of the site.

A.

Distance between Buildings. The requirements for minimum side and rear yard
setbacks may be modified; provided, that minimum distances required by the
International Building Code and Fire Code shall be met.
B.

Building Height. Building height and any corresponding setback requirements
related to building height shall be governed by the requirements of the underlying
zoning classificat ion as set forth in Chapter 12.14 BMC or any applicable subarea
regulation.

C.

Minimum density and minimum floor area ratios in designated activity centers
shall be governed by the requirements of the applicable subarea regulations wherein the
development is located and shall not be modified.
D.

Section 11. BMC 12.56.080 of the Bothell Municipal Code is hereby amended as
follows, with new text shown by underline and deleted text and graphics shown in
strikethrough; all other provisions of this section shall remain unchanged and in full force,
including those sections and subsections that are omitted in the text below as indicated by
three asterisks (* * *):
12.56.080 Architectural standards, minimum densities, and floor area ratios.
In order to further the purposes of this chapter as set forth in BMC 12.56.010, protect
property values, minimize discordant and unsightly surroundings and visual blight, avoid
inappropriate and poor quality design, and to promote aesthetic quality for the community
as a whole, in addition to the design standards contained in Chapter 12.14 BMC, the
following architectural standards shall be complied with:
*

*

*

F. Minimum residential density and minimum floor area ratio
1. Residential development shall achieve a minimum density of 35 dwelling
units per net acre and a maximum density controlled by the site, building
envelope, parking, recreation space, and other applicable regulations of this
Title.
2. Non-residential development shall achieve a minimum floor area ratio of 0.5.
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3. Mixed use developments proposing both residential and non-residential
uses shall:
a.

Achieve a minimum floor area ratio of 1.0; or

b.
At the applicant’s discretion, either fully provide non-residential
land uses atthe minimum floor area ratio of 0.5, and then apply a reduced
residential density, or fully provide the minimum residential density of 35
units per net acre and then provide non-residential land uses at a reduced
floor area ratio.
4. For the purposes of this Subsection F, floor area ratios shall be calculated in
the manner specified in BMC 12.14.133.
Section 12. SEVERABILITY. If any section, sentence, clause or phrase of this
ordinance should be held to be invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity or
unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or constitutionality of any other section, sentence,
clause or phrase of this ordinance.
Section 13. EFFECTIVE DATE. This ordinance, being an exercise of a power
specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and shall take
effect five (5) days after passage and publication of an approved summary thereof consisting of
the title.
Section 14. CORRECTIONS. The City Clerk and the codifiers of this ordinance are
authorized to make necessary corrections to this ordinance including, but not limited to, the
correction of scrivener’s/clerical errors, references, ordinance numbering, section/subsection
numbers and any references thereto.
APPROVED:

LIAM OLSEN
MAYOR

ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK
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APPROVED AS TO FORM:

PAUL BYRNE
CITY ATTORNEY
FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.:

(2021)
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SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE NO.

(2021)

City of Bothell, Washington

On the XX day of March, 2021, the City Council of the City of Bothell passed
Ordinance No.
_(2021). A summary of the content of said Ordinance,
consisting of the title, is provided as follows:
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON, ADOPTING
THE 2019 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, AND RELATED CITY CODE,
AMENDMENTS REGARDING THE 2018 PUBLIC SAFETY BOND AND
MINIMUM DENSITIES AND INTENSITIES; AMENDING THE IMAGINE
BOTHELL… COMPREHENSIVE PLAN CAPITAL FACILIITES ELEMENT,
LAND USE ELEMENT, NORTH CREEK / NE 195 ST SUBAREA PLAN;
AMENDING TITLES 11, ADMINISTRATION OF DEVELOPMENT
REGULATIONS, AND TITLE 12, ZONING.
The full text of this Ordinance will be mailed upon request.

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK
FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.:

(2021)
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Proposed Code Amendments
Regarding 2019 Comprehensive Plan and Code
amendments
Planning Commission Findings, Conclusions and
Recommendation
Findings
1. History. The Capital Facilities Element amendments were initiated by City Council on February
19, 2019 as part of the 2019 Docket of Plan and Code Amendments. The minimum density
and intensity Plan and Code amendments were initiated by Council June 18, 2019.
2. Geographic Location. The proposed 2019 Plan and Code amendments apply to the Canyon
Park and North Creek / NE 195 ST activity centers and Fire Stations 42 and 45.
3. Proposed Action. The proposed Plan and Code amendments would implement:
A. Minimum residential densities and minimum floor area ratios within the City’s activity
centers
B. Update the Capital Facilities Element of the Imagine Bothell… Comprehensive Plan to
reflect the results of the public safety bond and the reconstruction of Fire Stations 42
(Downtown) and 45 (Canyon Park).
4. Public Meetings. The Planning Commission held Study Sessions on the proposed Plan and
Code amendments on May 1, 2019 and September 4, 2019 and a public hearing November
6, 2019.
5. Public Notice. Public notice for the proposed code amendments was provided through the
following methods:
a. Imagine Bothell... notice. The City of Bothell provides a monthly notice to citizens,
interested parties and news media describing upcoming meetings and hearings and the
topics of those meetings. This notice is provided at the end of the month for the
subsequent month’s hearing schedule. The Imagine Bothell… notice also contains
contact information.
Notice of the public meeting dates for the proposed code amendment was published in
the May, September, October, and November 2019 editions of the Imagine Bothell…
notice.
b. The Imagine Bothell... notice is sent via e-mail and/or regular U.S. Postal Service mail to
all parties who have signed up for the service.
c. The Imagine Bothell... notice is published in the City’s Newspaper of Record.
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d. The Imagine Bothell...
www.ci.bothell.wa.us.

notice is

also posted on the City’s

web page at

e. The City maintains a number of public notice boards which are placed throughout the City
at certain accessible and visible locations. Each of these notice boards contains a plastic
box where extra copies of the Imagine Bothell... notice are stored and are available for
retrieval by any interested citizen. These boxes are filled with paper copies of the notice
each month.

f. The Imagine Bothell… notice is also publicly posted at City Hall, and the Municipal Court
Building.

g. Emails inviting participation were sent to Owner’s association contacts of the Canyon Park
Business Center, Bothell - Business Center, Schnitzer West Business Park, and Monte
Villa Business Park

Findings regarding Minimum Density and Intensity Plan and Code
amendments
6. Purpose of this amendment
The purpose of this amendment is to ensure the City provides sufficient residential and
employment capacity to satisfy its assigned growth targets. Recent development applications,
have proposed population and employment densities that are well below levels planned for
within the Imagine Bothell… Comprehensive plan and as predicted by the King County and
Snohomish County Buildable Lands Reports.
7. Scope of this amendment
The Canyon Park and North Creek / NE 195 ST Subareas are the focus of these amendments
because those are where the development pressures are being applied and are most in need
of this action. Other Subareas, including Brickyard Road / Queensgate and Country
Village/Bothell-Everett Highway/Lake Pleasant are virtually built-out and are not experiencing
the activity of Canyon Park and North Creek. Regarding the Thrasher’s Corner/Redhawk and
Filbert/Winesap Subareas they are fully within unincorporated Snohomish County and are not
subject to City of Bothell regulations.
8. The R-AC zone is applied to specific activity centers and is an important component to
meeting the City’s assigned growth targets.
9. The R-AC is described in Land Use Element Policy LU-P4 as:
“Residential – Activity Center
This designation shall provide for multi-family residential development in
designated activity centers, and is intended to promote a variety of housing types
in sufficient numbers to support a range of shopping, dining and entertainment
opportunities within those centers. No specific density is prescribed: the number
of units which may be constructed on an individual property or within the center
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shall be controlled by site and building regulations concerning height, parking,
landscaping, setbacks and other aspects of development.” (Emphasis added)
10. The R-AC zone accommodates large amounts of population growth and is one strategy
protecting the City’s established residential neighborhoods as supported by Comprehensive
Plan Policy LU-P6, which states:
“Preserve the character of established neighborhoods and protect such
neighborhoods from intrusion by incompatible uses.”
Further, Land Use Policy LU-P17 identifies:
“If, as a result of the periodic review and evaluation required by RCW 36.70A.215 (also
known as the Buildable Lands review), it is demonstrated that this Plan and implementing
development regulations are not achieving the goals of the Growth Management Act,
identify and implement measures that are reasonably likely to promote consistency with
the Act through the Comprehensive Plan update process.”
11. R-AC is always applied as a combination zone which allows for a single use or a mixture of
land uses. For example, an R-AC, OP, CB zoned parcel permits any combination of
residential, office professional or retail use or an applicant may choose any use consistent
with any of the zoning classifications. Further, combination zones allow an applicant to select
the most permissive standard of each individual zone. See 12.06.020(F).
12. There are seven R-AC zoning combinations:
• R-AC, OP, LI
• R-AC, OP, NB
• R-AC, OP, NB, LI
• R-AC, OP, CB
• R-AC, OP, CB, LI
• R-AC, OP, CB, MVSO
• R-AC, OP, CB, LI, MVSO
13. Of the seven zoning combinations, one zone always appears with R-AC. Office Professional
(OP) which is described as:
“Office-Professional (OP).
This designation shall include personal and professional service businesses which
commonly locate in office buildings, such as banks, medical and dental clinics, accounting,
law, real estate, insurance, travel agencies and similar businesses.”
The other two zoning classifications that are most commonly associated with R-AC include
Light Industrial (LI) and Community Business (CB) described as:
“Light Industrial (LI).
This designation comprises non-polluting manufacturing and processing, wholesaling,
warehousing and distribution and other similar activities. Such uses tend to require large
buildings and to generate more large truck traffic than do other types of land uses.”
Planning Commission Findings – 2019 Plan and Code amendments – November 6, 2019
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Community Business (CB).
This designation comprises most retail, dining, entertainment and similar businesses
which are conducted primarily indoors. Such uses include but are not limited to grocery
stores, drug stores, furniture stores, clothing stores, book stores, music stores,
restaurants, movie theaters, and bowling alleys.
14. Residential density. The City of Bothell has a range of residential densities ranging from the
R 40,000 zone of 1 lot per acre (R 40,000) to the R-AC zone which has no maximum and
allows density to be controlled by site and building standards such as building height, parking,
setbacks, etc.
Table - Residential Densities City of Bothell
Zoning
Square footage Maximum Units
Classification
per unit1
per acre
equivalent2
R 40,000
40,000
1.09
R 9,600
9,600
4.53
R 8,400
8,400
5.18
R 7,200
7,200
6.05
R 5,400
5,400
8.07
R 4,000
4,000
10.89
R 2,800
2,800
15.55
R-AC
None
None

Minimum units
per acre3
0.72
3.02
3.45
4.03
5.38
7.26
10.33
N/A

1. The City uses square footage to determine density
2. This figure is shown as units per acre for ease of numbering
3. The City controls minimum density by capping lot area to no greater than 150% of the
minimum lot or unit area.

15. There is a noticeable ‘gap’ between the R 2,800 zone which allows approximately 15 units
per acre and the R-AC zone which does not have a specific maximum or minimum. However,
minimum residential densities to all other residential zones. BMC 12.14.030(B)(2)(c) and 3(b)
establish minimum densities equal to no fewer than 1.5 times the underlying lot area or
dwelling unit per acre maximums.
16. Historically, R-AC developments have achieved 50 to 80 dwelling units per acre (DU/AC).
However, recent developments have proposed townhomes within the R-AC zone that are
achieving less than 20 dwelling units per acre. This lesser dwelling unit count could have an
effect upon the City’s future buildable lands growth projections and the City’s ability to meet
its growth target responsibilities.
The following table demonstrates this trend
Table - Completed and Proposed R-AC developments:
Name
Emerald Crest

Year
2017

Units

53

Land area
0.61 ac

Units per acre

Planning Commission Findings – 2019 Plan and Code amendments – November 6, 2019
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Name
Beardslee Village
Urbane Village1
Tract 18 & 19 townhomes
(approved)
Tract 24 townhomes
(in review)
Preston North
Preston South
Canyon Park apartments
(pre-application only)2
Quadrant /Seattle Times2

Year
2016
2018
2018

Units
372
212
118

Land area
5.61 ac
11.6 ac
6.93 ac

Units per acre

2018

231

12.43 ac

19

2019
2019
2018

94
59
531

5.0 ac
7.2 ac
9.8

19
8
54

2019

880

23.75

37

63
18
17

Townhomes may be a desirable housing product, but this housing type does not achieve the
potential capacity established for the R-AC zone. As demonstrated within the 2014 King
County Buildable Lands Report, the R-AC has a capacity of 3,286 dwelling units (+6,210
residents) within 55 vacant or re-developable R-AC lands. This equates to approximately 60
dwelling units per acre.
Should this trend of lesser densities continue, the City will not be achieving its calculated
housing capacity which is cause for concern because the City is heavily reliant on the R-AC
zone to accommodate a substantial amount of the City’s 2035 population growth target as
well as the City’s overall growth strategy.
17. Policy Considerations
In its deliberations, the Planning Commission considered the following policy considerations:
• What should be the minimum level of development (i.e., density and FARs) in each
activity center?
• Should the City apply an FAR range based upon the proposed land use? For example,
should a non-residential office building have a different FAR than a mixed-use
development containing both residential and non-residential uses?
• Should the City simply assign a single FAR and allow the market to determine how to fill
the building? For example, an FAR of 2.0 could contain either residential or nonresidential uses and would likely meet the minimums.
• Should flexibility be crafted into the regulations which allow an applicant to propose
custom minimums as long as the overall development achieves the minimums? For
example, is it acceptable for a development to primarily be an ‘office’ building with a small
amount of residential use, or vice versa, as long as either the FAR or the minimum
residential density is achieved? This approach is detailed on page 9 of this
memorandum?
18. Concepts considered – Residential densities.
Because each activity area has unique features, and characteristics the Commission started
its investigation of options by individual subarea. Below are findings for each subarea.
Canyon Park Subarea
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Portions of Canyon Park are designated a regional growth center (RGC) and must meet the
Puget Sound Regional Council’s framework criteria for minimum levels of existing (18) and
planned (45) activity units (AU). An AU is either one resident or one employee.
To convert activity units into dwelling units per acre requires using a persons per household
(PPH) figure be applied to the activity unit criteria which can then be projected into residential
densities. PPH figures are derived from three sources and range from 1.54 for multi-family to
2.89 for single family.
To be conservative, a multi-family PPH of 1.54 PPH is used meaning achieving a 45 AU/acre
requires a minimum density of 30 dwelling units per acre (45 ÷1.54 = 29.22). Staff
recommends a small ‘contingency’ be added resulting in a minimum density of 35 units per
acre which also encourages building sizes and scales that are compatible with the rest of the
Canyon Park.
Some locations within the Canyon Park Subarea require any building taller than 35 feet
provide 40% of the average story within the building to be dedicated as structured parking
plus at least 10% of the gross floor area of the average story be dedicated to externally
oriented at-grade retail, office, or other service uses. The Planning Commission
Recommendation proposes mixed use developments achieve the minimum residential
density of 35 dwelling units per acre plus meet the structured parking and retail provisions
described above or achieve an FAR of 1.0. The purpose of this approach is to require that
primarily residential mixed use developments provide space to accommodate retail and other
services for residents and employees within the subarea.
The Planning Commission also deliberated on and is recommending an approach that would
provide an applicant flexibility in applying the minimum density/intensity requirements. The
proposal is to allow an applicant the discretion of meeting either the minimum density or the
minimum non-residential FAR and then complete the remainder of the development with other
land uses as the applicant deems appropriate given market demand. Accordingly, after a mixed
use development achieved either the minimum floor area ratio of 0.5 or the minimum residential
density of 35 units per net acre the applicant would then have the discretion of applying reduced
residential densities or reduced non-residential floor area ratios to the balance of the
development.
North Creek / NE 195th ST Subarea
The North Creek Subarea contains three separate business parks but is not an RGC
meaning the City has more options in establishing a minimum density. However, King County
buildable lands assumes a residential density of 50 to 80 units per acre for the R-AC zone.
Planning Commission deliberated upon two viable minimum density alternatives:
1) Establish 35 dwelling units per acre (DU/ac) as the minimum density similar to that
proposed for Canyon Park. A density of 35 dwelling units per acre does not achieve the
50 to 80 dwelling units assumed in the King County buildable lands nor does it match
past R-AC developments of 63 to 87 DU/ac but is consistent with a preliminary residential
development proposed for the Seattle Times property which achieves 37 DU/ac. Finally
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Staff has explained it is their observation that most developments seek densities that are
more than the minimums; or
2) Establish a minimum density of 50 DU/ac to match King County buildable lands
assumptions and to achieve similar densities as previous R-AC developments. A 50
DU/ac minimum requires a different style of development that may be at a scale that is
different than the existing development pattern in the Subarea.
The Planning Commission deliberated on the above approaches and determined that a 35
dwelling unit per acre assignment for the North Creek / NE 195th St Subarea was the most
appropriate density because it matches that established for the Canyon Park Subarea thereby
avoiding the confusion of having two different minimum density amounts and it is generally
easier to increase a minimum density than it is to decrease one if, in the future, it is determined
that an increase in the minimum density is necessary.
19. Recommended minimum residential densities
The Planning Commission is recommending the following minimum residential densities
within the following activity centers.
Subarea
Canyon Park
North Creek /NE 195 ST

Dwelling units per
acre minimums

35
35

20. Concepts considered – Floor Area Ratios.
Employment density needs a different approach because a minimum employment density is
not currently found within the BMC. This is a somewhat problematic endeavor because the
number of employees per acre is dependent upon many outside influences such as the
selected land use, the square footage of the building (which can be controlled) and the
availability of tenants or end-users for the building. For example, manufacturing may have
one employee per 300 sq. ft. where office may have one employee per 150 square feet. A
building can be quite large but still have a low number of employees.
However, the intent with these amendments is to create capacity for employment which is
best achieved through the implementation of Floor area ratios (FAR). An FAR is a mechanism
that ties the size of the building to the size of the lot upon which it is located. For example,
an FAR of 0.25 means that the building square footage must be at least 25% of the property
square footage or for 10,000 sq. ft. property, any building constructed upon that property
must be at least 2,500 sq. ft.
The illustrations below are from the City of Redmond’s Zoning regulations:
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10,000 sq. ft. property

FAR = 1.0 means the 10,000 sq. ft.
property must have a 10,000 sq. ft.
building.
For this example, a single story 10,000
sq. ft. building occupies 100% of the
property area

Different building configurations are
allowed as long as the FAR = 1.0.
This example shows a two story 10,000
sq. ft. building configuration (5,000 sq.,
ft. per story) means 50% of the lot is
available for parking or other uses

In this example, a 4 story building
configuration (2,500 sq. ft. per story) is
used to meet the FAR of 1.0 leaving
75% of the lot is available for parking or
other uses

Many jurisdictions within the Puget Sound Region employ floor area ratios (FAR) to achieve
both minimum and maximum building sizes, bulk and scale. For example, the City of
Redmond is a good example with lengthy experience applying FARs within its zoning code.
Redmond establishes FAR by individual zoning classifications and has characteristics
similar to Bothell. Within Redmond’s ‘Business Park’ zone, a minimum FAR of 0.60, a base
Planning Commission Findings – 2019 Plan and Code amendments – November 6, 2019
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FAR of 1.13 and a maximum FAR of 2.0 are applied. “Base FAR” is the amount of
development allowed outright without using a bonus or incentive to increase the FAR to the
maximum allowed. Within its manufacturing park zone the base FAR is 0.25 to 0.50,
depending upon the land use, and the maximum FAR is 1.00. Through incentives (e.g.
transfer of development rights, affordable housing) an applicant may increase the FAR by
certain specified amounts which are too detailed to list here.
To determine historic FAR trends, existing buildings within the Canyon Park Business
Center, the North Creek Business Park and Brickyard Road were analyzed. Ten properties
from each area were selected covering a range of building sizes and parcel areas.
Table - Canyon Park existing building floor area ratios – Ten commercial buildings
Address
Land area
Building area
Built - FAR
22118 20 Ave SE
675,180
177,300
0.26
1909 214 ST SE
255,697
86,148
0.33
22029 220 ST SE
140,698
50,425
0.36
21919 20 Ave
703,929.
266,002
0.38
2222 229 ST SE
75,794
31,809
0.41
2500 2530 223 ST SE
255.,261
110,700
0.43
2222 222 ST SE
169,884
74,750
0.44
22116 23 DR SE
40,510
17,995
0.44
22105 23 DR SE
199,940
91,704
0.45
2300 223 ST SE
195,148
93,404
0.47
22032 220 ST
42,253
21,749
0.51
21540 30 Ave SE
270,072
149,497
0.55
Average FAR
0.413
Median FAR
0.425
Table - North Creek existing building floor area ratios – Ten commercial buildings
Address
Land area
Building area
Built - FAR
19204 N Crk Pkwy
293,085
95,543
0.32
19201 120 Ave NE
186,745
59,475
0.32
18911 N Crk Pkwy
553,647
200,096
0.36
20021 120 Ave NE
156,794
58,324
0.37
19515 N Crk Pkwy N
95,328
35,275
0.37
19333 N Crk Pkwy
222,196
92,461
0.41
19909 120 Ave NE
161,588
68,129
0.42
19803 N Crk Pkwy N
73,476
31,069
0.42
11714 N Crk Pkwy N
93,186
40,475
0.43
20307 N Crk Pkwy
354,298
156,349
0.44
Average FAR
0.386
Median
0.375
To establish employment density, square foot per employee measurements were sought to
guide the amount of building area necessary to achieve a desired employment density. Most
sources agree with the following table.
Table - building square feet per employee
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Employment type

Square feet
employee

General office
Microbiological and immunological
Upper management
Senior Professional
Technical / Professional
Precision Manufacturing
Senior Clerical
Warehousing

per

150
163
280
115
90
300
85
5,000

Based upon the information above, except for warehousing and manufacturing, even a
relatively small building (e.g. 10,000) can accommodate 45 or more employees per acre.
The challenge is to establish an FAR that provides the type of capacity necessary to house
future employees at numbers that support employment growth. That means establishing an
FAR that is greater than current building stock, but does not exceed market realities.
21.

Analyzing Floor area ratios
Fortunately, development proposals have been submitted to the City which are instructive
in establishing an appropriate FAR.
Downtown Developments
The Downtown Subarea contains mixed-use developments where residential is the primary
use and occupies the majority of the floor area of the development. This is the model upon
which the flexible threshold approach is based.
Downtown Buildings
Development

Six Oaks
The Merc
Boulevard Place
Edition
Junction
Pop North
104 Apts
Average FAR
Median FAR

Net Land area
170,500
23,040
194,390
120,522
179,465
45,763
58,059

Net
area

Building

Actual FAR

83,537
85,532
66,044
41,004
67,878
104,407
88,141

4.42
3.71
3.12
2.93
2.64
2.28
1.52
2.95
2.93

Downtown Townhome residential developments
Development

Dawson Square
The Landing
Average FAR

Net Land area

93,330
102,080

Net
area

Building
92,632
93,649

Built - FAR
1.00
1.10
1.05

Achieved
Density
106
230
192
135
83
116
86
135
116
Achieved
Density
21
27
24

Canyon Park – Submitted but not constructed non-residential development proposals
Development
Woodlands Tech
Tract 18 and 19 - office
Average FAR

Net Land area
426,888
301,991

Net Building area
621,798
126,730

Proposed FAR
1.45
0.42
0.93
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Canyon Park – Submitted residential development proposals
Development

Net Land area

Tract 24 townhomes
Tract
18
&
19
townhomes
Canyon Park Apts
Average FAR
Median FAR

426,888
301,991

Net
area*

426,888

Building

Proposed FAR

348,810
178,180

0.45
0.42

498,441

1.16
0.49
0.42

*Estimate

The proposals above vary on the amount of FAR but it is clear that even townhome
developments (two within Downtown) can achieve an FAR of 1.0 and that one previous
office proposal in Canyon Park would have achieved an FAR of 1.45. It should also be noted
that both previous non-residential proposals in Canyon Park were not developed and have
recently been submitted for townhome development proposals with FARs of 0.45 and 0.42.
22.

Other Jurisdiction FARs for similar zoning classifications
A brief analysis of other jurisdictions’ FAR minimums was conducted. There are many
nuances in how different jurisdictions apply minimum FAR and each jurisdiction weighs
these minimums with regard to their unique growth strategies, land use needs, land
economics and the development pattern the jurisdiction is trying to achieve. However, a few
instructive examples were found.
Table - Jurisdiction FARs
Jurisdiction
Redmond
Bellevue

Kirkland
Seattle

23.

Zone category

Minimum FAR

Business Park
Manufacturing

0.6
0.25 to 0.5
0.5
FAR lower than 0.5 require
square footage reductions

Totem Lake TL1 mixed use
zone
Commercial

1.0
Office uses
1.5
30 foot building height
2.0
50 foot building height

Findings regarding application of minimum densities and Floor Area Ratios
• A minimum density of 35 dwelling units per acre achieves 45 ‘Activity Units’ per acre.
• Even relatively lower densities can have relatively high FARs. For example, four
townhome projects only achieve densities of 18 to 27 units/acre but have FARs ranging
from 0.70 to 1.10.
• Even higher residential densities can have relatively low FARs. For example, two
developments, Canyon Park Apartments and Beardslee Village, achieve densities of
54 and 64 units/acre with FARs of 1.16 and 1.18, respectively.
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•
•
•

24.

Dwelling unit size plays an important role because townhome square footages range
from 1,510 to 2,287 whereas more traditional multi-family development square footages
range from 700 to 900 square feet.
Downtown mixed-use developments achieve fairly high densities (average 116
DU/acre) but also have relatively high FARs (average 2.9).
Requiring a minimum FAR of 1.0 for mixed use developments, appears to be the best
option for achieving appropriate minimums while not implementing a standard that
discourages mixed use proposals.

Recommended minimums
• Minimum residential densities for exclusively residential developments.
• Minimum floor area ratios for non-residential developments.
• Establish three approaches for mixed-use developments within Canyon Park:
o Apply the minimum residential density plus provide for 40% of the average floor area
for structured parking and 10% of the average floor area for retail, office and other
service uses; or
o Apply a minimum floor area ratio of 1.0; or
o Apply a flexible threshold that gives mixed use developments the discretion to
achieve either the minimum density or the minimum non-residential floor area ratio
and then ‘fill-in’ the rest of the development either residential or non-residential land
uses based upon market need.
• Mixed-use developments within North Creek / NE 195 ST would achieve a minimum
floor area ratio of 1.0 or grant an applicant the discretion to comply with either the
minimum residential density or the minimum non-residential FAR and then fill-in the
remainder of the development with reduced densities and FARs.
Some portions of the Canyon Park Subarea require buildings taller than 35 feet to provide
40% of the gross floor area of the average story within the building to be dedicated as
structured parking, plus at least 10% of the gross floor area of the average story to be
externally oriented at-grade retail, office, or other services uses.
In one portion of the Canyon Park subarea, the proposal would require mixed use
development to meet its minimum residential density requirement PLUS be consistent with
the requirement to provide structured parking and externally oriented retail/services uses as
described above. Or, an applicant may select to simply achieve a minimum FAR of 1.0. The
choice is left to the applicant.
The North Creek / NE 195 ST Subarea does not have the structured parking and
retail/service externally oriented use requirement. Accordingly, any mixed-use development
would be required to achieve an FAR of 1.0 or apply the flexible threshold granting an
applicant the discretion to comply with either the minimum residential density or the
minimum non-residential FAR and then fill-in the remainder of the development with reduced
densities and FARs.
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Table – Planning Commission Recommendation by Subarea
Minimum
Minimum
Minimums
Minimums Minimums
Subarea
residential FAR for non- Mixed Use
Mixed Use Mixed use
density
residential
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
DU/acre
Canyon Park
35
0.50
Min DU/ac
1.0 FAR
Meet either
plus
min DU/ac or
structured
min FAR
parking and
Fill-in with
10% retail
the other
land use
North Creek
35
0.50
N/A
1.0 FAR
Meet either
/NE 195 ST
min DU/ac or
min FAR
Fill-in with
the other
land use

Findings regarding Capital Facilities Element Plan amendments
25. Purpose of the Capital Facilities Element Plan amendments
In November 2018, voters approved Proposition 2 (Public Safety Capital Bonds) providing
funding to rebuild the Downtown Fire Station 42 and the Canyon Park Fire Station 45,
including safety upgrades, technical modernization and energy efficiency and to
accommodate current and future growth.
To implement the bond, the City needs companion amendments to the City’s Capital Facilities
Element and its Capital Facilities Plan.
26. The cost to replace both fire stations is expected to be approximately $35,500,000.
27. Scope of the Capital Facilities Element Plan amendments
This Plan amendment is limited to updating the Capital Facilities Element to reflect the Public
Safety Capital Bonds, re-construction and expansion of Stations 42 and 45, and update Fire
Station descriptions within the Plan.
28. Plan amendments
This amendment does not necessitate any policy changes. The amendments are limited to
amending the descriptions of Fire Stations 42 and 45, identifying floor area assigned to
facilities, personnel, and equipment, and updating the Element to reflect the 2018 Annual Fire
Department Report.
29. Department of Commerce Review.
The proposed Plan and Code amendments were sent to the Department of Commerce
October upon completion of the Planning Commission review.
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30. State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Review.
The proposed Plan and Code amendments will be evaluated for environmental review upon
completion of the Planning Commission review.
31. List of Exhibits.
1. Letter from Van Ness Feldman dated October 2, 2019
2. Email from Sound Transit, dated October 2, 2019

Conclusions
1.

The potential Plan and Code amendments have been drafted, noticed, reviewed by the
public and considered by the Planning Commission in accordance with the applicable laws
of the State of Washington and the City of Bothell.

2.

The potential Plan and Code amendments are necessary to assist the City in meetings its
growth obligations for both population and employment and for capital facilities planning.

3.

The potential Plan and Code amendments are in the best interest of the public health,
safety and welfare.

Recommendation
Based upon these findings and conclusions and the entire record, the Planning Commission
recommends the City Council adopt the proposed Plan and Code amendments which is
Attachment 2A, 2B, and 3 to these Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations.
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TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Erin Leonhart, Interim City Manager
Jeanie L. Ashe, Economic Development Manager
DATE: March 16, 2020
SUBJECT: Consideration of Approval of a Pop-Up Retail Incubator Program
POLICY This item asks the City Council to consider if the City should establish a pop-up
CONSIDERATION: retail incubator program. The program would remove barriers to starting a small
business, provide technical assistance and financial resources to entrepreneurs
to ensure success. Approval of this item includes a Port of Seattle Grant
Application and a partnership with Mercy Corps NW.
If approved, four pop-up retail chalets will locate on the “City Hall” lot. The
program has the potential to add to the charm of Bothell’s Main Street, promote
a walkable downtown subarea, attract tourism, and add to the city’s tax base.
This will be an equitable program designed to provide opportunities for women
and minorities.
Discussion: Bothell’s Pop-Up Retail incubator program are pre-fab sheds converted into
useable retail space. Four sheds clustered together will create a critical mass of
interest and foot traffic. The incubator program will provide an opportunity for
anyone with a good business idea to learn more about the market, improve their
business skills, and generate sales for cash flow. A Pop-Retail Incubator will also
boost the sales of existing downtown businesses.
To support the creation of new retail in the downtown subarea, the City proposes
to remove some of the barriers to starting a small business by providing
resources to microfinancing, mentoring and education. A project of this caliber
will require partnerships and community engagement to include:
•

•

Port of Seattle Economic Development Partnership Grant: a successful
grant application will support the purchase of three temporary, pop-up
retail sheds;
Mercy Corp Northwest: will provide vital financing, mentorship and
education to business owners. In addition to technical support and
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•
•
•

•

microfinancing, Mercy Corp Northwest will identify 5 – 6 potential
businesses to participate in the incubator program;
Contractor’s Association (TBD): site plan and building advisors;
Begin At Bothell: Bothell’s tourist program will promote the pop-up
retail incubators to its targeted markets including Portland, Walla Walla,
and Vancouver B.C.;
Community Advisory Committee: an ad hoc committee to assist in
determining the retail criteria, review applicants as necessary, and
support the installation of the retail pop-up;
Bothell Staff: the Economic Development Manager will be the program
manager. Community Development, Public Works, Tourism, Police
Department, and even Information Technology, will provide guidance
and assistance.

In exchange for the above support, businesses will enter into a concession
agreement with the City of Bothell. In lieu of a monthly rent payment, businesses
will pay the City 10% of their gross revenue. They also agree to create a “place
making” environment in and around their shop, commit to regular business
hours, have a web site, and an exit strategy.
Proposed Budget:
•
•

(4) Pre-fab sheds $4,000 - $8,000 (grant funds)
Mercy Corp Northwest professional services agreement $15,000
(economic development budget)

A pop-up retail incubator has the potential to create a unique experience for
consumers who want to shop at small, local stores, connect with artisans, and
know that their purchase makes a difference. Additionally, a Pop-Up Retail
Village will increase traffic for the existing businesses located in the downtown
redevelopment area. Supporting small businesses in their critical start-up phase,
the City will create a pipeline of new business and new taxes.
FISCAL The exact costs associated with this item are not known as of the date of this
impact presentation, however, the upper limit cost estimate of approximately $40,000
can be initially funded with the Economic Development budget. The Port of
Seattle is expected to reimburse the City $25,000-$30,000 of the program costs
through it Economic Development Grant Program. Staff will bring a budget
amendment to the City Council to recognize the grant revenue and offsetting
expenditures during the mid-biennial budget amendment process. The
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ATTACHMENTS:

reimbursed costs are considered budget neutral as revenues and expenditures
will offset. The aforementioned costs are considered one-time; ongoing
operating costs associated with this item are expected to be minimal and
Economic Development has sufficient budget in the 2021-2022 Adopted Budget
to fund the ongoing costs.
Att-1.
Att-2.

Port of Seattle Economic Development Partnership Grant
Mercy Corp Northwest PSA

RECOMMENDED Approve the Pop-Up Retail Incubator program and authorize the Interim City
ACTION: Manager to sign the Port of Seattle Economic Development Partnership Grant in
the amount of $29,730.00 and the Mercy Corp Northwest PSA in the amount of
$15,000.
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Port of Seattle
Century Agenda
2021 Economic Development Partnership Program
City Application
City:

Bothell

Federal Tax Number:

91-6001403

Contact Name:

Jeanie L. Ashe

Title:

Economic Development Manager

Telephone:

425.471.8124

Email:

jeanie.ashe@bothellwa.gov

Address:

18415 101st Ave NE

City, State, Zip:

Bothell, WA 98011

Alternate Contact:

Erin Leonhart

Alternate Telephone:

425.806.6810

Alternate Email:

erin.leonhart@bothellwa.gov

Declaration: I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION GIVEN IN THIS APPLICATION
TO THE PORT OF SEATTLE IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.
Signature of Responsible Official:
Print or Type Name and Title:

Erin Leonhart, Interim City Manager

Date:
Deadline: The program application must be submitted electronically to the Port of Seattle
by Wednesday, March 31, 2021 at 4:00 pm. Submit the application to:
meyer.j@portseattle.org
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The Port of Seattle Economic Development Partnership Program is an annual, cooperative
economic development program to help fund local economic development initiatives across
King County. In 2021, the program will emphasize projects that support the economic impacts of
COVID-19.

How much funding is available?
Based on a per-capita calculation, King County cities (except Seattle) may each receive
between $5,000 and $60,000 based on the city’s population. See Appendix A for eligible award
amounts by city.
Population estimates are determined by the Washington State Office of Financial Management,
which publishes population estimates each year. The Port uses the most recent population
estimates at the start of the grant cycle. Cities with populations numbering less than 5,000
people are eligible to receive grant funds up to $5,000 and cities with populations numbering
more than 60,000 people are eligible to receive grant funding up to $60,000.
Grant funds require a 50 percent match of dollars or in-kind resources. In-kind resources can
only be used for up to 25 percent of the grant award amount. For example, a grant request for
$50,000 in Port funds would require the city to commit $25,000 in matching dollars and/ or inkind resources. Of that $25,000, up to $12,500 of in-kind resources could be applied toward the
match requirement.

2021 Emphasis: COVID-19 Economic Recovery
The Port of Seattle is interested in partnering with cities on programs and partnerships that
advance COVID-19 economic recovery and resiliency. Cities should use 2021 Port grant
funding to help impacted businesses, promote local tourism, encourage local spending (buy
local) and related strategies that address pandemic related economic challenges.

Who can apply and how may the funds be used?
Eligible Applicants
City governments in King County except for the City of Seattle.
Eligible Projects
Port of Seattle funds must be used on projects to benefit small and emerging businesses, create
jobs, foster business growth, promote consumer confidence, or support the Port of Seattle
business interests. Uses may include:
• Small business relief and assistance (including incubator/accelerator projects, technical
assistance, and support for impacted businesses)
• Industry or key sector business retention and expansion assistance
• Projects that boost local tourism and consumer confidence such as buy local campaigns
• Workforce development initiatives that address local unemployment or
underemployment issues
• Other projects that can tangibly address pandemic related economic issues
Page 2 of 9
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Ineligible Projects
• Business recruitment initiatives designed to attract new companies or investment to a
region or city
• Economic development planning
• Placemaking projects, neighborhood activation projects, and events
• Direct cash grants or loans made to businesses or organizations
• Capital projects including projects to construct either new facilities or make significant,
long-term improvements to existing facilities
• Underwriting general or capital expenses associated with an event or program already in
progress
• Any project that would violate federal, state, or local laws
• Any project that would fall outside of the authorized activities that Ports can fund or
engage in
The Port of Seattle recommends applicant cities meet with Port of Seattle staff before submitting
the Economic Development Partnership Program applications.

How are projects evaluated and what are the reporting requirements?
Once the program application is approved, the Port will enter into an agreement with the city
that defines the terms of the funds. The project budget and project scope of work from the
application are used in an agreement between the Port of Seattle and each participating city.
Please do not incur any project related expenses or begin work on the project until you
have a fully executed agreement (signed by the Port of Seattle and the city.) The Port is
not able to reimburse project expenses that are incurred by a city prior to the agreement being
fully executed.
Invoices and documentation of expenses incurred by a city can be submitted while a project is
being completed. Starting this year, please submit each invoice with the Budget and
Expenditure Excel report. As part of the application, please fill out the budget “Project Budget”
(sheet 1) in the Excel worksheet.
At the close of the project, applicants are asked to fill out a Project Final Report on the
effectiveness of the project and submit invoices for final payment.
To demonstrate that funds have been spent on project-related activities, applicants need to
maintain receipts showing project expenses. In-kind matching resources can be documented by
showing the value of the resources.
In-kind staff time can be documented by showing a person’s name or in-kind service provided,
hourly rate or value of service, hours, date, value of in-kind match, and the project the in-kind
match is contributed to. The table below shows an example of in-kind match.

Person or
in-kind
service

Hourly rate
or value of
service

Hours

Date

Value of Inkind

Project
Category
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Jane

$40

40

2-10 to 2-28

$1,600

Event space

$300

n/a

2-28

$300

Business
retention
outreach
Business
retention
outreach

All 2021 projects, invoices, and reporting associated with the projects must be submitted
electronically to the Port of Seattle by 4:00 pm on Monday, November 1, 2020.
All associated grant material can be emailed to meyer.j@portseattle.org. The Port recommends
submitting materials before the deadline.
The Port of Seattle grant award cannot exceed the predetermined amount, even if the project’s
actual cost increases above the project budget. If actual project costs in any budget category
deviate by more than 25 percent of the total Port contribution to the project, then please contact
the Port of Seattle.
The applicant will need to document any budget changes in the Project Final Report.
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Project Description and Budget
1. Project Description: Bothell’s Pop-Up Retail Incubator are pre-fab sheds converted into
useable retail space. Four sheds clustered together will create a critical mass of interest and
foot traffic for the downtown subarea. The incubator program will provide an opportunity for
anyone with a good business idea to learn more about the market, improve their business
skills, and generate sales for cash flow. A Pop-Up Retail Incubator will also boost the sales
of existing downtown businesses.
To support the creation of new retail in the downtown subarea, the City will remove some of
the barriers to starting a small business and provide resources to microfinancing, mentoring
and education.
Bothell’s downtown subarea includes its historic Main Street. The area is populated by
businesses that have experienced the biggest losses during COVID. The City of Bothell has
worked to support its small businesses during COVID. Main Street is closed to vehicles and
the street, sidewalk, and flex spaces are open to dining and retail sales. Additionally,
businesses throughout the city can use their own parking lot space for extra dining seating.
The City also distributed PPE supplies to businesses most severely impacted by COVID.
A pop-up retail incubator has the potential to increase traffic for the existing businesses
located in the downtown subarea, attract tourism, and, the technical assistance provided will
help create businesses that are resilient.
In exchange for support, businesses will enter into a concession agreement with the City of
Bothell. In lieu of a monthly rent payment, businesses will pay the City 10% of their gross
revenue. They also agree to create a “place making “environment in an around their shop,
commit to regular business hours, have a web site, and an exit strategy.
2. Brief Description Bullets:
• The City will create the physical infrastructure for a pop-up retail incubator program
• Collaborate with Bothell development services and volunteer partners to prepare site for
pop-up retail village.
• The City will enter into a professional services agreement with Mercy Corps Northwest
for recruitment, technical support, and micro financing.
3. Project Scope of Work: Outline project title or components, economic impacts of COVID19 the project is addressing, project goals, project deliverables, and metrics (measurable
outcomes) using the table below. View Appendix B for sample metrics, measures of
success, and data sources. The table is used in the agreement between the Port of Seattle
and each city.
Project title
or
component:

COVID-19
Economic
Impacts:

Project goal(s):

Project deliverable(s) Metrics
and estimated
(measurable
completion:
outcomes):

Pop-Up Retail
Incubator

• Minority women
have been
disproportionately
by COVID-19.

• Contact minority
women homebased business
owners and

• Identify 5-6 clients
• Number of businesses
for pop-up retail
receiving assistance
June 2021
• Investment generated
from assistance
• Technical assistance
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entrepreneurs
• Mak e resource
referrals for small
businesses to
services like the
SBDC
• To provide better
information and
understanding for
all local leaders of
the strengths and
weak nesses of the
business climate.

about starting and
sustaining a small
retail business. July
2021
• Social media.
Ongoing.

• Number of people
reached in k ey tourist
mark ets
• Number of social media
postings and news
stories.

4. Connection to Port of Seattle interests: Explain how your project benefits the Port of
Seattle and ties to the Port’s business interests?
In addition to supporting the Port of Seattle’s economic development goal to create resilient
businesses, Bothell’s Pop-Up Retail Incubator program will attract tourist who pass through
SEATAC. We anticipate that as more and more people are vaccinated against COVID, there
will be pent-up demand for people to travel. Consumers will want to find local experiences
and make a connection to local artisans and go to a real store -- a small and local store.
5. Project Budget: Identify each project budget category, total funds (including the monetary
value of in-kind resources), Port of Seattle funds and City monetary and in-kind matching
funds. Include the total funds from each column in the second to last row. Include the
percentage contributions to the Port of Seattle’s contribution in the last row. This table is
used in the agreement between the Port of Seattle and each city.
Project:

Project Category
(Please select one
of the categories
provided)

Port of
Seattle
Funds
Awarded:

City
Monetary
Matching
Funds:

City Inkind
Matching
Funds:

Total
Funds
(Including
In-Kind):

Project 1: Pop-Up
Retail Incubator

Small Business
Assistance

$29,730

$15,000

$44,730

Project 2

Choose an item.

Project 3

Choose an item.

Project 4

Choose an item.

Total Funds:

$29,730

$15,000

$44,730

Percentage

100%

50%
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contribution to
Port Funds*:
*City monetary and in-kind matching funds must add up to at least 50% of the Port of Seattle
funds awarded. In-kind resources can only be used for up to 25 percent of the grant award
amount. See program guidelines for more details.
Note: Please submit all 2021 invoices with the Budget and Expenditure Excel report. As
part of the application, please fill out the budget “Project Budget” (sheet 1) in the Excel
worksheet. An image of the Excel worksheet is included below.

6. Collaboration with partners: The City of Bothell’s partners include:
• Port of Seattle – financial support to purchase temporary, pre-fab pop-up retail sheds
• Contractor Association (TBD) – construction advisors and assistance
• Begin At Bothell – Bothell’s tourism program will assist with marketing. Begin At Bothell
reaches tourists and customers between the points of Portland, OR; Walla Walla, WA;
and, Vancouver, British Columbia
• Community Advisory Committee – an ad hoc committee to assist in determining the
retail criteria, reviewing applicants, and assist in the installation of the pop-up retail
village.
7. Use of consultants or contractors:
• Mercy Corps Northwest – provides vital financing, mentorship and education to small
business owners across the Pacific Northwest. In addition to technical support and
micro financing, Mercy Corps Northwest will identify 5-6 minority businesses to
participate in the incubator program.
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Appendix A: 2021 Maximum Grant Award Amounts by City
City
Algona
Auburn (part)
Beaux Arts
Village
Bellevue
Black Diamond
Bothell (part)
Burien
Carnation
Clyde Hill
Covington
Des Moines
Duvall
Enumclaw (part)
Federal Way
Hunts Point
Issaquah
Kenmore
Kent
Kirkland

2021 Award Amounts
$5,000
$60,000
$5,000
$60,000
$5,205
$29,730
$52,300
$5,000
$5,000
$20,530
$32,260
$7,950
$12,610
$60,000
$5,000
$38,690
$23,450
$60,000
$60,000

Lake Forest
Park
Maple Valley
Medina
Mercer Island
Milton (part)
Newcastle
Normandy Park
North Bend
Pacific (part)
Redmond
Renton
Sammamish
SeaTac
Shoreline
Skykomish
Snoqualmie
Tukwila
Woodinville
Yarrow Point
Total Eligible
Funding

$13,280
$26,630
$5,000
$24,690
$5,000
$12,870
$6,625
$7,455
$6,895
$60,000
$60,000
$60,000
$29,180
$56,980
$5,000
$13,680
$21,360
$12,790
$5,000
$980,160
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Appendix B: Sample Metrics, Measures of Success, and Data Sources by
Project Type
The following list of sample metrics and measures of success can be used as a guide when
considering different types of projects.
Project Type
Business and investment
attraction

Sample Metrics
• Number of new businesses participating in the incubator
program.

Business creation and
entrepreneurship

•

Number of individuals trained in entrepreneurial training
programs including demographic information or survey
information

Business retention and
expansion

•

Activities that are done to support a “Buy Local” campaign
and that quantify the campaign engagement

Marketing

•

•

Website metrics like impressions, new users, top
acquisitions channels, most visited pages, etc.
Number of articles written, social media generated, or
reporters or influencers reached from public relations
activities
Tourism digital marketing impressions

Events and marketplace

•
•
•

The number of visitors
Value of visitors gathered by vendor survey
Publicity stemming from the event

Client satisfaction and
engagement

•
•
•

Community/client satisfaction rating (via a survey)
Clients follow-up visits and continued engagement
Client retention

•

For a more detailed list of sample metrics by type of economic development activity and
discussion of metrics, please see “Making it Count: Metrics for High Performing EDOs” by the
International Economic Development Council.
Search city level economic development and community data at:
• Greater Seattle Partners;
• Port of Seattle Equity Atlas;
• Workforce Development Council of Seattle-King County talent pipeline tool;
• Headwater Economics “economic profiles system,” “populations at risk,” and
“neighborhoods at risk” reports;
• Data USA; and
• U.S. Census Bureau’s Regional Analyst tool.
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CITY OF BOTHELL
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
Contract No. _________

1.

Parties.

This Professional Services Agreement, Contract No. __________ (“Agreement”), is
entered into as of the Effective Date specified below between the City of Bothell, a Washington
municipal corporation having its principal place of business at 18415 101st Avenue N.E., Bothell,
Washington 98011 (“City”), and Mercy Corps Northwest, a corporation organized under the laws
of the State of
Oregon
, located and doing business at ___43 SW Naito
Parkway, Portland, OR 92704__ (“Consultant”).
2.

Recitals.

2.1
City desires to obtain professional services for work related to the Bothell’s Popup Retail Incubator Program.
2.2
City has solicited for such professional services as required by law, including
chapter 39.80 RCW if applicable.
2.3
Consultant represents that it is available and able to provide qualified personnel and
facilities necessary for the work and services contemplated herein, and Consultant further
represented that it can accomplish the work and services within the required time period and in
accordance with City’s specifications and professional standards.
2.4
Consultant agrees to perform the work and services specified herein in accordance
with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual benefits and promises set forth herein,
it is agreed by and between the parties as follows:
3.

Terms and Conditions.

3.1
Services. City hereby retains Consultant, and Consultant agrees, to perform in
accordance with this Agreement the work and services as set forth in the Scope of Services/Scope
of Work, which is attached and incorporated by this reference as Exhibit A (“Services”).
3.2

Payment.

3.2.1 City shall pay the Consultant for Services rendered based upon the Schedule
of Charges, which is attached and incorporated by this reference as Exhibit B (“Schedule of
Charges”). In no event shall the amount paid by City exceed the sum of $15,000, including
applicable sales taxes. This amount is the maximum amount to be paid under this Agreement and
shall not be exceeded without prior written authorization from City in the form of a negotiated and
executed supplemental agreement.
Bothell Professional Services Agreement
Last Legal Update: February 2021
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3.2.2 Consultant shall submit periodic invoices (but not more frequently than
monthly) to City upon completion of the Services under the terms of payments as described in
Exhibit B. City shall pay Consultant within thirty (30) days of the receipt of a correct invoice in
accordance with City’s usual payment procedures. If City objects to all or any portion of any
invoice, it shall so notify Consultant within twenty (20) days from the date of receipt but shall pay
the undisputed portion of the invoice. The parties shall immediately make every effort to settle
the disputed portion of any invoice.
3.2.3 Acceptance of any payment by Consultant shall constitute a release of all
payment claims against City arising under this Agreement as to such portion of the Services. No
payment to Consultant, whether periodic or final, shall constitute a waiver or release by City of
any claim, right, or remedy it may have against Consultant regarding performance of the Services
as required by this Agreement.
3.3
Time of Performance. Consultant agrees that the Services shall begin immediately
upon the Effective Date or City’s issuance of a Notice to Proceed, whichever is applicable, and
Consultant shall continue to perform the Services with due diligence. In no event shall completion
of the Services be delayed beyond October 1, 2021. The Schedule of Charges and time for
performance of the Services shall not be increased because of any delays or costs attributable to
Consultant. In the event of a delay not attributable to Consultant, which could not be reasonably
anticipated and which results in an increase in costs to perform the Services, City may at its
discretion, through the execution of an amendment or supplemental agreement, increase the
Schedule of Charges and/or time for performance of the Services.
3.4
Relationship of Parties. Consultant is an independent contractor under this
Agreement, and the parties intend that an independent contractor-client relationship is the only
relationship created by this Agreement. No employee, agent, representative, or subconsultant of
Consultant shall be or shall be deemed to be the employee, agent, representative, or subconsultant
of City. Consultant has no authority, and will not represent itself to have authority, to legally bind
City or otherwise act for City or on City’s behalf. None of the compensation or other benefits
provided by City to its employees shall be available to Consultant’s employees, agents,
representatives or subconsultants. Consultant shall be solely responsible for all compensation,
taxes, withholding, and other benefits due to its employees, agents, representatives, and
subconsultants. Consultant shall be solely responsible for its acts and omissions and for the acts
and omissions of Consultant’s agents, employees, representatives, and subconsultants during
performance of this Agreement. On or before the Effective Date, Consultant shall file, maintain,
and/or open all necessary records with the Internal Revenue Service and the State of Washington,
and as may be required by RCW 51.08.195, to establish Consultant’s status as an independent
contractor.
3.5
Services Performed at Consultant’s Risk. Consultant shall take all precautions
reasonably necessary to perform the Services and shall be responsible for the safety of its
employees, agents and subconsultants in the performance of the Services.
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Supervision, Inspection and Performance.

3.6.1 Even though Consultant is an independent contractor with the authority to
control and direct the performance and details of the Services, the Services must meet the approval
of City and shall be subject to City’s general right of inspection and supervision to secure the
satisfactory completion of this Agreement.
3.6.2 Consultant represents that it has or will obtain all personnel necessary to
perform the Services and that such personnel shall be qualified, experienced, and licensed as may
be necessary or required by applicable laws and regulations to perform the Services. All Services
shall be performed by Consultant, its employees, or by subconsultants whose selection has been
authorized by City; provided that City’s authorization shall not relieve Consultant or its
subconsultants from any duties or obligations under this Agreement, or at law, to perform the
Services in a satisfactory and competent manner. Consultant shall ensure that all contractual
duties, requirements and obligations that Consultant owes to City shall also be owed to City by
Consultant’s subconsultants retained to perform the Services.
3.6.3 Consultant shall be responsible for the professional quality, technical
adequacy, accuracy, timely completion, and coordination of the Services and all plans, designs,
drawings, specifications, reports, and other work performed pursuant to this Agreement.
Consultant shall perform the Services in accordance with the standard of care of its profession in
the same or similar localities at the time services are performed. Consultant shall be responsible
for the professional standards, performance, and actions of all persons and firms performing the
Services under this Agreement. Consultant shall, without additional compensation, correct any
specific breach of a contractual obligation in the Services and revise any errors or omissions in
any plans, designs, drawings, specifications, reports, and other products prepared under this
Agreement.
3.7

Termination of Agreement.

3.7.1 Termination by City for Consultant’s Default. City may terminate this
Agreement, in whole or in part and at any time, in writing if Consultant substantially fails to fulfill
any or all of its material obligations through no fault of City. If City terminates all or part of this
Agreement for default, City shall determine the amount of Services satisfactorily performed to the
date of termination and the amount owing to Consultant using the criteria set forth below; provided
that (a) no amount shall be allowed for anticipated profit on unperformed Services or other work,
and (b) any payment due to Consultant at the time of termination may be adjusted to the extent of
any additional costs City incurs or will incur because of Consultant’s default. In such event, City
shall consider the actual costs incurred by Consultant in performing the Services to the date of
termination, the amount of Services originally required which was satisfactorily completed to the
date of termination, whether the Services or deliverables were in a form or of a type which is usable
and suitable to City at the date of termination, the cost to City of either completing the Services
itself or employing another firm to complete the Services in addition to the inconvenience and time
which may be required to do so, and other factors which affect the value to City of the Services
performed to the date of termination. Under no circumstances shall payments made under this
provision exceed the Schedule of Charges. This provision shall not preclude City from filing
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claims and/or commencing litigation to secure compensation for damages incurred beyond that
covered by withheld payments.
3.7.2 Termination by City for Convenience. City may terminate this Agreement,
in whole or in part and at any time, for the convenience of City. City shall terminate by delivery
to Consultant a notice of termination specifying the extent of the termination and the effective date
of termination. If City terminates this Agreement for convenience, City shall pay Consultant the
amount otherwise due in accordance with this Agreement for Services satisfactorily performed to
the date of termination.
3.7.3 Termination by Consultant. Consultant may terminate this Agreement in
the case of a material breach and upon failure of City to remedy said breach within ten (10) days
of written notice by Consultant of such breach. Consultant may also terminate the Agreement if
key personnel and/or facilities are lost due to an act of God or other catastrophe creating a situation
under which Consultant is physically unable to perform. Consultant’s notice of termination shall
be in writing.
3.8
Discrimination. When hiring of employees to perform Services, and in any
subcontract arising hereunder, Consultant, its subconsultants, or any person acting on behalf of
Consultant or subconsultant shall not, by reason of race, religion, color, age, sex, national origin
or the presence of any sensory, mental or physical handicap, veteran status, or sexual orientation,
discriminate against any person who is qualified and available to perform the Services to which
the employment relates.
3.9

Indemnification and Compliance with Law.

3.9.1 The indemnification and defense obligations specified in this Section 3.9
(“Indemnity Obligations”) have been mutually negotiated and shall survive the expiration,
abandonment, or termination of this Agreement. The Indemnity Obligations shall extend to claims
that are not reduced to a suit and to any claims that may be compromised prior to the culmination
of any litigation or the institution of any litigation. Inspection, acceptance or payment by City of
or for any Services performed by Consultant shall not be grounds for avoidance of any Indemnity
Obligations.
3.9.2 Consultant’s duty to indemnify the City under this Agreement varies, as
more particularly set forth below, depending on the circumstances that give rise to the obligation
of indemnity. However, the Consultant’s indemnity obligation shall extend – under any and all
such circumstances – to all liability, claims, damages, losses, and expenses incurred by the City,
whether direct, indirect, consequential, and specifically including (but not limited to) any
attorneys’ and consultants’ fees and other expenses of litigation or arbitration (for convenience,
these are collectively referred to as “losses”) that arise from the particular act or omission giving
rise to the indemnity obligation.
3.9.2.1 General Indemnity. Except to the extent that one of the more
specific indemnity obligations set forth below applies, Consultant shall defend, indemnify,
and hold harmless the City, including its officers, employees, agents, and volunteers, from
any and all losses and claims including any and all claims for personal injury, bodily injury,
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including death, or damage to property that are caused or alleged to be caused, in whole or
in part, by any act or omission of Consultant. This obligation of indemnity includes
negligent acts (whether concurrent, contributory, or both) by the City. The obligation of
indemnity under this Subparagraph does not, however, extend to losses caused by the sole
negligence of the City.
3.9.2.2 Professional Errors and Omissions. For any losses that arise from
the exercise of Consultant’s professional judgment in the performance of architectural,
landscape architectural, engineering, or land surveying services such that RCW 4.24.115
would apply, Consultant shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City from all such
losses to the extent caused or alleged to be caused by any violation of law, including state,
federal, or municipal law or ordinance, or by any negligent act, omission, breach of
contract, or willful or intentional misconduct of Consultant. The obligation of indemnity
under this Subparagraph does not, however, extend to losses caused by the negligence
(whether sole, concurrent, or contributory) of the City.
3.9.2.3 Construction Claims. In the event that this Agreement is relative
to the construction, alteration, repair, addition to, subtraction from, improvement to, or
maintenance of any building, highway, road, excavation, or other structure, project,
development, or improvement attached to real estate (specifically including moving or
demolition in connection therewith) and therefore subject to RCW 4.24.115, Consultant
shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City from all losses to the extent caused or
alleged to be caused by any violation of law, including state, federal, or municipal law or
ordinance, or by any negligent act or omission of Consultant. The obligation of indemnity
under this Subparagraph does not, however, extend to losses caused by the negligence
(whether sole, concurrent, or contributory) of the City.
3.9.3 In any and all claims against the City by any employee of Consultant, the
indemnification obligations set forth above shall not be limited in any way by any limitation on
the amount or type of damages or compensation benefits payable by or for Consultant under the
applicable worker’s or workmen’s compensation, benefit, or disability laws (including but not
limited to the Industrial Insurance laws, Title 51 of the Revised Code of Washington). Consultant
expressly waives any immunity Consultant might have under such laws and, by entering into this
Agreement, acknowledges that this waiver has been mutually negotiated.
3.9.4 The obligations of this Paragraph shall not be construed to negate, abridge,
or otherwise reduce any other right or obligation which would otherwise exist as to any person or
entity described in this paragraph.
3.9.5 For purposes of this Paragraph only, the term “City” shall mean and include
the City and its council members and other elected officials, other officers, employees, and agents,
and the term “Consultant” shall mean and include Consultant, all of its Subconsultants and
suppliers at all tiers, agents, and any other person directly or indirectly employed by any of them,
or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable.
3.9.6 The parties recognize that one party may have unique knowledge or
involvement in the acts that certain claims are based on; therefore, the parties agree that upon
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receipt or service of a claim arising out of or related to the work or project which is the subject of
this Contract, the parties hereto will cooperate in good faith in the defense of any claim. The intent
and purpose of this subsection is to ensure the good faith cooperation of both parties in the defense
of any claim initially so that all necessary knowledge and personnel are made available to each
other in order achieve the best claim defense possible.
3.9.6.1 The parties agree that they each have the right to
tender the defense of any third party claims to the other party without violating the
provisions of this section. However, notwithstanding any other provision in this section,
in the event that either party fails to accept tender from the other party, the parties agree
that it is their intent that they will cooperate and initially defend any claims arising out of,
in connection with, or incident to their own acts, regardless of the type or characterization
of the act(s) and each party is free to assert such defenses, claims, counterclaims and third
party claims as they deem appropriate.
3.9.6.2 At the time that liability for any disputed claim is
ultimately determined by agreement, as a result of any agreed or mandatory dispute
resolution process, or by final order of a court of competent jurisdiction, the parties will
reimburse each other for any defense costs and claims costs and payments or judgment
satisfaction that may have been incurred pursuant to the provisions of this subsection and
which would not have been required of that party under the provisions of subsections 3.9.1
through 3.9.5 if their initial tender of defense had not been improperly rejected.
3.10 Insurance. Unless otherwise stated in Exhibit C, the following
requirements shall apply.

insurance

3.10.1 Insurance. The Consultant shall procure and maintain for the duration of
the Agreement, insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damage to property which may
arise from or in connection with the performance of the work hereunder by the Consultant, its
agents, representatives, or employees.
3.10.2 No Limitation. Consultant’s maintenance of insurance as required by the
agreement shall not be construed to limit the liability of the Consultant to the coverage provided by
such insurance, or otherwise limit the City’s recourse to any remedy available at law or in equity.
3.10.3 Minimum Scope of Insurance. Consultant shall obtain insurance of the
types described below:
A. Automobile Liability insurance covering all owned, non-owned, hired
and leased vehicles. Coverage shall be written on Insurance Services
Office (ISO) form CA 00 01 or a substitute form providing equivalent
liability coverage. If necessary, the policy shall be endorsed to
provide contractual liability coverage.
B. Commercial General Liability insurance shall be written on ISO
occurrence form CG 00 01 and shall cover liability arising from
premises, operations, independent contractors and personal injury and
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advertising injury. The City shall be named as an additional insured
under the Consultant’s Commercial General Liability insurance policy
with respect to the work performed for the City.
C. Workers’ Compensation coverage as required by the Industrial
Insurance laws of the State of Washington.
D. Professional Liability insurance appropriate to the Consultant’s
profession.
3.10.4 Minimum Amounts of Insurance. Consultant shall maintain the following
insurance limits:
A. Automobile Liability insurance with a minimum combined single limit
for bodily injury and property damage of $1,000,000 per accident.
B. Commercial General Liability insurance shall be written with limits no
less than $1,000,000 each occurrence, $2,000,000 general aggregate.
C. Professional Liability insurance shall be written with limits no less
than $1,000,000 per claim and $1,000,000 policy aggregate limit.
3.10.5 Other Insurance Provisions. The insurance policies are to contain, or be
endorsed to contain, the following provisions for Automobile Liability, Professional Liability
and Commercial General Liability insurance:
A. The Consultant’s insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as
respect the City. Any insurance, self-insurance, or insurance pool
coverage maintained by the City shall be excess of the Consultant’s
insurance and shall not contribute with it.
B. The Consultant’s insurance shall be endorsed to state that coverage
shall not be cancelled by either party, except after thirty (30) days
prior written notice by certified mail, return receipt requested, has been
given to the City. In the event that such endorsement cannot be
obtained from Consultant’s insurance carrier, Consultant shall be
responsible for providing notice in accordance with the terms of this
provision.
3.10.6 Acceptability of Insurers. Insurance is to be placed with insurers with a
current A.M. Best rating of not less than A:VII.
3.10.7 Verification of Coverage. Consultant shall furnish the City with original
certificates and a copy of the amendatory endorsements, including but not necessarily limited to
the additional insured endorsement, evidencing the insurance requirements of the Consultant
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before commencement of the work, which is attached and incorporated by this reference as
Exhibit C (“Consultant’s Certificate(s) of Insurance”).
3.11

Records, Documents, and Audits.

3.11.1 Original documents, drawings, designs and reports developed under this
Agreement, whether in written or electronic format, shall belong to and become the property of
City, and shall be promptly delivered to City as required by the Services or at the termination of
this Agreement. All written information submitted by City to Consultant in connection with the
Services will be safeguarded by Consultant to at least the same extent as Consultant safeguards
like information relating to its own business. If such information is publicly available, is already
in Consultant’s possession or known to it, or is rightfully obtained by Consultant from third parties,
Consultant shall bear no responsibility for its disclosure, inadvertent or otherwise.
3.11.2 City acknowledges that the documents prepared by Consultant are prepared
specific to the project described herein. If City modifies or uses any of said documents for other
projects or purposes without the written approval of Consultant, City releases Consultant from all
responsibility for any errors or omissions therein with respect to such modification or other use.
3.11.3 Consultant and its subconsultants shall maintain books, records, documents,
and other evidence directly pertinent to performance of the Services in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles and practices consistently applied. City or any duly authorized
representative shall have access to and be permitted to inspect such books, records, documents,
and other evidence for the purpose of audit, examination and copying for a period of six (6) years
after completion or termination of the Agreement, whichever is later. Audits conducted under this
Section 3.11 shall be in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and established
procedures and guidelines of the reviewing or auditing agency.
3.12

Disputes and Remedies.

3.12.1 Choice of Law; Venue. This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance
with the laws of the State of Washington. The Superior Court of King County, Washington, shall
have exclusive jurisdiction and venue over any legal action arising under this Agreement.
3.12.2 Dispute Resolution. All claims, counterclaims, disputes, and other matters
in question between City and Consultant arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall be
referred to the City Manager or a designee for determination, together with all pertinent facts, data,
contentions, and so forth. The City Manager shall consult with Consultant’s representative and
make a determination within thirty (30) calendar days of such referral. Should the claims,
counterclaims, or disputes not be resolved by the City Manager’s decision, the parties shall refer
the matter to professional mediation in Seattle, Washington, which shall be conducted within thirty
(30) calendar days of the City Manager’s decision. The cost of mediation shall be shared equally.
No civil action on any claim, counterclaim, or dispute may be commenced until thirty (30) days
following such mediation. In the event of litigation between Consultant and City to enforce the
rights under this Agreement, reasonable attorney fees and expenses shall be allowed to the
prevailing party.
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3.12.3 Remedies. City’s rights and remedies in this Agreement are in addition to
all other rights and remedies provided by law. City may exercise such rights and remedies in any
order and at any time as it determines necessary or appropriate.
3.13 Notice. All communications regarding this Agreement shall be sent to the parties
at the addresses listed below, or at such other address as given pursuant to this Section, and shall
be effective on the next business day if sent by registered or certified mail or deposited with an
overnight delivery service.
Mercy Corps Northwest
Lynn Renken
43 SW Naito Parkway
Portland, OR 97204

City of Bothell
Executive
Jeanie L. Ashe
18415 101st Ave. NE
Bothell, WA 98011

3.14 Entire Agreement. The written terms and provisions of this Agreement, together
with all referenced Exhibits, supersede all prior verbal statements of any officer or other
representative of City, and such statements shall not be effective or be construed as entering into
or forming a part of, or altering in any manner whatsoever, this Agreement. The entire agreement
between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereunder is contained in this Agreement
and the referenced Exhibits.
3.15 Priority of Documents. In the event that the language and provisions of this
Agreement are contrary to or conflict with any language or provisions set forth in any exhibit to
this Agreement, the language and provisions of this Agreement shall control, and the contrary or
conflicting language or provisions of the exhibit(s) shall be disregarded and shall be considered
void.
3.16 Modification. No waiver, alteration, or modification of any of the provisions of
this Agreement shall be binding unless in writing and signed by a duly authorized representative
of City and Consultant.
3.17 Assignment. Any assignment of this Agreement by Consultant without the prior
written consent of City shall be void.
3.18 Waiver. A waiver of any breach by either party shall not constitute a waiver of any
subsequent breach.
3.19
Agreement.

Third-Party Beneficiaries. There

are no

third-party

beneficiaries

to this

3.20 Counterparts. This Agreement shall be signed in duplicate or triplicate and may
not be signed in counterparts.
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3.21 Authorized Signatures. By their signatures below each party represents that it has
taken all necessary steps and is fully authorized to sign for and on behalf of the named principal
above.
3.22 Effective Date. This Agreement shall be effective on the last date entered by the
parties below.
SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS IMMEDIATELY
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CITY OF BOTHELL
By: Erin Leonhart
Its: Interim City Manager

Date

CONSULTANT:

By:

Lynn Renken

Its:

Executive Director

Date
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EXHIBIT A
Scope of Services / Scope of Work

1. Identify 5-6 clients for pop-up retail incubator program
2. Assess technical assistance needs of the 5-6 clients
3. Provide and/or link 5-6 clients to technical assistance
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EXHIBIT B
Schedule of Charges
[See Attached]
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EXHIBIT C
Consultant’s Certificate(s) of Insurance
[See Attached]
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Agenda Bill
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TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Chris Bothwell, Finance Director
DATE: March 16, 2021
SUBJECT: Fourth Quarter 2020 Financial Update
POLICY Presentation only
CONSIDERATION:
HISTORY:

DATE ACTION
NOVEMBER 27, 2018 City Council adopted the 2019-2020 biennial budget

DISCUSSION: The City Council adopted a budget for the 2019-2020 biennium. Staff has a
responsibility to provide periodic financial updates to the City Council to ensure
that the City Council is kept abreast of the City’s financial performance and
other matters affecting the City’s finances. This is the fourth quarterly financial
report presented to the City Council for 2020.
FISCAL None
IMPACTS:
ATTACHMENTS:

Att-1.

Fourth Quarter 2020 Financial Report

RECOMMENDED Presentation only
ACTION:
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Fourth Quarter 2020 Financial Report
March 16, 2021

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
This reporting provides an overview of the financial results for the City of Bothell for the quarter ended
December 31, 2020, plus a preliminary look at 2020 and the 2019-2020 biennium. The reporting
includes: an overview of financial results; a listing of financial highlights, challenges and concerns; a
statement about the economic outlook and the 2021-2022 forecast; and, a list of items that the Finance
Department is planning to bring to the City Council in 2021.
FOURTH QUARTER
The fourth quarter is the last reporting period in the 2019-2020 biennium, a biennium that was
significantly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. In the third quarter it was reported that revenues
appeared to be stabilizing after a first and second quarter that were marked by uncertainty and
volatility. Signs of a stabilization continued in the fourth quarter and signs of a rebound also began to
emerge.
Consistent with the revised forecast, total sales tax collections increased significantly in the fourth
quarter. Despite losses in hospitality and construction, collections were fourteen percent higher than
the fourth quarter of 2019. This result was somewhat predictable as more people were expected to do
their holiday shopping from home this year, reducing the traditional fourth quarter sales tax leakage.
Additionally, other revenues held up well in the fourth quarter, plus the city received more than $2
million in CARES Act reimbursements, which effectively offset early pandemic losses.
The excellent budget discipline that the organization has exercised since the start of the pandemic
continued in the fourth quarter, resulting in significant expenditure savings compared to budgeted
amounts. The net result of solid revenue performance and expenditure savings is a fourth quarter
surplus that made up some of the ground lost earlier in the pandemic.
PRELIMINARY 2020 AND 2019-2020 BIENNIUM
Staff is currently working to finalize the 2020 financial reporting and will publish the Comprehensive
Annual Financial Report in the coming months. In the meantime, this reporting provides an opportunity
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to report the preliminary results, which it should be noted, may vary from the final published reports,
the following describes the preliminary results.
While 2019 financial results were predictable and generally consistent with adopted budget, 2020 was a
rollercoaster. Early pandemic revenue losses were significant, but short lived. Annual total sales tax
collections increased by more than two percent compared to 2019 as a result of strong third quarter
collections and historic fourth quarter collections. Unfortunately, despite the rebound, sales tax lagged
the budgeted value in the 2019-2020 Adopted Budget by approximately $2.5 million. Utility taxes have
a similar story, utility tax collections decreased by a relatively modest $180,000 in 2020 compared to
2019, but underperformed relative to the Adopted Budget by approximately $2 million for the
biennium. Additionally, the Adopted Budget included a $1 million revenue from the expected sale of
the city owned property known as Lot A; the sale did not occur during the biennium resulting less
revenue being realized by the General Fund.
Fortunately, the above biennial revenue challenges were offset by additional unbudgeted revenues. The
most significant unbudgeted revenue that the City realized during the biennium was $2.1 million in
CARES Act reimbursements. Additionally, approximately $2 million of unbudgeted biennial revenues
were received from the State’s Ground Emergency Medical Transport (GEMT) program. Another
approximately $1 million each of unbudgeted biennial revenues were received from investment interest
and gains and interfund changes for shared services provided to enterprise funds.
While 2019 expenditures were only slightly below budgeted values, 2020 expenditures were
significantly below budgeted amounts as a direct result of actions taken by the organization early in the
pandemic to respond to forecasted revenue losses. Employee furloughs that affected all city employees,
except most of those in public safety (Police and Fire), plus layoffs, and other hiring/vacancy strategies
resulting in approximately $2 million in expenditure savings in 2020. Departments also exercised
excellent budget discipline in 2020 which resulted in significant additional savings.
The preliminary net result of the above is approximately $3 million surplus in 2020. The excellent
preliminary financial result in 2020 is a direct result of swift early action taken to respond to the
disruptions caused by the pandemic and leadership that was focused on maintaining the financial health
of the organization during unpredictable economic times.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
 December sales tax collections were the highest monthly collections in the City’s history; Fourth
quarter sales tax collections were the highest quarterly sales tax collections in the City’s history.
 Development revenues continued the better than the early pandemic forecast trend signaling
that development and construction activity is continuing, albeit at a slightly reduced pace.
 Real Estate Excise Tax collections appear to have stabilized in the fourth quarter and are on target
with the most recent forecast.
 $2.1 million of the City’s pandemic response costs were recovered through CARES Act funding in
the fourth quarter.
 Measures taken to curtail spending in response to the early pandemic forecast resulted in
significant savings compared to budgeted expenditures in the General Fund.
 Third quarter results increase confidence in the forecast used for the 2021-2022 Adopted Budget.
 CONCLUSION: Disruptions to revenue from the pandemic were significant, but short lived.
Revenues trended towards a recovery in the second half of 2020 and expenditure savings
continued on trend until the end of the year. The net result is expected to be a 2020 General
Fund surplus. The financial health of the organization was maintained in 2020 due largely to
measures taken early in the pandemic to reduce expenditures and unbudgeted CARES Act funding
received in the fourth quarter.
FINANCIAL CHALLENGES AND CONCERNS
 Sales tax revenue under-performed relative to the Adopted Budget by $2.5 million for the
biennium.
 2020 Sales tax from construction was down fifteen percent compared to 2019.
 Utility tax collections were approximately $2 million less than budgeted amounts for the
biennium.
 Telephone and cable utility taxes collections continued the downward trend that we have been
monitoring for the past several quarters.
 Despite a continuation of the trend towards stabilization in the fourth quarter, Real Estate Excise
Tax (REET) collections were approximately $1 million below budgeted amounts for the biennium.
 Low REET collections resulted in approximately $500,000 of the City Hall lease payment having to
be made from fund balance, rather than ongoing REET collections as budgeted.
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ECONOMIC UPDATE AND 2021-2022 FORECAST UPDATE
In general, economists appear optimistic about an economic recovery in our region over the coming years.
For a number of reasons, the Pacific Northwest economic and employment outlook are better than many
places in the nation.
One noteworthy behavioral change resulting from the pandemic was the curtailment of destination retail
shopping in favor of shopping from home. This change reduced sales tax leakage and has resulted in
historic sales tax collections in Bothell during the pandemic. Consumer behaviors are difficult to predict,
but if this behavior continues post-pandemic, then Bothell can expect to collect additional sales tax as a
result of the behavioral change. Irrespective of whether the change is here to stay, the change is expected
to positively impact 2021 sales tax collections.
While the mid-biennial budget adjustment (Mid-Bi) process is the formal process to review and update
the 2021-2022 revenue forecast, this reporting provides an opportunity to reflect on the forecast and
report any early observations that are likely to require an update during the Mid-Bi. The fourth quarter
and annual 2020 results increased confidence in the forecast and no major updates to the forecast are
expected. Staff will continue to monitor the forecast and will share noteworthy observations in future
quarterly reports.
2021 COMING ATTRACTIONS FROM FINANCE
 Monthly and Quarterly Financial Dashboard Launch (Spring 2021)
 Business License Fee Structure Simplification (Spring/Summer 2021)
 Long Term Financial Sustainability Presentation (Spring/Summer 2021)
 Issue $10M Bonds for Fire Station Reconstruction (Summer/Fall 2021)
 2021-2022 Mid-Biennial Budget Adjustment (Fall/Winter 2021)
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Agenda Bill

AB # 21-041

TO: Mayor Olsen and Members of the Bothell City Council
FROM: Erin Leonhart, Interim City Manager
Laura Hathaway, City Clerk
DATE: March 16, 2021
SUBJECT: Consideration of Board and Commission Appointments
POLICY It is the policy of the City Council to appoint citizens to various Boards and
CONSIDERATION: Commissions created per the Bothell Municipal Code.
HISTORY: On March 9, 2021, the City Council interviewed applicants for various open
positions on the City’s Boards and Commissions. Tonight, Council is asked to fill
the vacancies as follows:
 Arts Commission – 3 full-term openings
 Landmark Preservation Board – 1 full-term opening / 1 partial-term
opening
 Library Board – 1 full-term opening
 Lodging Tax Advisory Committee – 3 full-term openings
 Parks & Recreation Board – 1 full-term opening
 Planning Commission – 1 full-term opening / 1 partial-term opening
 Shorelines Board – 2 partial-term openings (second opening as of
3/4/21)
DISCUSSION: Protocol Manual Section 2.08 outlines the process for casting votes to fill
vacancies using written ballots; however, due to the pandemic and the virtual
nature of this meeting, voting will be conducted as follows:
The “Chat” function in ZOOM (which is normally disabled during Council
meetings) will be enabled for this item only.
The City Clerk will call on each member individually to send their vote(s)
through chat directly to her for each opening (i.e. Councilmember Agnew,
please type 3 names for the Arts Commission). Once all Councilmembers have
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voted, Council will adjourn to the closed session on labor negotiations and staff
will tally the votes and announce the results once Council reconvenes.
In order to be appointed, an applicant must receive a majority vote of the
councilmembers present. Council will cast ballots as many times as necessary
until all positions have been appointed. The “Chat” reports will be printed and
retained as part of the record. The City Clerk will assign position numbers and
notify each applicant of Councils appointments and start dates.
Please note that we have 2 applicants who currently serve on other boards
(Library and Planning) who have applied to a new board. Should they get
appointed to the new board, that will open up a partial-term vacancy on their
current board. Staff asks that in that event, Council appoint the partial-term
vacancy(ies) this evening.
Please also note that we were made aware of a second partial-term opening
on the Shorelines Board on March 4. Staff recommends appointing that
position this evening as well.
Partial-term vacancies begin immediately upon appointment.
Full-term vacancies begin on April 1, 2020.
FISCAL There is no fiscal impact associated with this item.
IMPACTS:
ATTACHMENTS: None.
RECOMMENDED After voting to fill Board and Commission vacancies, move to ratify the results.
ACTION:
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